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1 
Summary 
The growing ﬁelds of spintronics and nanotechnology have created increased 
interest in developing the means to manipulate the spin of electrons. One such 
method arises from the combination of the spin-orbit interaction and the broken 
inversion symmetry that arises at surfaces and interfaces, and has prompted many 
recent investigations on metallic surfaces. 
A method by which surface states, in the absence of spin orbit eﬀects, have 
been successfully investigated is the Green function embedding scheme of Ingles­
ﬁeld. This has been integrated into a self consistent FLAPW density functional 
framework based on the scalar relativistic Ko¨lling Harmon equation. Since the spin 
of the electron is a direct eﬀect of special relativity, calculations involving the spin 
orbit interaction are best performed using solutions of the Dirac equation. This 
work describes the extension of Green’s function embedding to include the Dirac 
equation and how fully relativistic FLAPW surface electronic structure calculations 
are implemented. 
The general procedure used in performing a surface calculation in the scalar 
relativistic case is closely followed. A bulk transfer matrix is deﬁned and used to 
generate the complex band structure and an embedding potential. This embedding 
potential is then used to produce a self consistent surface potential, leading to a 
Green’s function from which surface state dispersions and splittings are calculated. 
The bulk embedding potential can also be employed in deﬁning channel functions 
and these provide a natural framework in which to explore transport properties. A 
relativistic version of a well known expression for the ballistic conductance across 
a device is derived in this context. Diﬀerences between the relativistic and non­
relativistic methods are discussed in detail. 
To test the validity of the scheme, a fully relativistic calculation of the extensively 
studied spin orbit split L-gap surface state on Au(111) is performed, which agrees 
well with experiment and previous calculations. Contributions to the splitting from 
diﬀerent angular momentum channels are also provided. The main advantages of 
the relativistic embedding method are the full inclusion of the spin orbit interaction 
to all orders, the true semi inﬁnite nature of the technique, allowing the full complex 
bands of the bulk crystal to be represented and the fact that a only small number 
of surface layers is needed in comparison to other existing methods. 
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6 CONTENTS 
Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
All of our familiar world is constructed of atoms, themselves made from the protons 
and neutrons of the nucleus, and electrons, the ’glue’ which binds nuclei together 
into solids, liquids and molecules. The arrangement of the atoms of a solid into 
a particular crystal structure is due to the interaction of the electrons within it 
and electron excitations determine its optical, electrical and magnetic properties. 
The shape and action of the proteins and molecules which govern the functioning 
of biological systems, including ourselves, are determined by the behaviour of the 
electrons which they contain and an understanding of this behaviour is essential 
to the development of drugs and treatments for disease. The increasing reliance of 
the modern world on computers demands that we are able to manipulate extremely 
accurately the movement of electrons through devices on an ever decreasing scale. 
Consequently, one of the foremost challenges of theoretical physics is to develop 
methods and models which enable us to completely understand the fundamental 
behaviour of collections of interacting electrons. 
In the 1970s, features on an integrated circuit were in the region of 10 µm in size. 
In 2010, length scales on commercially mass produced chips are roughly 60 nm and 
may reach or indeed surpass 30 nm within the next ﬁve years. This decrease in scale 
cannot continue indeﬁnitely as there is a limit to size beyond which conventional 
devices simply will not work. In very small semiconductor transistors the variation 
in distribution of dopants from device to device may lead to dramatic diﬀerences in 
performance and the tiny size of the insulator gate allows electrons to tunnel across. 
The rapid approach of this practical size limit on current technologies has given rise 
to the ﬁeld of nanoelectronics and spintronics. Relevant major breakthroughs in 
this area have been the discovery of Giant Magnetoresistance (GMR) and Tunneling 
Magnetoresistance (TMR) in magnetic multilayers, leading to the ﬁeld of spintron­
ics, and the resulting investigation of electron spin transport through nanodevices. 
Development of devices employing these eﬀects requires a detailed knowledge of the 
consequences of the spin orbit interaction at material surfaces and interfaces. 
The arrival of quantum mechanics in the early part of the 20th century was a 
7
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vast leap forward in understanding the behaviour of electrons and other fundamental 
particles. Many simple systems, such as the hydrogen atom and harmonic oscillator, 
which could be investigated analytically, were quickly solved but more complex prob­
lems which did not permit exact solutions proved elusive. Even a small sample of 
material, a few grammes of an elemental solid, contains of the order of 1023 electrons, 
which not only interact with the atomic nuclei but with each other, and it was not 
until the advent of the computer that the study of such systems could be realistically 
attempted. Still, the single particle picture of quantum mechanics needed adapta­
tion to allow practical investigation of collections of multiple interacting particles 
to proceed. Density Functional Theory (DFT) has become a standard framework 
within which many such calculations are performed yet the continuing demand for 
ever smaller and more complex electronic devices requires more accurate and varied 
theoretical models which are necessarily more computationally demanding, requiring 
continual reﬁnement and development of existing techniques. 
Calculation of ground state properties of bulk systems within DFT is simpliﬁed 
by exploiting the periodicity of the crystal lattice, but the presence of a surface de­
stroys translational symmetry and allows electrons to become trapped in the surface 
region. These surface states decay exponentially into the bulk crystal and are of 
extreme signiﬁcance to transport properties due to their inﬂuence on electron scat­
tering at the surface. A common technique used to calculate the surface density of 
states, thus determining the dispersion of surface states, is to use a supercell or slab 
method. Here, three dimensional translational symmetry is restored by introducing 
a repeating cell containing several layers of atoms and a portion of vacuum to repre­
sent the surface, and imposing periodic boundary conditions. The cell must contain 
enough atoms that those in the layer farthest from the surface are bulk–like and 
enough vacuum that surface states in adjoining cells do not interact. There are two 
main disadvantages to the supercell approach. Firstly, in order to reproduce bulk 
like behaviour and non–interacting surface states it may be necessary to include 20 
or more layers in the cell and several atomic units (a.u.) of vacuum, leading to cal­
culations which can be computationally very demanding. Secondly, the bulk band 
structure is not faithfully reproduced since the system is not truly semi–inﬁnite, 
more resembling a thin ﬁlm, resulting in a series of discrete states rather than a 
true continuum. This can make it hard to separate out surface states from the bulk 
states or distinguish surface resonances from true surface states. 
A method which is extremely well suited to calculations involving semi–inﬁnite 
systems is the embedding method of Inglesﬁeld [2]. Using this approach, a Green 
function is solved for explicitly in typically only 2 or 3 layers of atoms in the surface 
region and a small portion of vacuum. The bulk and vacuum continua are repre­
sented by an energy dependent embedding potential, essentially a surface logarithmic 
derivative, the embedding potential itself being calculated from a surface expansion 
9 
of the bulk Green function. This method reproduces exactly the bulk band structure 
and alongside surface electronic structure calculations has been adapted to perform 
investigations of ballistic transport in layered systems and molecules attached to 
semi–inﬁnite leads. 
A good description of surfaces is provided by the embedding formulation and 
a way of using this to determine the roˆle of the spin orbit interaction in electronic 
structure and transport properties would provide valuable insight into the future 
of spintronic devices. Although spin orbit eﬀects may be incorporated into the 
Schro¨dinger equation on an ad hoc basis to a ﬁrst order approximation with some 
satisfactory results, electron spin and its consequences are truly a relativistic phe­
nomenon. The Koelling–Harmon scheme has been used in the embedding framework 
but this contains only the non spin related relativistic eﬀects. A complete descrip­
tion is therefore only attainable by starting from the Dirac equation. Previously, the 
basic formulation of embedding has been extended to the Dirac equation [3] and this 
thesis expands upon this work and develops it to a point where practical calculations 
of dispersion relations of surface states can be calculated. In addition, a starting 
point from which transport calculations may be performed is introduced. 
In the remainder of this chapter we discuss the motivation for including relativis­
tic eﬀects in electronic structure calculations and show that the most important of 
these eﬀects is the spin-orbit interaction, and argue that there is a deﬁnite class of 
systems where this is of crucial signiﬁcance in the development of new technologies. 
Before introducing the embedding method, we present, in chapter 2, a detailed dis­
cussion of the Dirac equation, concentrating on the solutions and properties which 
are most relevant to the relativistic embedding method. We also consider the diﬀer­
ences between the Dirac equation and non-relativistic quantum mechanics, focussing 
in particular on the fact that electron spin, and hence the spin-orbit interaction, is a 
natural consequence of the relativistic theory, providing further justiﬁcation for a rel­
ativistic description of electronic structure. In this section we also introduce Green’s 
functions, which are a powerful tool in electronic structure calculations and central 
to the embedding method. We also compare the relativistic and non-relativistic 
Green’s functions. In chapter 3, we present a brief description of Density Functional 
Theory and demonstrate how this is formulated and applied to practical calculations, 
again discussing the non-relativistic and relativistic cases. 
Having presented the motivation and necessary background in the previous chap­
ters, in chapter 4 we (at last!) introduce the Green’s function embedding method. 
This chapter is divided into three main parts. The ﬁrst describes, in detail, the 
non-relativistic embedding method for the general case of a system divided into two 
distinct regions, and then demonstrates an application to a simple, model system to 
illustrate how it works in practice. The second part provides a similar description 
of the relativistic extension of the embedding method. This is done in the same way 
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as the non-relativistic case to allow comparison of the two. The ﬁnal part of the 
chapter is devoted to a brief summary of how the non-relativistic method has been 
applied to realistic problems and provides a background for the following chapters. 
The rest of the thesis is a detailed description of how the relativistic embed­
ding method can be used in practice, concentrating especially on surface electronic 
structure, but also providing a useful framework for transport studies. Chapter 5 
introduces the idea of the transfer matrix, which is a particularly useful way of gener­
ating the embedding potential that describes the substrate in a surface calculation. 
The transfer matrix also provides the bulk complex band structure and links the 
embedding method with transport calculations via the idea of channel functions. 
We use it to derive the relativistic version of a well known formula for the conduc­
tance through a device which could well provide a useful starting point for further 
investigations along these lines. 
The ﬁnal chapter is concerned with implementation of the embedding method for 
the investigation of surface electronic structure and, following a presentation of the 
method used for such calculations, contains the results of a test calculation on the 
much studied Au(111) surface state, which exhibits a strong spin-orbit splitting. We 
show that the method reproduces the results of experiment and previous theoretical 
studies, over which it has particular advantages. We also present some novel results 
which give new insight into the mechanism of the spin-orbit splitting of surface states 
and which provides a strong motivation for this relativistic implementation of the 
embedding method in further studies. 
We will begin with a question. . . 
1.1 Is Relativity Important? 
Relativity is concerned, as its name suggests, with physical phenomena viewed by 
observers in relative motion to one another. Physical laws are expressed relative 
to space, (x, y, z), and time, t, coordinates which are stationary relative to a given 
observer. These coordinates are the observer’s reference frame and relativity tells us 
how these coordinate systems are related between frames. Special relativity considers 
reference frames moving with a constant velocity relative to each other, called inertial 
reference frames. If we have an observer O at position (x, y, z) and time t and a 
second observer O� at (x�, y�, z�) and time t� moving along the x-axis at speed v 
relative to O, then the non-relativistic Galilean transformations relate the coordinate 
systems of O and O� 
x� = x − vt, y� = y, z� = z, t� = t. (1.1) 
The principle of relativity says that all physical laws must be the same for all ob­
servers, or in other words, any equation which describes a physical process must be 
� � 
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the same (invariant) when we move from (x, y, z, t) to (x�, y�, z�, t�). The Schro¨dinger 
equation is invariant under a Galilean transformation, as are Newton’s laws of mo­
tion. 
Several observations and experiments in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
century led Einstein to reformulate the principle of relativity by adding a second part; 
The speed of light, c, is a maximum speed and is always measured to be the same value 
in all inertial reference frames, irrespective of the relative velocity of observers. This 
leads to a new set of coordinate transformations, the Lorentz transformations [4]: 
xv 1 
x� = γ (x − vt) , y� = y, z� = z, t� = γ t − 
c2 
, γ = � 
v2 
. 
21 − c
(1.2) 
The Lorentz transformations lead to a range of counter intuitive eﬀects: A moving 
object appears shorter in the direction of its motion when measured by a stationary 
observer (Lorentz contraction). If we measure the mass of an object when it is at 
rest, in its rest frame, and then again when it is moving relative to us, we see that 
its mass appears to increase. Two events which appear to be simultaneous in one 
inertial frame may not appear simultaneous in another. The energy, E, of a free 
particle of mass m travelling at velocity v is given by 
E = γmc2 (1.3) 
and if we expand γ, from (1.2), in powers of v2/c2 we arrive at the most famous 
eﬀect of special relativity: the appearance of a particle’s rest energy, E0 = mc
2 in 
the expansion of its kinetic energy, 
1 1 mv4 
E = mc 2 + mv 2
2 
+ (1.4)
2 
− 
8 c
· · · . 
This expansion also highlights an important point; if v << c we recover the classical 
energy mv2/2 (plus the rest mass) and for low velocities, the eﬀects of relativity are 
small. In fact, the Lorentz transformations reduce to the Galilean transformations 
for v << c. We would therefore expect relativistic eﬀects to be signiﬁcant only when 
v is an appreciable fraction of c or, equivalently, at high energies. 
The Lorentz and Galilean transformations in (1.1) and (1.2) and the kinetic 
energy expansion can be used to illustrate another useful idea; that of non-relativistic 
limits. The relativistic corrections to the energy are in powers‡ of c and if we let 
c → ∞ we obtain the non-relativistic energy, as long as we ignore the rest mass. 
This idea of letting c →∞ is consistent with non-relativistic mechanics since there 
is no upper limit to velocities. When we have a relativistic expression we can see 
‡This leads to the rather confusing convention that a ﬁrst order relativistic correction is actually 
proportional to 1/c2 
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how it compares to the non-relativistic expression by expanding in powers of c and 
letting c → ∞. In general then, if we have terms in a relativistic expression which 
depend on powers of 1/c then they are relativistic corrections, while terms which 
are proportional to powers of c, such as the rest energy, are eﬀects which have no 
non-relativistic equivalent. 
In special relativity, any equation describing some physical process must be in­
variant under the Lorentz transformations (1.2) and they may be regarded as a set 
of symmetries satisﬁed by time and space. As a result they may be considered as a 
fundamental starting point and leads to a deep understanding of physical laws and 
processes (see for example [5]). The Lorentz transformations ’mix’ space and time 
coordinates; motion causes a rotation of the space and time axes when transforming 
between inertial frames. This leads to the idea of enhanced symmetries shared by 
space and time, joining them into a single concept, spacetime, in contrast to the 
non-relativistic notion that they are separate. 
The relativistic corrections we have discussed so far only become signiﬁcant when 
the particle’s speed is an appreciable fraction of c. A test of how ’relativistic’ a 
particle is can therefore be performed by comparing its velocity with c, or its kinetic 
energy with its rest mass. From the simple Bohr model , the velocity of an electron 
in the nth energy level of a Hydrogenic atom of atomic number Z is vn = 2.1877 × 
106Z/n ms−1 . For the n = 1 level of Hydrogen this gives v/c = 0.007 and we would 
not expect signiﬁcant relativistic eﬀects due to the electron velocity. However, for 
gold, Z = 79 and v/c = 0.576, thus relativity should play an appreciable part †. 
These relativistic changes in velocity (and hence mass) in heavier elements can indeed 
signiﬁcantly aﬀect their physical properties. For example, the 1s electrons become 
more tightly bound as a consequence of relativistic eﬀects and orbit closer to the 
nucleus. The other s electrons orbitals also contract to maintain their orthogonality 
to the 1s state through oscillations in the radial part of the wavefunction. This 
creates more screening of the nuclear charge and the outer d and f orbitals expand. 
The raising of the 5d and lowering of the 6s energies in Au account for the diﬀerence 
in ionisation energies between Au and the elements above it in the periodic table: 
9.22 eV for gold, 7.76 eV for silver and 7.72 eV for copper. 
There is however another consequence of relativity which, particularly in the 
context of this work, is more signiﬁcant than mass-velocity eﬀects; electron spin. 
†It is interesting to note that for Z = 137, v/c ≈ 1, yet this simple model does not take into 
account important eﬀects such as the non–point charge nature of the nucleus and small orbital radius 
of the inner electrons leading to high electric ﬁelds. These ﬁelds cause breakdown of the vacuum 
and generate positrons which screen the nuclear charge, producing eﬀective atomic numbers less 
than the nuclear Z. An estimate for maximum Z is 173 [6]. 
�
 �

�
 �
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1.1.1 Non-Relativistic Spin 
Maxwell’s equations of electromagnetism are invariant with respect to Lorentz trans­
formations and are consistent with special relativity‡. In a similar way to the concept 
of spacetime, these symmetries lead to the union of the electric and magnetic ﬁelds 
associated with charged particles into the electromagnetic ﬁeld and explains the as­
sociation of a magnetic ﬁeld with a moving charge. Due to its motion around the 
nucleus, an electron in an atom has a magnetic moment associated with its orbital 
angular momentum, which is quantised. However, an electron also has a magnetic 
moment in its rest frame, its spin, which is also quantised and in analogy with 
the orbital moment the spin can also be associated with an angular momentum, 
hence its name. We will see later on that the spin of the electron is implicit in the 
Dirac equation, which is the Lorentz invariant version of the Schro¨dinger equation 
in quantum theory. This suggests that spin is a relativistic phenomenon and is a 
result of the symmetries of spacetime. The eﬀects of spin are therefore relativistic 
eﬀects. Before discussing these eﬀects in detail it is worth looking at how spin ﬁts 
into non-relativistic quantum mechanics. 
The orbital angular momentum operator, Lˆ in non-relativistic quantum mechan­
ics is deﬁned by 
Lˆ = rˆ × pˆ = −i�r ×� (1.5) 
and satisﬁes a set of commutation relations [8] 
[Li, Lj ] = i��ijkLk, L2, Li = 0, i = x, y, x, etc (1.6)

where we have dropped the ’hats’ on the operators, and �ijk is the Levi-Civita pseu­
dotensor: 
�ijk =

⎧ ⎪⎨ ⎪⎩

1 for cyclic permutations of x, y, z

−1 for anti-cyclic permutations of x, y, z . (1.7)

0 otherwise 
Although we can think of the electron spin as an angular momentum, there is a 
problem with this deﬁnition. Electrons in non-relativistic quantum mechanics are 
point particles and so the deﬁnition of angular momentum in (1.5) at r = 0 is 
problematic. It is easier to use the commutation relations (1.6) as the fundamental 
deﬁnition of angular momentum and to think of the spin as a degree of freedom which 
is described by an operator, S, which satisﬁes the angular momentum commutation 
relations 
[Si, Sj ] = i��ijkSk, L2, Si = 0. (1.8)

The orbital angular momentum operators have eigenvalues, l, and eigenfunctions 
‡In fact, Lorentz discovered his transformation equations by studying Maxwell’s equations [7]. 
� � � � 
� � � � � � 
� 
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ψml l 
L2ψml = �2l(l + 1)ψml l = 0, 1, 2, 3,l l · · · 
Lzψl
ml = �mlψl
ml − l ≤ ml ≤ l (1.9) 
where l is the azimuthal orbital angular momentum quantum number and ml is 
the magnetic orbital angular momentum quantum number. We can deﬁne similar 
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for the spin 
S2χm1/
s 
2 = �
2 s(s + 1)χms 
s , Szχ
m
s 
s = �msχms s , −s ≤ ms ≤ s. (1.10) 
From experiment† it is known that there are two possible values of ms for the elec­
tron, and ms = ±1/2 for s = 1/2. When ms = +1/2, the z-component of the spin 
is parallel to the z-axis, ’spin up’ and for ms = −1/2 it is antiparallel, ’spin down’. 
Spin does not arise naturally from the Schro¨dinger equation and we must put 
it in ’by hand’. To do this we deﬁne the eigenfunctions (usually called ’spinors’) in 
spin space 
1 1 0 1 
φ ↑ = 
0 
for ms = + 
2
, φ ↓ = 
1 
for ms = −
2 
. (1.11) 
With these deﬁnitions, the spin operator can be written in terms of the Pauli spin 
matrices 
σx = 
0 1 
, σy =
0 −i 
, σz =
1 0 
, Sx = 
� 
σx etc. 
1 0 i 0 0 −1 2 
(1.12) 
The Pauli matrices satisfy the same commutation relations as the spin operator. 
The σz matrix is diagonal because the spin is quantised along the z-axis. 
The Schro¨dinger equation describes a system where the external potential does 
not describe an interaction which couples the spins, and we can write the wavefunc­
tion as a product of spatial and spin parts 
Ψ(r) = ψ(r)φms (1.13) 
ms 
and we have a separate equation for each spin. This is only true if the spin operator 
commutes with the potential. 
The spin magnetic moment of the electron, µs, is written 
µs = gsµB S (1.14) 
†These are Stern-Gerlach experiments where a beam of electrons is passed between magnets and 
splits into two separate beams corresponding to the diﬀerent values of the spin magnetic quantum 
number [8] 
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in terms of the electron spin g-factor, gs, and the Bohr magneton, µB = e�/2m [9]. 
If there is an external magnetic ﬁeld, B then the spin magnetic moment will interact 
with the ﬁeld to give a potential energy 
e� −µ B = σ B (1.15)s · 2m · 
where we have used gs = 2
‡ for the spin g-factor [8]. Writing the magnetic ﬁeld in 
terms of a vector potential, B(r) = �× A(r) gives the Pauli equation describing a 
spin-1/2 particle in a magnetic ﬁeld 
1 e� ∂ 
2m 
[−i��− eA(r)]2 Ψ(r, t) − 
2m 
σ · B(r)Ψ(r, t) + V (r, t)Ψ(r, t) = i� 
∂t
Ψ(r, t) 
(1.16) 
where σ = (σx, σy, σz). 
As well as interacting with an external magnetic ﬁeld, the spin magnetic moment 
can interact with the ﬁeld generated by the orbital motion of the electron; spin-
orbit coupling. It is possible to derive a potential describing spin-orbit coupling in 
a spherically symmetric potential, V (r), from classical electromagnetism and the 
Lorentz transformations [10]. The potential is 
1 1 dV (r)
Hso L S. (1.17)= −
2m2c2 r dr 
· 
If we put this into the Schro¨dinger equation (for now neglecting the time dependence 
and any magnetic ﬁelds) we have 
�2 2 1 1 dV (r)−
2m
� + V (r) Ψ(r) − 
2m2c2 r dr 
L · SΨ(r) = H0Ψ(r) + HsoΨ(r) = EΨ(r). 
(1.18) 
where V (r) is just a scalar, spin-independent potential. The operators L2 , Lz, S
2 
and Sz commute with H0 but Lz and Sz do not commute with Hso. This means that 
eigenfunctions of Sz and Lz cannot also be eigenfunctions of H0 + Hso. One can, 
however, deﬁne a total angular momentum operator, J = L + S so that H0 + Hso 
commutes with J2 and Jz. The eigenvalues of J
2 are �2j(j + 1) where j = l ± 
s and −j ≤ mj ≤ j. Without the spin orbit interaction, the spin up and spin 
down eigenstates for a given l have the same energy (degenerate) but the spin orbit 
interaction breaks the symmetry between spin up and down and the degeneracy is 
lifted, giving rise to a splitting in energy for the two states. This is the origin of 
the ﬁne structure in the line spectra of atoms. When we discussed the eﬀects of 
the velocity/mass corrections in atoms we saw that they would be negligible for 
‡Quantum electrodynamic corrections to the g-factor due to the interaction of the electron with 
its own magnetic ﬁeld predict a value of 2.002319 which agrees with the experimental value to well 
within the limits of accuracy. In fact calculation and measurement of the g-factor with increasing 
precision continue to conﬁrm the astonishing accuracy of quantum electrodynamics. 
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Hydrogen. However, the ﬁne structure in Hydrogen is measurable and since the 
spin-orbit interaction is relativistic in origin (it has a 1/c2 factor), relativistic eﬀects 
are observed even in lighter atoms. 
The dependence of the spin-orbit term in (1.18) on 1/c2 means that it is in 
general a small correction to the Hamiltonian, since the speed of light is large, 
c = 299792458 ms−1 . Energy corrections due to the spin-orbit interaction in non­
relativistic quantum mechanics may be treated within perturbation theory. The ﬁrst 
order energy correction in for the nth energy level in a Hydrogenic atom of atomic 
number Z is [8] 
Z4me8 j(j + 1) − l(l + 1) − 3 (1) 4Eso = (1.19)2(4πε0�)4c2 n3l(l + 1)(2l + 1) 
The prefactor is ≈ 6.6 × 10−6Z4 eV so the splittings in hydrogen are tiny (yet still 
observable) but the dependence on Z4 means that we already have splittings of 
around 1 eV for Calcium at Z = 20. In reality the Z4 dependence breaks down 
for all but the simplest elements due to the screening of the nuclear charge by the 
extra electrons. Nevertheless the spin orbit splittings are still signiﬁcant for heavier 
elements. 
1.1.2 The Spin-Orbit Eﬀect at Surfaces 
As well as giving rise to the ﬁne-structure of atoms, the spin-orbit interaction has 
signiﬁcant consequences at the surfaces of solids. Electrons in a bulk material can be 
labelled [5] by their wavevector k and spin s, and in the absence of magnetic ﬁelds, 
time reversal symmetry means that states with opposite spin and momentum are 
degenerate, E(k, ) = E(−k, ), known as Kramer’s degeneracy [5]. If the crystal ↑ ↓
structure of the material has inversion symmetry, i.e. looks the same if all atoms are 
reﬂected through a particular point r → −r, then E(k, s) = E(−k, s) [5]. If both of 
these symmetries exist then E(k, ) = E(k, ) and both spin states are degenerate. ↑ ↓
For example, in Gold, for which Z = 79, there is no spin splitting of the bulk bands 
despite the relatively high strength of the spin orbit interaction due to the large 
atomic number. However, inversion symmetry is broken at the surface of a solid, 
and the two spin states are no longer forced to be degenerate, E(k, ) = E(k, )↑ � ↓
indicating a lifting of the spin degeneracy, which has been observed experimentally 
in surface states [11]. 
In a bulk material electron states are delocalised throughout the crystal, giving 
rise to the energy bands. At the surface however, it is possible for electrons to 
become ’trapped’ between the surface barrier and a bulk band gap, forming states 
which are localised in the direction normal to the surface. 
In the region close to a surface, the potential diﬀers from that in the bulk, and 
the electrons feel a ’surface’ potential, Vz(r) and we can associate an electric ﬁeld 
� 
�
 �

�
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with this potential, E(r) = −�Vz(r). An electron moving with velocity v in an 
electric ﬁeld E deﬁned in some global reference frame will experience a magnetic 
ﬁeld B in its rest frame 
1 1 1 
B = 
c2 
v × E = −
c2 
v × �Vz(r) = 
c2 
�V (zr) × v (1.20) 
via the Lorentz transformations [12]. The spin of the electron will couple to this 
magnetic ﬁeld through its magnetic moment, 
e� e� −µ · B = −
2m 
σ · (�Vz(r) × v) = 
2m
�Vz(r) · (σ × v). (1.21) 
We can substitute in for the velocity, v = p/m to give a spin-orbit interaction for 
electrons at the surface 
e�2 
HSO = 2 �V (r) (σ × p). (1.22)2m2c · 
For transparency, we now consider the simple case of a two-dimensional electron 
gas (2DEG), such as that found in semiconductor heterostructures, where electrons 
are conﬁned in a small region near the surface and are free to move in the surface 
plane. If the surface is in the x-y plane, then the electrons can be described by Bloch 
states with k = (kx, ky). The Hamiltonian in this case is the Rashba Hamiltonian 
found in the investigation of semiconductor heterostructures and quantum wells [13], 
�2 ∂2 ∂2 
H = −
2m∗ ∂x2 
+ 
∂y2 
+ αR(σxpy − σypx). (1.23) 
The eﬀective mass of electrons in the valence and conduction bands is m∗ and the 
Rashba parameter, αR, is system speciﬁc with a magnitude proportional to the struc­
tural asymmetry described by �Vz(r) [14]. The part of the wavefunction for the 
electrons with momentum parallel to the surface can be written as a product of 
spatial and spin parts [15] 
rψ(k ) = eik�· � χ (1.24) 
and the Hamiltonian can be written in the matrix form ⎤⎡ 
H
=

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

�2 
2m
|k�|2 αR(ikx + ky) 
�2 −αR(ikx − ky)
2m
|k�|2 
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
 (1.25)

The eigenvalues, E, can be calculated directly from the determinant |H − E| = 0 
are given by 
�2 
E± =
2m
|k�|2 ± αR|k�|. (1.26) 
� � 
� � 
�
� ± � �
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We can write 
kx ± iky = |k�|e iθ , kx = cos θ, ky = sin θ, χ = 
a
b 
, (1.27) 
and the normalised spin part of the wavefunction, χ, is given by solving � �� � 
�1 ie−iθ a 
= 0, with a 2 + b2 = 1. (1.28) −ieiθ �1 b 
The eigenstates of the Rashba Hamiltonian are therefore 
e ik�·r� 1 
ψ ) = . (1.29)±(k� √
2 ±ieiθ 
These can be used to calculate the spin polarisation, P±(k ) from 
P±(k ) = ψ
† (k )σψ±(k ) (1.30) 
which is given by 
P x(k ) = � ky , P y (k ) = ± kx , P z (k ) = 0. (1.31)± � |k�| ± � |k�| ± �
This shows that for electron states which are conﬁned normal to the surface 
and delocalised in the plane parallel to the surface give rise to a dispersion with 
a spin-splitting which is linear in |k�| and the magnitude of the splitting can be 
characterised by a Rashba parameter, αR. The spin of the electrons is polarised in 
the surface plane and the polarisation rotates clockwise for the state whose energy 
is shifted by −αR (the ’inner’ state) and anticlockwise for the state shifted by +αR 
(the ’outer’ state). The dispersion curve of these states is shown in ﬁg 1-1 along 
with the spin polarisation in the two-dimensional Brillouin zone (kx, ky). 
The simple model applied here to the spin-splitting of surface states predicts 
a very small Rashba type splitting of surface states, of the order of 10−6 eV [11]. 
These splittings are too small to be observed by Angle-Resolved-Photoemission Spec­
troscopy (ARPES), yet ARPES experiments on the Au(111) surface reveal a splitting 
of 110 meV at the Fermi energy (see ﬁgure 1-2) [11], [15], [16], [17]. The reason for 
this is a combination of the Rashba eﬀect due to the inversion symmetry breaking 
at the surface and the spin-orbit interaction of the atoms in the crystal [18]. 
1.2 Spintronics 
The basic idea of spintronic devices is that the electric current can be controlled 
by the manipulation of the spin of the electrons which carry the current through 
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E 
kx0 
ky 
0 
kx 
E0 
Figure 1-1: Schematic representation of equations 1.26 and (1.31), the Rashba split­
ting of parabolic surface state bands and the spin polarisation. The bottom part 
of the ﬁgure shows the surface state dispersion along kx and the top part the spin­
polarisation of the two energy states in the surface Brillouin zone. 
the device. The interest in such devices began with the independent discovery of 
Giant Magnetoresistance (GMR) by Fert and Gru¨nberg in the 1980s [19], [20]. They 
found that an electrical current passing through ferromagnetic ﬁlms separated by 
non-magnetic spacer layers has a resistivity which depends on the change in the 
relative alignment of the magnetisation in the magnetic layers from ferromagnetic to 
antiferromagnetic. This makes it possible to turn the binary information contained 
in a two state magnetic conﬁguration into an electric current, an eﬀect which is 
already exploited in commercially available hard disk read heads. The realisation 
that the spin of the electron could be employed in electrical devices has generated a 
vast amount of research into potential applications [21], [22]. 
In the thin ﬁlm magnetic structures described above, the tuning of the spin-
current is achieved by switching the orientation of the magnetic ﬁeld in the magnetic 
layers. In practice, it would be more desirable to be able to achieve this switching 
with an electric ﬁeld in much the same way as in, for example, conventional tran­
sistors. In semiconductor devices it is much easier to generate electric ﬁelds than it 
is to integrate externally controllable magnetic ﬁelds. Datta and Das [13] proposed 
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Figure 1-2: Results of an ARPES measurement of the Au(111) surface state. The 
dispersion is parabolic and shows a clear energy splitting which is linear in |k|||, 
characteristic of a Rashba type spin-orbit split Shockley surface state (compare with 
ﬁgure 1-1). The results are reproduced from ref. [16]. 
the idea of a spin ﬁeld eﬀect transistor. The source and drain are ferromagnetic 
materials with parallel magnetic alignments from which spin polarised electrons can 
be injected into a region containing a two-dimensional electron gas(2DEG), such as 
a InGaAs/InAlAs heterojunction (see ﬁgure 1-3). As the spin-polarised electrons 
travel through the 2DEG, their spins precess due to the spin orbit interaction and 
the material properties of the channel, the Rashba eﬀect. The gate voltage allows 
the tuning of the magnitude of the precession. If the precession period is much 
longer than the time taken for the electrons to travel from source to drain, then they 
will leave the channel with their spins pointing in the same direction as when they 
entered, and the current will be large. If the spins reverse as they travel across the 
channel, then the current will be small. 
The discovery of the Rashba eﬀect at metallic surfaces is interesting since it leads 
to the possibility of non magnetic selection of spin polarised electrons. The surface 
state energy splitting means that application of a bias voltage could potentially be 
employed to allow conduction of the separate spin states. The ability to engineer 
new materials with large Rashba splittings is therefore necessary for the development 
of spintronic devices and an understanding of the underlying mechanisms of the 
eﬀect in existing systems is crucial. Since the eﬀect was discovered on the Au(111) 
surface, this was initially the most frequently studied system. However there has 
been recent theoretical and experimental work on a number of diﬀerent metallic 
and semiconductor surfaces which also exhibit Rashba type spin orbit split surface 
states [18], [23], [24]. As we have seen, for an archetypal Rashba split surface state, 
the spin polarisation vector lies in the surface plane. However, recent work has 
shown that for more complicated systems such as semimetal overlayers on noble 
metal surfaces and ultrathin metallic ﬁlms on semiconductor substrates, it may be 
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Figure 1-3: Schematic view of a spin ﬁeld eﬀect transistor (reproduced from ref [13]). 
Spin polarised electrons are injected from the ferromagnetic source on the left, travel 
across of two dimensional electron gas (2DEG) and exit at the ferromagnetic drain 
on the right. The gate electrode allows the spin of the electrons to be switched as 
they travel through the channel, via the spin orbit interaction, and the spin current 
ﬂowing from source to drain can be modulated. 
possible to engineer the spin polarisation to lie out of the surface plane [25], [26]. 
It is clear, then, that an accurate framework by which the Rashba eﬀect at metal­
lic surfaces and can be studied theoretically is therefore extremely important, and 
since the eﬀect is due to the spin-orbit interaction, any such framework must there­
fore include all of the spin-orbit eﬀects. The embedding method is ideal for treating 
surfaces and interfaces and its relativistic extension will implicitly include the spin-
orbit interaction to all orders, enabling suitably accurate modelling of Rashba-split 
surfaces states and spin transport. A particular motivation for a relativistic embed­
ding method is therefore to provide a good understanding of spin-orbit eﬀects at 
surfaces and interfaces and their spin-transport properties, which is crucial in the 
development of practical spintronic devices in the future. 
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Chapter 2 
RELATIVISTIC QUANTUM 
MECHANICS 
The aim of this chapter is to introduce some of the basic concepts and results from 
the Dirac theory of quantum mechanics that will be needed for the subsequent 
development of the relativistic embedding method. The ﬁrst part introduces the 
Dirac equation and the motivation for it. The second part presents plane wave 
and atomic solutions of the Dirac equation which will be called upon later. These 
solutions highlight some the diﬀerences and diﬃculties of the Dirac theory when 
compared with a non-relativistic treatment. The idea of non-relativistic limits is 
introduced to enable this comparison. Particular attention is paid to the origins 
and consequences of spin in the Dirac theory. Finally, the Dirac Green’s function 
is introduced and some properties and representations relevant to later chapters are 
discussed. 
2.1 The Dirac Equation 
Non-relativistic quantum mechanics is based on the Schro¨dinger equation. This can 
be derived by writing the total energy, E, of a particle as a sum of kinetic, T , and 
potential energy terms, V , using the non-relativistic expression for the kinetic energy 
in terms of the momentum, p and mass, m of the particle: 
2p
E = T + V = + V (r). (2.1)
2m 
The momentum and energy are then replaced by operators acting on the wavefunc­
tion: 
pˆ = −i��, Eˆ = i� ∂ (2.2)
∂t 
to give � � 
�2 2 ∂ −
2m
� + V (r, t) ψ(r, t) = i� 
∂t 
ψ(r, t). (2.3) 
23
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This equation is ﬁrst order in the time derivatives and second order in the space 
derivatives which seems at odds with the spacetime concept of special relativity. We 
would expect a relativistic version of the Schro¨dinger equation to be of equal order 
in space and time derivatives. 
The relativistic energy-momentum relationship is [27] 
E2 = c 2 p 2 + (mc 2)2 (2.4) 
and we could make the substitutions (2.2) to get the Klein-Gordon equation 
�2 2 2 4 1 ∂2 −
2m
� + m c − 
c ∂t2 
+ V (r, t) ψ(r, t) = 0 (2.5)
2 
which preserves the spacetime symmetry. The problem is that the probability density 
cannot be deﬁned so that it is always positive [27]. Nevertheless, the Klein–Gordon 
equation does ﬁnd a useful roˆle in quantum ﬁeld theory, describing mesons, which 
are bosons [28]. 
A second approach, taken by Dirac [29] is to construct a Hamiltonian which is 
ﬁrst order in both space and time: 
cα p + βmc2 = E, (2.6)· 
where α and β are determined by squaring (2.6) to recover the relativistic energy– 
momentum relationship (2.4). This leads to the conditions 
αiβ + βαi = 0, α
2 
i = 1, β
2 = 1, i = x, y, z, (2.7) 
which can be satisﬁed if α and β are 4×4 matrices [30], suggesting that the wavefunc­
tion must now be a 4 component column vector. There are various representations of 
the α and β matrices [27] but in the following, the Dirac representation (sometimes 
called the Dirac–Pauli representation) is used 
0 σi I2 0 
αi = , β = , i = x, y, z, (2.8)
σi 0 0 −I2 
where I2 is the 2 × 2 unit matrix and the σi are the Pauli spin matrices (1.12). The 
appearance of the Pauli matrices is encouraging as it hints that this Hamiltonian 
may include the electron spin. Replacing the momentum operator p with −i�� as 
before, we have the Dirac equation 
−ic�α · � + βmc2 + V (r) − ecα A(r) − W ψ(r) = 0. (2.9)· 
Here, A(r) is the vector potential due to an external magnetic ﬁeld B(r) = �×A(r), 
e the electron charge, V (r) is the external scalar potential and the energy is written 
�

� 
�

� � 
� 
� � � � 
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as W , rather than E, as it also contains the rest energy mc2 . The Dirac equation 
is consistent with special relativity as it is invariant under Lorentz transformations 
[10], [27], [5]. 
In the Schro¨dinger theory the probability density, ρ(r, t) and current density, 
j(r, t) satisfy a continuity equation [9] 
∂ 
ρ(r, t) + � · j(r, t) = 0, (2.10)
∂t 
which is used to deﬁne the probability and current densities 
d3 r ψ∗(r, t)ψ(r, t), d3 r [ψ∗(r, t)�ψ(r, t) − ψ(r, t)�ψ∗(r, t)] .ρ(r, t) =
 j(r, t) = −i 
2m 
(2.11) 
An identical continuity equation can be derived for the Dirac equation [10] and used 
to deﬁne the probability density and current 
ρ(r, t) = d3 r ψ†(r, t)ψ(r, t), j(r, t) = c d3 r ψ†(r, t)αψ(r, t). (2.12) 
Note that the complex conjugation of the non-relativistic theory has been replaced 
by Hermitian conjugation due to the 4-component nature of the Dirac wavefunction. 
2.1.1 Plane Wave Solutions 
As a ﬁrst illustration of some of the interesting physics contained in the Dirac equa­
tion it seems sensible to look at the plane wave solutions for free particles. The 
relativistic energy momentum relationship is second order in the energy, W 2 = 
2 2 + (mc2)2 . This means that we have two possible signs for the energy in (2.9), c
 p

W = ± c2p2 + (mc2)2 . In the absence of external potentials, there are four linearly 
independent solutions to (2.9), two for each possible sign of the energy [30]. The 
upper two components of the solutions for the positive sign of the energy and the 
lower two for the negative sign are the two component spinors describing spin in the 
non-relativistic theory (1.11): 
1 0 
φ = , φ = (2.13)↑ 
0 
↓ 
1 
The other components can be written in terms of these spinors and the Pauli matrices 
so that free particle solutions may be expressed in the form ⎤⎡⎤⎡ 
c�

ψ(+) ms (r) =

⎢⎢⎢⎣

φms ⎥⎥⎥⎦
e
ik r· , ψ(−) ms (r) =
⎢⎢⎢⎣
 W− − mc2 
σ · k φms ⎥⎥⎥⎦
 ik r e
 · .
c� 
σ k φms2 ·W+ + mc φms 
(2.14)
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where ms = +1/2 for spin up and ms = −1/2 for spin down. 
The four plane wave solutions can be separated by the sign of the energy and 
for each sign there are two solutions corresponding to the two diﬀerent spins. The 
Dirac Hamiltonian was constructed to reﬂect the symmetries of spacetime, Lorentz 
invariance, and describes the spin of the electron. This demonstrates that spin is 
a relativistic phenomenon. It is worth remarking on the interpretation and conse­
quences of the positive and negative energy solutions‡. Any negative energy state 
by deﬁnition has a lower energy than any positive energy state. If there is an empty 
negative state anywhere in the spectrum, then a positive energy electron should de­
cay into it, emitting a photon. This raises the alarming consequence that the vacuum 
could suck all the electrons out of the universe and vanish in a burst of radiation. 
The way out of this is to assume that all the negative energy states are ﬁlled with 
electrons and all the positive states are empty. The two spectra for free particles 
are separated by a forbidden region of 2mc2 because a free particle cannot have an 
energy less than its rest energy. Below −mc2 down to −∞ all negative states are 
occupied and from mc2 up to +∞ all the usual positive electron states are empty. 
The Pauli exclusion principle explains why there can be no transitions to the ﬁlled 
negative states. If a negative energy electron is excited into a positive state, it leaves 
a hole in the negative spectrum. The hole will look like a particle with the same mass 
and equal and opposite charge, spin and momentum. Negative energy electrons can 
therefore be viewed as particles of the electron mass but with equal and opposite 
charge and spin (see ﬁgure 2-1). These are positrons. However, this deﬁnition of 
positrons leads to problems since the vacuum must be a state in which all allowed 
negative energies are occupied, leading to an inﬁnite energy density. This diﬃculty 
is an indication that the single particle Dirac equation is insuﬃcient for a correct 
description of relativistic quantum mechanics and was a catalyst to the development 
of the many–body picture of quantum ﬁeld theory, which allows for the creation and 
destruction of particles. Nevertheless, many meaningful results are revealed without 
recourse to many–body quantum ﬁeld theory and in this work we remain within the 
single particle picture where the total number of particles is conserved. 
2.1.2 Non–Relativistic Limits 
We have seen that if we let the speed of light, c, approach inﬁnity we can investigate 
the non-relativistic limit and compare relativistic and non-relativistic quantities. To 
take the non-relativistic limit of the Dirac equation we write the four-component 
wavefunctions in as (2.9) � � 
φ(r)
ψ(r) = (2.15)
χ(r) 
‡We should make an important distinction here. Electrons in bound states of atoms are conven­
tionally considered as having negative energies, but when we talk about negative energies here we 
are referring to particles which take the negative square root in the energy-momentum relationship 
� � 
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Figure 2-1: The Dirac picture of the vacuum. Negative energy states are ﬁlled up 
to −mc2 . The promotion of a negative energy particle to an empty positive state 
above +mc2 creates a negatively charged electron of spin s and momentum p. A 
hole is left behind of equal and opposite charge, spin and momentum; a positron. 
and separate out the rest energy, setting W = E+mc2, where E is the non-relativistic 
energy. The Dirac equation in this two component form is � �� � 
V (r) − E cσ · (pˆ− eA(r)) φ(r) 
= 0, (2.16) 
cσ (pˆ− eA(r)) V (r) − E − 2mc2 χ(r)· 
an equation for each of the two-component parts φ(r) and χ(r). Combining the two 
equations gives 
c 2σ (pˆ− eA(r)) σ · (pˆ− eA(r)) φ(r) + (E − V (r))φ(r) = 0. (2.17)· 
E − V (r) + 2mc2 
At this point we introduce an identity for the Pauli matrices [10] 
(σ a) (σ b) = a b + iσ (a × b) (2.18)· · · · 
where a and b are two vectors which commute. Letting c →∞ in (2.17) and writing 
the magnetic ﬁeld B(r) = �× A(r) we obtain 
1 e� 
2m 
(pˆ− eA(r))2 − 
2m 
σ · B(r) + V (r) − E φ(r) = 0, (2.19) 
which is the Pauli equation (1.16) describing a non-relativistic spin-1/2 particle in 
a magnetic ﬁeld (but we have now assumed no time dependence). 
The factor of, µ = e�/2m, describing the electron magnetic moment has ap­
peared naturally from the Dirac equation whereas it was added ad hoc in the non– 
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relativistic case. If B(r) = 0 in (2.19) then we have a separate Schro¨dinger equation 
for each component of φ(r) as there is no coupling of the spins, returning to the spin 
degeneracy of the non–relativistic theory. 
It is also instructive to look at the non–relativistic limit of the free–particle 
solutions (2.14). As c →∞, W± → ±mc2 and we see that for electron-like, positive 
energy solutions the lower component is of order v/c times the upper component 
and the opposite is true for the negative-energy, positron like solutions. For this 
reason, the upper two components of an electron wavefunction are known as the 
large component, ψl(r), and the lower two the small component, ψs(r). The converse 
is true for positrons. In the absence of an external magnetic ﬁeld there is a general 
relationship between the large and small components for electrons, from (2.16) 
−i�c 
ψs(r) = 2 (2.20)W − V (r) + mc σ · �ψl(r). 
It is clear from (2.20) that the small component vanishes in the c →∞ limit and the 
large component reduces to the non–relativistic wavefunction. We will investigate 
the c → ∞ limit frequently throughout the rest of this thesis in order to high­
light both diﬀerences and similarities between the relativistic and non–relativistic 
quantities and expressions used in the relativistic embedding method. 
2.1.3 Solutions for Spherically Symmetric Potentials 
In addition to plane wave solutions for free particles, we will also require wave-
functions which are applicable to studying atoms and so consider the solutions of 
the Dirac equation with a spherically symmetric potential, V (r). It is not quite as 
straightforward to formulate the Dirac equation in spherical polar coordinates as it 
is to do the same for the Schro¨dinger equation. This is because of the presence of the 
α matrices in the kinetic energy term and the more complicated angular momentum 
considerations due to spin. In the absence of a magnetic vector potential A(r), the 
radial Dirac equation in spherical polar coordinates is [10] 
∂ � βKˆ
icγ5σ˜r � 
∂r 
+ 
r 
− 
r 
+ βmc2 + V (r) − W ψ(r) = 0, (2.21) 
where, r = (r, θ, φ), and we have introduced the following quantities 
σ 0 
σ˜r = σ˜ eˆr, σ˜ = , γ5 = iβαxβαyβαzβ. (2.22)· 
0 σ 
� 
� 
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The unit vector eˆr is in the radial direction. The operator Kˆ is related to the total 
angular momentum and is given by [31] 
Kˆ = Lˆ σ˜ + �. (2.23)· 
Eigenfunctions, ΩΛ(rˆ) and eigenvalues, κ, of Kˆ satisfy 
KˆΩΛ(rˆ) = −�κΩΛ(rˆ), (2.24) 
where rˆ = (θ, φ). The eigenfunctions are orthogonal as one might expect: 
d2rˆ Ω† (rˆ)ΩΛ� (rˆ) = δΛΛ� , (2.25)Λ
4π 
and are called the spin-angular functions [31]. The composite index Λ ≡ (κ, µ) 
where µ is equal to the non-relativistic azimuthal total angular momentum number 
mj . There are deﬁnite relationships between κ and the non-relativistic l and j: 
1 1 
κ = −l − 1 = −j − for j = l + 
2 2 
. (2.26) 
1 1 
κ = l = j + for j = l −
2 2 
It is also useful to deﬁne Λ = (−κ, µ) and l which is the value of l associated with 
−κ: 
l = l + 1 = −κ for κ < 0 
. (2.27) 
l = l − 1 for κ > 0 
The spin angular functions are linear combinations of products of spherical harmon­
ics, Yl
µ−ms (rˆ), and the two component spinors φms from (1.11): 
ΩΛ(rˆ) = CΛms Yl
µ−ms (rˆ)φms (2.28) 
ms 
and the CΛms are Clebsch-Gordan coeﬃcients 
CΛ+ = −sgn(κ) 
κ + 2
1 − µ
, CΛ− = 
κ + 2
1 + µ
. (2.29)1 1 
2κ + 1
 2κ + 1
2 2 
A further useful relationship satisﬁed by the spin angular functions is 
σ˜rΩΛ(rˆ) = −Ω (rˆ). (2.30)Λ
Having deﬁned the radial Dirac equation and relativistic spin angular functions 
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we are in a position to propose a solution to (2.21) of the form 
gκ(r)ΩΛ(rˆ)
ψΛ(r) = (2.31)
ifκ(r)ΩΛ(rˆ) 
where gκ(r) and fκ(r) are functions satisfying the coupled ﬁrst order diﬀerential 
equations [10], [32] 
d κ + 1 1 
gκ(r) = − gκ(r) + (W − V (r) + mc 2)fκ(r)
dr r c�
. (2.32) 
d 
dr 
fκ(r) = 
κ − 1 
r 
fκ(r) − 1 
c�
(W − V (r) − mc 2)gκ(r) 
The factor of i in the lower component of (2.31) ensures that gκ(r) and fκ(r) are 
real for real W and V (r). 
Putting V (r) = 0 in (2.32) gives the free particle solutions 
ψΛ
0 (r) = 
jl(kr)ΩΛ(rˆ) 
, (2.33)
iγksgn(κ)jl(kr)ΩΛ(rˆ) 
where γ = c�/(W + mc2) and jl(kr) is a spherical Bessel function chosen so that the 
solution is regular at the origin [33]. These can be shown to be equivalent to the plane 
waves (2.14) by using the following expansion of exponentials and two-component 
spinors [10] 
φms e 
ik·r = 4π 
� 
ilCΛms jl(kr) 
� 
Y µ−ms l (kˆ) 
�∗ 
ΩΛ(rˆ). (2.34) 
Λ 
Following the free-particle solutions for the radial Dirac equation one would 
expect the solutions for the Coulomb potential to follow. Unfortunately, even com­
pared to their non-relativistic counterparts, these solutions are extremely compli­
cated. Fortunately they are not explicitly needed in this work, since the coupled 
equations can be solved numerically for a given potential and we will only say that 
they are written in terms of conﬂuent hypergeometric functions [10]. However, since 
we have discussed the spin orbit interaction in non-relativistic quantum mechanics 
it will be useful to talk about the atomic solutions of the Dirac equation and the 
consequences of spin-orbit coupling. 
2.1.4 The Spin-Orbit Interaction and the Dirac Equation 
In non-relativistic quantum mechanics the spin-orbit interaction has to be included 
as an additional interaction. We have seen that it breaks the symmetry between 
orbital and spin angular momenta and destroys the degeneracy of spin up and spin 
down in atoms. Since it is a relativistic correction, we should be able to derive the 
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spin-orbit interaction term from the non-relativistic limit of the Dirac equation by 
retaining terms to order 1/c2 . 
Starting from (2.17) and neglecting any magnetic potentials we obtain 
1 
� �−1 
σ p 1 + 
E − V (r) 
σ p φ(r) + V (r)φ(r) = Eφ(r) (2.35)
2m 
· 
2mc2 
· 
as an equation satisﬁed by the large component of the wavefunction. 
Expanding the term in brackets to order 1/c2 yields 
1 1 
2m 
σ · pσ · pφ(r) − 
4m2c2 
σ · p [E − V (r)] σ · pφ(r) + V (r)φ(r) = Eφ(r). (2.36) 
From (2.18) 
σ pσ pφ(r) = −�2σ · �σ · �φ(r)· · 
= −�2�2φ(r) − i�2σ · [�×�φ(r)] 
= −�2�2φ(r) (2.37) 
For the second term, noting that 
[p, V (r)] φ(r) = (pV (r)) φ(r) − V (r) (pφ(r)) 
⇒ pV (r) = V (r)p − i��V (r), (2.38) 
and using the properties of the σ matrices again 
σ · (�V (r)) σ · (pφ(r)) = �V (r) · �φ(r) + iσ · [�V (r) ×�φ(r)] . (2.39) 
Substituting these back into (2.36) we have 
�2 �2 
2
− 
2m 
1 − E 
2
− 
mc
V (r) �2φ(r) − 
4m2c2 
�V (r) · �φ(r) 
�2 
+ σ [�V (r) × p] + V (r)φ(r) = Eφ(r) (2.40)
4m2c2 
· 
Since the potential only depends on the radial coordinate we can put [34] 
dV (r) ∂φ(r) 1 dV (r)�V (r) · �φ(r) = 
dr ∂r 
, �V (r) = 
r dr 
r. (2.41) 
The ﬁnal step is to notice that, (E −V (r)) is equal to the kinetic energy, which in the 
non-relativistic limit we can write as p2/2m. The non-relativistic limit of the Dirac 
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equation for a spherical potential, retaining corrections to order 1/c2 is therefore 
�2 p4 2−
2m
� + V (r) − E φ(r) − 
8m3c2 
φ(r) 
�2 dV (r) dφ(r) �2 1 dV (r)− 
4m2c2 dr dr 
+
4m2c2 r dr 
σ · [r × p] φ(r) = 0. (2.42) 
The ﬁrst term is the non-relativistic Schro¨dinger equation and the second is the 
ﬁrst order kinetic energy correction. The third term is the Darwin term and has no 
non-relativistic analog [10]. The ﬁnal term 
�2 1 dV (r) 
4m2c2 r dr 
σ · [r × p] (2.43) 
is more recognisable after making some substitutions. The r×p is the orbital angular 
momentum L and the spin operator is S = �σ/2. The ﬁnal term is therefore the 
spin orbit interaction to ﬁrst order in 1/c2 
1 1 dV (r) 
2m2c2 r dr 
L · S. (2.44) 
Having established that the Dirac equation contains the spin-orbit coupling term, 
we can use it to clarify the relativistic angular momentum quantum numbers Λ = 
(κ, µ). The orbital, L2, Lz and spin, S
2, Sz, angular momentum operators commute 
with the Schro¨dinger Hamiltonian in the absence of spin-orbit coupling meaning that 
states with (n, l, ml,ms = +1/2) and (n, l, ml,ms = −1/2) are degenerate. If the 
spin-orbit interaction is included, L and S do not commute separately but the total 
angular momentum J2, Jz does and the degeneracy is lifted. It can be shown [10] 
that L2, Lz and S
2, Sz do not commute with the Dirac Hamiltonian but J
2, Jz does. 
The operator, K = L σ + � arises naturally in the Dirac equation for spherically · 
symmetric potentials, rather than J. This is the reason for the use of K and its 
associated quantum numbers, Λ = (κ, µ), over the J encountered in non-relativistic 
atoms. Again, it can be shown that [10] 
K, J2 = [K, Jz] = 0, J
2, HD = K
2, HD , [K, HD] = 0, (2.45) 
where HD is the Dirac Hamiltonian. 
The energy of atomic energy levels of Hydrogenic atoms, to ﬁrst order in the 
relativistic case, is [8] 
Z2me4 1 Z4me8 1 n 3 
E = −
2(4πε0�)2 n2 
+ 
2(4πε0�)4c2 n4 j + 1 
− 
4 
(2.46) 
2 
and the non-relativistic expression, including the spin orbit correction, is reproduced 
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for comparison 
Z2me4 1 Z4me8 j(j + 1) − l(l + 1) − 3

ENR = −
2(4πε0�)2 n2 
+ 
2(4πε0�)4c2 n3l(l + 1)(2l + 1) 
4 . (2.47)

The ﬁrst term in both expressions is clearly equivalent and gives the energy levels of 
the non-relativistic atom. The second term in the non-relativistic energy is purely 
the ﬁrst order correction due to the spin orbit interaction from perturbation theory. 
A direct comparison with the ﬁnal term in the relativistic expression is diﬃcult 
because this contains not just the spin-orbit correction but the kinetic energy and 
Darwin corrections. However, it demonstrates the dependence only on the total 
angular momentum, j, that we would expect from the symmetries and commutation 
relations discussed above. 
The main point of this section is to illustrate that spin is a natural consequence 
of special relativity and is implicit in the Dirac equation, in contrast to its ad hoc 
inclusion in non-relativistic theory. This means that we do not need to treat the 
spin-orbit interaction as a perturbation; it is always included in solutions of the 
Dirac equation to all orders, not just to order 1/c2 . In addition, solutions of the 
Dirac equation also include all of the other relativistic eﬀects to all orders, including 
the mass-velocity corrections and others which have no non-relativistic counterparts. 
2.1.5 The Koelling-Harmon Equation 
The Schro¨dinger equation contains no relativistic eﬀects and the Dirac equation 
contains all relativistic eﬀects to all orders, including the mass-velocity corrections 
and the spin orbit interaction. The main problem with including the spin-orbit 
interaction is that breaks the symmetry between spin and orbital angular momentum 
and l, ml and ms are no longer good quantum numbers; we must label the states 
by the total angular momentum j, mj . Since the mass-velocity corrections produce 
signiﬁcant eﬀects such as the lowering of s state energies and raising of d state 
energies, it would be useful to have an ’intermediate’ relativistic equation which 
includes the mass-velocity eﬀects and the Darwin correction, but not the spin orbit 
term. This is the Koelling-Harmon equation, sometimes called the scalar relativistic 
approximation [35]. 
The solution of the Dirac equation for a spherically symmetric potential is (2.31) 
gκ(r)ΩΛ(rˆ)
ψΛ(r) = (2.48)
ifκ(r)ΩΛ(rˆ) 
� � 
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where gκ(r) and fκ(r) are solutions of the coupled equations (2.32) 
d 
fκ(r) = 
1
(V − E)gκ(r) + κ − 1 fκ(r) (2.49)
dr c r 
d κ + 1 
gκ(r) = − gκ(r) + 2Mcfκ(r) (2.50)
dr r 
where E = W − mc2 and 
1 
M = m + 
2 
(E − V ). (2.51)
2c
Combining the equations for gκ(r) and fκ(r) gives a second order equation for the 
large component 
1 d2 2 d l(l + 1) 1 d d − 
2M dr
gκ(r) + 
r dr
gκ(r) − 
r
gκ(r) − 
4M2c dr
V (r)
dr
gκ(r)2 2 2 
+ V (r)gκ(r) − 1 κ − 1 d V (r)gκ(r) = Egκ(r). (2.52)
4M2c2 r dr 
The last term on the left-hand side is the spin orbit interaction and is the only term 
which depends on the sign of κ, whether j = l ± 1/2, coupling the spin and orbital 
angular momenta. 
By deﬁning the function � � 
1 d 1 1 + κ 
χκ(r) = 
2Mc dr 
gκ(r) = fκ(r) − 
2Mc r 
gκ(r) (2.53) 
and dropping the spin orbit term, (2.52) becomes � � 
d 
dr 
χl(r) = − 2 
r 
χl(r) + 
l(l + 1) 
2Mcr2 
+ 
1 
c 
(E − V (r)) gl(r) (2.54) 
where the index κ has been replaced by l since there is no longer any dependence 
on j because the spin-orbit coupling term has been removed. The wavefunction now 
depends on only the non relativistic quantum numbers l, ml,ms. 
The Koelling Harmon approach is usually implemented by deﬁning the functions 
pl(r) = rgl(r), ql(r) = rcχl, (2.55) 
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giving the coupled equations for pl(r) and ql(r) 
d 1 
pl(r) = 2Mql(r) + pl(r) (2.56)
dr r 
d 1 l(l + 1) 
dr
ql(r) = −
r
ql(r) + 
2Mr2 
+ (V (r) − E) pl(r). (2.57) 
The scalar relativistic approximation is widely used in electronic structure calcula­
tions as it allows the inclusion of relativistic mass-velocity corrections without extra 
computational cost. 
Before moving on it is necessary at this point to clarify what we mean from now on 
when we talk about ’relativistic’ and ’non-relativistic’. When we say relativistic we 
always mean the full Dirac equation. Non-relativistic means either the Schro¨dinger 
equation or the Koelling Harmon/scalar relativistic equation. When a distinction is 
needed between these two they will be named speciﬁcally. 
In the ﬁnal part of this section we will discuss a further class of solutions partic­
ular to the Dirac equation which will be useful later on. 
2.1.6 Left and Right Solutions and Time Reversal 
The diﬀerent symmetries underlying a relativistic description of spacetime have al­
ready been mentioned when discussing the Lorentz transformations and the spin 
of the electron. We saw that the negative energy states could be described by 
a positron, the electron’s anti-particle. This symmetry between matter and anti­
matter is fundamental to relativistic quantum mechanics. An important symmetry 
of the Dirac equation is CPT symmetry; Charge conjugation, Parity and Time-
reversal [27], [10]. Charge conjugation is changing the sign of the charge on a parti­
cle, parity describes the symmetries of space inversion, r → −r and time reversal the 
symmetries as t → −t. If we charge conjugate the Dirac equation for an electron we 
end up with the Dirac equation for an electron with opposite charge, spin and mo­
mentum. This is consistent with the positron description of negative energy states. 
We will talk about time reversal in more detail in a moment but here we will say 
that it is a symmetry of the Dirac equation which reverses the magnetic ﬁeld and 
spin of the electron, consistent with the Kramers degeneracy discussed in connection 
with Rashba splitting at surfaces. The parity operation introduces a phase factor 
to the electron or positron wavefunction, leaving observable quantities unchanged. 
Applying all of these symmetry operations consecutively (CPT) has an interesting 
result which demonstrates the symmetry between matter and antimatter, whereby 
we eﬀectively end up with a description of a positron being a negative energy electron 
moving backwards through spacetime! A result of this is that the energy spectrum 
of an antimatter atom (a positron orbiting an anti-proton for anti-hydrogen) is iden­
� � 
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tical to that of a normal atom. Charge conjugation, parity and CPT are only really 
relevant in this work in the way that they reinforce the interpretation of the positive 
energy solutions of the Dirac equation as electrons. However, time-reversal sym­
metry should be investigated further since it appears in expressions for the Green’s 
function and in investigations of ballistic transport. 
The Dirac Hamiltonian is a 4 × 4 matrix, the wavefunction is a 4 × 1 spinor and 
the diﬀerential operator acts to a wavefunction on the right hand side: 
−ic�α −→� + βmc2 + V (r) − ecα A(r) − W ψ(r) = 0. (2.58)· · 
It is possible, however to deﬁne a Dirac equation in which the 4 × 4 operators act to 
the left on a wavefunction which is a 1 × 4 spinor [36]: 
ψ×(r) −ic�α �−+ βmc2 + V (r) − ecα = 0.← A(r) − W (2.59)· · 
The kinetic energy operator −ic�α ·� must be Hermitian because the kinetic energy 
is an observable, so for some general function f(r), [37] 
�− = i− (2.60)→−if(r)← �f(r), 
where the arrows indicate the direction in which the gradient operator acts. Us­
ing (2.60) in (2.59) to make the gradient operator act to the right and Hermitian 
conjugating we have 
−ic�α −� + βmc2 + V ∗(r) − ecα A∗(r) − W ∗ ψ×†(r) = 0 (2.61)→· · 
where we have assumed the general case that both the scalar and vector potential 
and the total energy are complex. Left and right wavefunctions are related by 
some operation which transforms (2.61) into (2.59). To see this we introduce the 
relativistic time-reversal operator [38], 
τˆ = −iσ˜yτ0, (2.62) 
where τ0 is an operator which complex conjugates everything to its right and 
σy 0 
σ˜y = . (2.63)
0 σy 
The operator τˆ has the following properties [9], 
τˆ2 ˆτ † = 1, τ αˆ = −α, τβˆ = β, τZτ (2.64)= −1, τ ˆ ˆ τ † ˆ τ † ˆ = Z∗ 
� � 
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where Z is complex. Applying this to (2.61), 
−τˆ iτˆ † c� τˆατˆ † · � + τˆβτˆ † mc 2 + τˆV ∗(r)τˆ † − ec τˆατˆ † τˆA∗(r)ˆ τW ∗τˆ † τψˆ ×†(r) = 0 τ † − ˆ· 
(2.65) 
and using the properties of τˆ we have 
−ic�α −→� + βmc2 + V (r) + ecα A(r) − W ψ×†(r) = 0 (2.66)· · 
which is identical to (2.58) if ψ(r) = τψ×†(r),except that the vector potential has ˆ
the opposite sign. If we operate with τˆ on a plane wave solution (2.14) we see that 
the spin is ﬂipped. 
The vector potential changes sign under the action of τˆ because magnetic ﬁelds 
are caused by moving charges, which move in the opposite direction under time 
reversal (B is an axial vector). Angular momentum is also an axial vector and, since 
the electron spin is an angular momentum, a time reversed electron has its spin 
ﬂipped. 
Left, ψ×, and right, ψ, wavefunctions are therefore related by time-reversal and 
Hermitian conjugation 
ψ× (r; A) = [τˆψ (r; −A)]† , (2.67)ms −ms 
If A(r) = 0 and V (r) and W are real then (2.67) reduces to ψ×(r) = ψ†(r). 
For the Schro¨dinger equation in the absence of spin, time reversal is achieved 
through application of the complex conjugation operator τ0 alone [9]. When compar­
ing non–relativistic expressions which involve time reversed states we would therefore 
expect to encounter left hand solutions of the Dirac equation performing the role 
of complex conjugated wavefunctions of the Schro¨dinger equation. We will see this 
correspondence when discussing the spectral representation of the Green’s function 
in the next section and in the context of electron transport in following chapters. 
The time reversal operator τˆ can be used to demonstrate the Kramers degeneracy 
mentioned in connection with the Rashba eﬀect. Consider a free particle, represented 
by a plane wave, moving in the z-direction with momentum kz, 
φms ikz zψ(kz,ms) = e (2.68)
γσzkzφms 
The complex conjugation part of τˆ only acts on the exponential since we assume 
that the energy and momentum are real. The eﬀect of the time reversal operator on 
the spinors φms is easily shown to be 
τφˆ ms = sgn(ms)φ−ms , (2.69) 
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and for the small component, using the anticommuting properties of the Pauli ma­
trices, σyσz = −σzσy, one gets 
φ
ˆ ) = sgn(ms
−ms e−ikz z = sgn(ms)ψ(−kz, −ms) (2.70)τψ(kz,ms )
 −γσzkzφ−ms

showing that the time reversal operator reverses the momentum and spin of the 
particle. The spin dependent phase factor, sgn(ms) vanishes when taking matrix 
elements so that the time reversed particles are degenerate. 
2.2 Green’s Functions 
Green’s functions are found in almost all areas of Mathematical Physics and are a 
particularly powerful tool in condensed matter and electronic structure calculations 
[39], [40], [41], [27], [42], [43], [2], [44]. Physically, the Green’s function at energy E, 
G(r, r�; E), is a type of propagator, describing the response of a system at r to an 
impulse at r�. It is therefore a natural quantity for describing scattering in solids [10] 
and is fundamental to the KKR method for electronic structure calculations [45]. 
More importantly for this work, they are central in the embedding method. They also 
provide a means of solving inhomogeneous diﬀerential equations and allow certain 
physical quantities to be calculated in a more convenient way. In this section we will 
present a general deﬁnition of the Green’s function, apply this to the Schro¨dinger 
and Dirac theories and discuss some of its properties and representations which will 
be useful in the embedding method. 
To introduce the general Green’s function we consider a linear diﬀerential oper­
ator, L which transforms a vector x into some other vector, y in a vector space, L 
Lx = y, x, y ∈ L (2.71) 
The inverse operator, L−1 transforms y back into x 
L−1 y = x, x, y ∈ L. (2.72) 
This inverse operator is the Green’s function [41] and 
LL−1 = In, (2.73) 
where In is the n × n unit matrix, n being the dimension of L. Both the Schro¨dinger 
and Dirac Hamiltonians are linear diﬀerential operators on the space of wavefunc­
tions and we can write the Green’s function at energy E, G(E), as 
1 
G(E) = . (2.74)
E − H 
� 
� 
� 
� 
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In the position representation we can write (2.73) as 
[H − E] G(r, r�; E) = −δ(r − r�) (2.75) 
where the −sign comes from the convention of writing H − E rather than E − H 
[46], [3]. 
As an example of the use of Green’s functions we consider a system described by 
the Hamiltonian H0, with wavefunction φ at energy E 
[H0 − E] φ(r) = 0. (2.76) 
If we now introduce an additional potential V (r) we can ﬁnd the new wavefunction 
ψ by solving 
[H0 − E] ψ(r) = V (r)ψ(r). (2.77) 
This situation frequently arises in scattering problems [10], [30]. The Green’s func­
tion deﬁned by (2.75) allows us to write 
ψ(r) = φ(r) + d3 r� G0(r, r�; E)V (r�)ψ(r�). (2.78) 
This is the Dyson equation for the wavefunction ψ(r) [47]. 
2.2.1 The Spectral Representation of the Green’s Function 
The deﬁnition of the Green’s function (2.75) suggests that it can be written in terms 
of the eigenfunctions of H. In the non-relativistic case we do this by writing the 
Green’s function as 
G(r, r�; E) = ann� φn(r)φ∗ n� (r
�) (2.79) 
nn� 
where φn(r) are the eigenfunctions of H and Ann� are some expansion coeﬃcients. 
Substituting this into (2.75) and using the orthonormality of the eigenfunctions 
φn(r)φ
∗ 
n� (r
�) = δnn� δ(r − r�) (2.80) 
nn� 
gives the spectral representation of the Green’s function 
G(r, r�; E) = 
φn(r)φ
∗ 
n(r
�) 
. (2.81)
E − En n 
To illustrate the signiﬁcance of the spectral representation we will consider a simple, 
one dimensional model system. Suppose we have a particle travelling from −∞ 
towards some barrier V (z) where V (z) 0 outside the limits Z1 and Z2. We will → 
expect the wavefunction on the left hand side to consist of an incident and reﬂected 
� 
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zZ1 Z2 
V (z) 
eikz 
Re−ikz 
T eikz 
Figure 2-2: General 1-dimensional scattering from a potential V (z) which is non­
zero between Z1 and Z2. The boundary conditions on the wavefunction are that it 
should consist of an incident and reﬂected wave for z < Z1 and a transmitted wave 
for z > Z2. 
wave and on the right hand side to be a transmitted wave (see ﬁgure 2-2). We want 
to solve the Dyson equation for the problem 
ψ(z) = φ(z) + 
� Z2 
Z1 
dz� G0(z, z�; E)V (z�)ψ(z�) (2.82) 
where φ(z) is the free particle solution 
φ(z) = eikz . (2.83) 
and G0(z, z
�; E) is the free particle Green’s function, given in the spectral represen­
tation by 
2m 
� +∞ dk eik(z−z�) 
G0(z, z
�; k0) = . (2.84)�2 −∞ 2π k02 − k2 
We have an integral because the eigenvalue spectrum, k, is continuous and we have 
replaced the energy E with �2k02/2m. This highlights a problem; there are poles at 
k = ±k0. To do the integral we can add an inﬁnitesimally small imaginary part to 
the energy of the Green’s function, k0 → k0 +iη and displace the poles from the real 
axis 
2m +∞ dk eik(z−z�) 
G0(z, z
�; k0 + iη) = G+(z, z�; k0) = lim ,0 �2 η→0 −∞ 2π (k0 + iη − k)(k0 + iη + k)
(2.85) 
where the superscript + indicates that we have added an inﬁnitesimal imaginary part 
to the energy. The integral can now be performed around a contour in the complex 
plane. If z > z� we are on the right hand side of the scattering barrier and we need 
the wavefunction to be well behaved as |k| → +∞ to describe the transmitted wave 
travelling to the right. The contour is therefore in the upper half plane and contains 
the pole at k = k0 + iη (see ﬁgure 2-3). For z < z
� we want to describe the reﬂected 
wave travelling towards and the contour is in the lower half plane enclosing the pole 
� � 
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Re[k] 
Im[k] 
−k0 − iη 
k0 + iη 
−k0 
+k0 
Figure 2-3: The anticlockwise contour in the complex k plane for performing the 
integral in (2.85), enclosing the pole at k = k0 + iη and ensuring the outgoing 
boundary condition on the wavefunction.) 
at k = −k0 − iη. Combining these integrals gives [34] 
i�2 
G+(z, z�; k0) = − e ik0|z−z�|. (2.86)0 2mk0 
Substituting this back into the Dyson equation we have 
i�2 
� Z2

ψ(z) = φ(z) − 
2mk0 Z1 
dz�e ik0|z−z
�|ψ(z�)V (z�) (2.87)

If z > Z2 and we are to the right of the barrier, φ(z) = e
ik0z and 
i�2 
� Z2 
ψ(z) = eik0z 1 − 
2mk0 Z1 
dz�e−ik0z
� 
ψ(z�)V (z�) (2.88) 
which is a wave travelling towards +∞ and the term in square brackets may be 
identiﬁed as a transmission coeﬃcient. For z < Z1 
i�2 
� Z2 
ψ(z) = eik0z + e−ik0z dz�e ik0z
� 
ψ(z�)V (z�) (2.89)
2mk0 Z1 
which describes an incident wave travelling towards the barrier along with a reﬂected 
wave, the integral now representing the reﬂection coeﬃcient. This simple example 
illustrates that we can include the correct boundary conditions for the wavefunction 
in the Green’s function by adding a small positive imaginary part to the energy. 
This corresponds to an outgoing boundary condition. 
�

�

� � 
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Adding a small imaginary part to the energy in the spectral representation also 
allows us to derive a useful result. Using the identity [34] 
1 1 
η
lim 
0 x − a + iη = x − a − iπδ(x − a), x, a, η ∈ R (2.90) →
the spectral representation gives [10]

1
− lim Im G(r, r; E + iη) = ψn(r)
η→0 π 
| |
2δ(E − En). (2.91)

n 
The right hand side is the local density of states, n(r; E) therefore 
1 
n(r; E) = − ImG+(r, r; E). (2.92)
π 
The density of states in a given volume can be found by calculating the local density 
of states and integrating over the volume. It is especially useful for systems such as 
surfaces where the density of states near the surface diﬀers from that of the bulk 
crystal. 
The Green’s function can also be used to obtain the charge density ρ(r) by a 
similar argument [10]: � Efe 
ρ(r) = − Im dEG+(r, r, E + iη) (2.93) 
π −∞ 
where Ef is the Fermi energy. 
The spectral representation and expressions for the charge density and density of 
states may be extended to the relativistic case. The Dirac Green’s function satisﬁes 
[HD − W ] G(r, r�; W ) = −δ(r − r�) (2.94) 
where HD is the Dirac Hamiltonian in (2.9) and the spectral representation is [36] 
G+(r, r�; W + iη) = 
φn(r) ⊗ φ×n (r�) 
W − Wn n 
(2.95)

where φ×(r) is a left-hand solution of the Dirac equation. The outer product of two 
vectors [48], ⊗ has been introduced such that, for a N × 1 vector a and a 1 × N 
vector b ⎞⎛⎞⎛ 
a1 a1b1 a1b2 a1bN· · · 
a ⊗ b =

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
 a2 .
.
.

⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
 =⊗ b1 b2 · · · bN 
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
 a2b1 a2b2 a2bN· · · . .
. . . . 
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
 (2.96)

aN aN b1 aN b2 aN bN 
� 
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From now on we will not include the symbol ⊗ for the outer product since it should 
be clear when it is implied. From the spectral representation it is easy to see that 
the Dirac Green’s function is a 4 × 4 matrix. 
The corresponding relativistic expressions for the charge density, ρ(r) and density 
of states, n(W ) are � Wf1 
ρ(r) = − dW Im Tr G+(r, r; W + iη)
π �−∞ 
n(W ) = − 1 d3 r Im Tr G+(r, r; W + iη) (2.97)
π V 
These expressions diﬀer from the non-relativistic case by involving the trace of the 
Green’s function. The trace of a matrix is the sum of the diagonal elements and is 
included because of 4-component nature of the wavefunction: 
4
|ψ|2 = 
i=1 
ψ†ψi = Tr ψ ⊗ ψ†. (2.98)i 
The spectral representation is also useful because it enables us to easily examine 
the poles of the Green’s function which will be useful in the investigation of the 
embedding method later on. To conclude this section on the properties of Green’s 
function we will show a practical way to construct them by the direct method. 
2.2.2 The Direct Method for the Green’s Function 
So far we have presented two methods for determining the relativistic Green’s func­
tion. We can solve the Dirac equation directly for the Green’s function (2.94) or use 
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of H and the spectral representation. These are not 
always the most practical methods, for example if the eigenvalue spectrum of H is 
continuous the spectral representation requires a contour integral in the complex en­
ergy plane. It is often easier to use the direct method. This is particularly applicable 
to one-dimensional systems or where we can deﬁne an ordering of coordinates. For 
example we can deﬁne r < r� or r > r� in spherical polar coordinates r = (r, θ, φ), or 
for a surface in the x − y plane we can separate out the parallel and perpendicular 
directions r = (r||, z) and put z > z� or z < z�. 
For simplicity we will consider a one dimensional system at real energies in the 
absence of a vector potential. The wavefunction, ψ(z), satisﬁes the Dirac equation 
d � � −ic�αz ψ(z) + βmc2 + V (z) − W ψ(z) = 0 (2.99)
dz 
where V (z) is also taken to be real. The Hermitian conjugate of this equation is

d � � 
ic� ψ†(z)αz + ψ†(z) βmc2 + V (z) − W = 0. (2.100)
dz 
�� � � 
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Multiplying (2.99) from the left by ψ†(z), (2.100) from the right by ψ(z) and sub­
tracting we have 
ic� 
d 
dz 
� 
ψ†(z)αzψ(z) 
� 
= 0 (2.101) 
which implies 
ψ†(z)αzψ(z) = λ (2.102) 
where λ is a constant. The equation satisﬁed by the Green’s function corresponding 
to (2.99) is 
d � � −ic�αz G(z, z�; W ) + βmc2 + V (z) − W G(z, z�; W ) = −δ(z − z�) (2.103)
dz 
For z = z� we can write 
G>(z, z
�; W ) = ψ>(z)A(z�), z > z� 
G<(z, z
�; W ) = ψ<(z)B(z�), z < z� (2.104) 
where A(z�) and B(z�) are some 1 × 4 spinor functions of z� and an outer product 
is implied. We require that the wavefunction for z < z�, ψ<(z) is well behaved at 
z = −∞ and the wavefunction for z > z�, ψ>(z) is well behaved at z = +∞, i.e. 
outgoing boundary conditions. 
To ﬁnd A(z) and B(z) we note that integrating across the delta function in the 
equation satisﬁed by the Green’s function 
z+� d z+� � � z+� − ic�αz
z−� 
dz 
dz
G(z, z�; W ) + 
z−� 
dz βmc2 + V (z) − W G(z, z�; W ) = − 
z−� 
dz δ(z − z�) 
(2.105) 
and letting � → 0 we get 
−ic� [G>(z, z; W ) − G<(z, z; W )] = I4, 
where I4 is the 4 × 4 unit matrix. Substituting in from (2.104) gives 
αzψ>(z)A(z) − αzψ<(z)B(z) = i 
c�
I4. 
(2.106) 
(2.107) 
Next we multiply from the left by ψ†>(z) and use (2.102) to get 
λ>>A(z) − λ><B(z) = i 
c�
ψ†>(z) (2.108) 
� � 
� � � � 
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and similarly by multiplying (2.107) from the left by ψ† (z)<
λ<>A(z) − λ<<B(z) = i ψ† (z) (2.109) 
c� <
where 
= ψ† (z)αzψ>(z) etc. (2.110)λ>> >
Rearranging gives expressions for A(z) and B(z): 
A(z) = 
c�(λ><λ<> 
i 
− λ<<λ>>) 
� 
λ><ψ<
† (z) − λ<<ψ† (z) 
� 
>
B(z) = 
c�(λ><λ<> 
i 
− λ<<λ>>) λ>>ψ
† (z) − λ<>ψ† (z) , (2.111)< >
which, along with (2.104) allows us to construct the Green’s function for our one-
dimensional problem which satisﬁes outgoing boundary conditions. 
As an example we will use the direct method for the one-dimensional free par­
ticle Green’s function. The electron (positive energy) wavefunctions satisfying the 
appropriate boundary conditions at ±∞ are 
ψ>(z) = 
φms e ikz , ψ<(z) = 
φms e−ikz (2.112)
γσzkzφms −γσzkzφms 
4where γ = c�/(W + mc2) with the energy given by W = 
√
c2�2k2 − m2c . First of 
all we calculate the λ>> etc from (2.102); 
λ>> = −λ<< = 2γkφ† φm� , λ<> = λ>< = 0 (2.113)ms s 
and substitute these into the expressions for A(z) and B(z) to get 
A(z) = 
i 
ψ† (z), 
i 
ψ† (z).> B(z) = < (2.114)2c�γk 2c�γk 
Finally, using (2.104) we obtain the one-dimensional, relativistic free particle Green’s 
function ⎛ ⎞ 
I2 γksgn(z − z�)σz −i ⎜ ⎟
G(z, z�; W ) = ⎝ ⎠ e ik|z−z�| (2.115)
2c�γk 
γksgn(z − z�)σz γ2k2I2 
Now that we have an expression for the relativistic Green’s function it is worth 
investigating its non-relativistic limit. As c →∞, 
c2�2 �2 
c�γ = , (2.116)
W + mc2 
→ 
2m 
� � 
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where we have separated out the rest energy by putting W = E + mc2 . The limit is 
G(z, z�; E) = − 2m i e ik |z−z�| I2 0 . (2.117)
�2 2k 0 0 
This is exactly the non-relativistic free particle Green’s function in one-dimension 
[41]. There are some important things to notice. The ﬁrst is that G(z, z�; E) is 
diagonal in spin as we would expect. Secondly, only the large-large component has 
survived in the non-relativistic limit, which is not surprising since we have already 
seen that the large component of the wavefunction reduces to the non-relativistic 
wavefunction in the c →∞ limit. 
The direct method will be useful in later chapters for constructing the Green’s 
function for simple systems used to investigate the properties and non-relativistic 
limits of the transfer matrix and expressions for transport problems. 
Chapter 3 
ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE 
CALCULATIONS 
In the previous chapter we introduced the Dirac equation and discussed some of its 
properties and looked in detail at solutions for free-particles and spherically symmet­
ric systems, but we weren’t particularly concerned with the eﬀects of having more 
than one electron. In atoms, molecules and solids we are really dealing with many 
electrons which all interact with each other as well as with any external potentials 
and the situation becomes complicated very quickly. In this chapter we introduce 
Density functional Theory (DFT) which enables systems with many electrons to be 
treated within a single-particle framework. We begin with a presentation of non­
relativistic DFT, discussing in detail the theoretical background and some of the 
assumptions and approximations necessary to apply it to realistic problems. Finally 
we outline the extension to relativistic problems. 
Quantum mechanics tells us that the simple equation, 
HΨ = EΨ, (3.1) 
allows the wavefunction, Ψ, of the system to be calculated, which contains all the 
information about its physical properties. To construct the Hamiltonian H, we need 
to know the scalar and vector potentials acting on the particles in the system. The 
problems begin when we consider that even a single mole of substance contains 
around 1023 atoms with charged nuclei and electrons that all interact with each 
other. Given that the positions of each nucleus and electron each require 3 spatial 
coordinates means even storing these coordinates in computer memory is impossible. 
It is clear then, that some clever tricks are needed. 
Perhaps the most widely used approach to dealing with the complicated many-
body interactions in solid state physics is Density Functional Theory (DFT). There 
are two main ideas in DFT. The ﬁrst is that we don’t actually need to calculate 
47
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the many-body wavefunction as the fundamental quantity, but simply the electronic 
charge density. The justiﬁcation for this is supplied by the Hohenberg-Kohn the­
orems and the introduction of energy functionals. The second idea, due to Kohn 
and Sham, leads to a system of single particle equations that allow the density to 
be calculated. DFT therefore reduces the complex many-body problem, requiring 
3 × 1023 coordinates, to a single particle theory based on the density which depends 
on only 3 coordinates. The foundations of DFT, the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem and 
Kohn-Sham equations, are exact but in practice they can only be implemented by 
making certain approximations concerning the electron-electron interactions. Much 
of the continuing development of DFT is concerned with improvements in these 
approximations. 
DFT is particularly well suited to calculating ground state properties of molecules 
and solids; bulk moduli, lattice constants, band structures and densities of states for 
a large range of materials are accurately reproduced. Nevertheless there are systems 
where DFT fails, in particular it gives poor estimates of the band gap in some 
semiconductors and is insuﬃcient for describing strongly correlated materials such 
as many transition metal oxides. There are a number of extensions and alternatives 
to DFT which attempt to address these problems, for example the GW method 
and Time-Dependent DFT. However, in this work we are concerned primarily with 
ground state properties of metals and DFT is a perfectly suitable framework in which 
to incorporate the embedding method for these materials. 
3.1 Density Functional Theory 
As we have already mentioned, DFT has a central role in the majority of electronic 
structure calculations and seeks to simplify the problem of a large number of in­
teracting electrons. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation separates the motion 
of the electrons and nuclei and to a certain extent simpliﬁes the problem we face 
when trying to calculate total wavefunctions. However, we still have 1023 interacting 
electrons which is too many to realistically deal with. DFT solves this problem by 
basically turning it on its head. The total wavefunction can be used to calculate 
all the physical properties of a system. One of these properties is the density of 
electrons and the fundamental principle of DFT is that we can replace the central 
role of the wavefunction with the electron density, turning a many electron prob­
lem into a single electron problem. Starting from an initial ’guess’ for the electron 
density, via an iterative procedure which involves the construction of single parti­
cle Hamiltonians we can converge to the correct density. From the correct density 
we can construct an eﬀective potential in which the electrons move and use this to 
calculate single-particle wavefunctions and Green’s functions describing the many 
particle system. 
� 
� 
�
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3.1.1 The Born-Oppenheimer Approximation 
For a system of interacting electrons and nuclei we can write the Hamiltonian in 
(3.1) as 
H = Tn + Vn−n + Te + Ve−e + Ve−n, (3.2) 
where Tn is the kinetic energy of the nuclei, Vn describes the nucleus-nucleus interac­
tion, Te is the kinetic energy of the electrons, Ve−e the electron-electron interaction 
and Ve−n the interaction between electrons and nuclei. 
The total wavefunction for the kth eigenstate of the system satisﬁes (3.1) 
HΨk(r, R) = EkΨk(r, R), (3.3) 
where r are the electron coordinates and R the nuclear coordinates. For a ﬁxed, 
instantaneous conﬁguration of nuclei, [R], the electron eigenfunctions, ψi(r : [R]) 
form a complete set of (normalised) states with eigenvalues Ei([R]) at each R. These 
electron eigenfunctions depend on the nuclear coordinates and we can write the full 
wavefunction as 
Ψk(r, R) = χik([R])ψi(r : [R]) (3.4) 
i 
and the eigenstates of the complete electron-nuclear system are now speciﬁed by 
the expansion coeﬃcients χki([R]) which are functions of the nuclear coordinates. 
Substituting (3.4) into (3.3), multiplying from the left by ψj 
∗(r : [R]) and integrating 
over the electron coordinates, r, we have 
[Tn + Ei([R]) − Ek] χki([R]) = − Uij χkj ([R]), (3.5) 
j 
where the matrix element Uij contains the electron-nuclear interaction. The mass of 
the nucleus is typically of the order of 104 times the mass of the electron. As a result, 
electrons respond much more rapidly to motion of the nuclei than the nuclei react to 
changes in the electron positions. In other words, to a good approximation, changes 
in R do not cause transitions between electron eigenstates and the oﬀ diagonal terms, 
i = j in Uij can be ignored. This is the Born–Oppenheimer approximation [49] 
within which, although the electron eigenstates and eigenvalues of a given state 
change as R changes, there are no excitations, or changes from one electron state 
to another, induced by the nuclear motion; the interaction is adiabatic [30]. The 
nuclear wavefunction can be calculated from (3.5) where the potential and kinetic 
energy of the electrons, Ei([R]), acts as an eﬀective potential [45]. 
The main advantage of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is that it decou­
ples the motion of the electrons and nuclei for a ﬁxed arrangement of nuclei. This 
is a valid assumption unless we are concerned with electron excitations induced by 
motions of the crystal lattice, i.e. electron-phonon interactions. Superconductors 
� � 
� 
� 
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are an example of a class of systems where electron-phonon interactions are crucial 
to understanding physical properties. However, in this work we are concerned with 
ground state electronic properties of metals and the Born-Oppenheimer approxima­
tion is a valid method of decoupling the electrons and nuclei and we may now focus 
on the electrons in our system. 
3.1.2 The Hohenberg–Kohn Theorems 
Density Functional Theory takes as its starting point the density, n(r), of the elec­
trons in the system. For N electrons with normalised many–body wavefunction 
ψ(r1, r2, · · · , rN ) the density is 
n(r) = d3 d3 rN δ(r − rn)Ψ∗(r1, (3.6)r1 · · · · · · , rN )Ψ(r1, · · · , rN ) 
and we assume that the number of electrons is ﬁxed. The electrons interact with 
each other via the Coulomb potential and feel some, as yet unspeciﬁed, external 
potential, Vext. The only variable here is the external potential, therefore it is this 
which determines the ground state wavefunction and hence the ground state density, 
n0. Hohenberg and Kohn [50] showed that the opposite of this is also true; that 
the external potential can be calculated from the ground state density. The ﬁrst 
Hohenberg-Kohn theorem is 
For a system of interacting particles in an external potential Vext, this 
potential is uniquely determined (up to a constant) by the ground state 
particle density n0(r). 
A corollary of this is that since the things we need to construct the Hamiltonian 
(namely, Vext) is determined by the ground state density, then the many full body 
wavefunction is also given by n0. Therefore all of the properties of the system come 
from n0. The density, n0, only depends on 3 spatial coordinates, rather than the 
3N necessary for a complete description of the wavefunction, in principle greatly 
simplifying the problem. 
The next question is how to extract physical properties from n0. To do this we 
deﬁne a total energy functional. A functional is an operation (often via an integral) 
which maps a function onto a scalar. For example the potential, φ, due to a charge 
distribution ρ(r), is a functional given by 
φ [ρ(r)] = 
1 
d3 r� 
ρ(r�) 
. (3.7)
4π�0 |r − r�| 
If the electron density, n, via the ﬁrst Hohenberg-Kohn theorem, is connected to the 
wavefunction ψ, then the total energy functional is 
E[n(r)] = �ψ|H|ψ� = d3 rn(r)Vext(r) + F [n(r)], (3.8) 
� � � 
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where the functional F [n(r)] contains the classical coulomb electron-electron inter­
actions, nuclei-nuclei interactions and the electron kinetic energy. If we put all of 
the diﬃcult many-body eﬀects, electron-nuclei interactions and external potentials 
into Vext(r), then F [n(r)] is universal, i.e. the same for all systems. 
The second Hohenberg Kohn theorem shows us how to get the ground state 
density from E[n(r)]: 
For a given density, we can construct a universal energy functional. 
For a particular external potential, the exact ground state energy of the 
system is the global minimum value of this functional. The density that 
minimises the functional is the exact ground state density. 
In other words, if we can construct the energy functional E[n(r)] and ﬁnd its global 
minimum (subject to the constraint that the number of particles remains ﬁxed), 
then we can extract the ground state density from this minimum functional. 
So far, the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems have simply been stated and, since it is 
relatively straightforward, it is worth justifying them. Regarding the ﬁrst theorem, 
(1) (2)
suppose that there are two diﬀerent external potentials, Vext (r) and Vext (r), which 
give the same ground state density, n0(r). These two potentials are associated with 
Hamiltonians, H(1) and H(2) with ground state wavefunctions ψ(1) and ψ(2). The 
wavefunction ψ(2) is not the ground state of H(1), therefore 
E(1) = �ψ(1) H(1) ψ(1)� < �ψ(2)|H(1) ψ(2)| | | �. (3.9) 
where the strict inequality is because we assume non-degenerate ground states. The 
last term can be written (remembering that F [n(r)] in (3.8) is universal) 
�ψ(2)|H(1)|ψ(2)� = �ψ(2)|H� (2)|ψ(2)�� + �ψ(2)|H(1) − H� (2)|ψ(2)� 
= E(2) d3 
(1) (2)
+ r Vext (r) − Vext (r) n0(r) (3.10) 
and it follows that 
E(1) < E(2) + d3 r V 
(1) (2)
(r) n0(r). (3.11)ext (r) − Vext 
Doing the same thing for E(2) leads to 
E(2) < E(1) + d3 r V 
(2)
(r) − V (1)(r) n0(r) (3.12)ext ext 
and if we add these together we get 
E(1) + E(2) < E(2) + E(1), (3.13) 
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which is a clear contradiction. We cannot therefore have two diﬀerent external 
potentials which give rise to the same ground state density. 
To justify the second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem we consider a ground state den­
(0)
sity, n0(r), which corresponds to an external potential Vext (r). The ground state 
energy, E0, equal to the total energy functional, E0[n0(r)], is the expectation value 
of the Hamiltonian, H(0) derived from the density n0(r): 
E0 = E0[n0(r)] = �ψ(0)|H(0)|ψ(0)�. (3.14) 
A diﬀerent energy, E1, (not the ground state) corresponds to a diﬀerent wavefunc­
tion, ψ(1). Because it is not the ground state, E1 is greater than E0 and 
�ψ(0) H(0)|ψ(0)� < �ψ(1) H(0) ψ(1)| | | � (3.15) 
hence 
E0 < E1. (3.16) 
The energy corresponding to the ground state is therefore less than any other func­
tional corresponding to a diﬀerent density to within a constant. In other words, 
ﬁnding the minimum of the total energy functional with respect to variations in the 
density gives the ground state density. 
All of this is very insightful, having reduced the problem of calculating the many 
body wavefunction to ﬁnding the ground state density, but it provides no method 
by which this can be achieved in practice. 
3.1.3 The Kohn–Sham Equations 
From the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems, we know that we need to ﬁnd the ground state 
electron density, n0(r), which we do by minimising the functional E[n(r)] with re­
spect to the density, subject to the constraint that the number of particles is ﬁxed. In 
principle, the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems make no approximations and are exact but 
they provide no insight into how we practically calculate the density. The diﬃculties 
arise from the fact that the system is described by a many-body wavefunction since 
all the interactions do not allow single particle eigenstates, making construction of 
the density virtually impossible. 
The Kohn-Sham ansatz [51] assumes that, given some interacting system of 
electrons and nuclei with density n(r), there exists a non-interacting system with 
the same density. Since the density is the fundamental quantity we require, we can 
look for the density of the auxiliary, non-interacting system. The advantage of a 
non-interacting system is that we can solve it using single particle wavefunctions, 
� 
� � � 
� 
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ψi(r), meaning that the density, for N electrons, is 
N
n(r) = |ψi(r)| 2 . (3.17) 
i=1 
According to the Kohn-Sham scheme 
N�2 � 
T˜ [n(r)] = −
2m 
�ψi|�2|ψi� (3.18) 
i=1 
The energy functional of the interacting system can be written 
E[n(r)] = T˜ [n(r)] + Eext[n(r)] + EH [n(r)] + Ee−e[n(r)]. (3.19) 
The ﬁrst term is the kinetic energy of a system of non-interacting electrons and 
the second term describes any external potentials and the interaction between the 
electrons and the electrostatic potential of the nuclei. The third term, called the 
Hartree term, is the classical electron-electron Coulomb interaction: 
EH [n(r)] = e 
2 d3 r d3 r� 
n(r)n(r�)
= d3 r n(r)VH (r) (3.20) |r − r�| 
where VH (r) is the Hartree potential. The ﬁnal term contains all of the many-body 
interactions beyond the Hartree term, including corrections to the kinetic energy. 
The Kohn-Sham ansatz allows us to ﬁnd the density which minimises (3.19) 
within a single-particle formulation. In doing this we make use of an eﬀective equa­
tion which gives single-particle eigenstates and eigenvalues and use these to construct 
the density via (3.17). Before going into the details of this, it should be mentioned 
that these wavefunctions and eigenvalues do not, in general, correspond to real 
electron states and energies of the real, fully interacting system but are merely a 
convenient stage in ﬁnding the true ground state density. 
To derive the Kohn-Sham equations we minimise (3.19) with respect to the den­
sity n(r) subject to the constraint that the number of particles, N , is ﬁxed. The 
density can be written in terms of the single-particle Kohn-Sham orbitals, |ψi�, 
n(r) = |ψi(r)| 2 , (3.21) 
i=1 
where the sum is over the lowest N energy eigenstates. The constraint that the num­
ber of particles, N , is ﬁxed is incorporated by introducing the Lagrange multiplier 
�, such that � 
d3 r n(r) = N, (3.22) 
� � 
� 
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and‡ � � � 
δ 
E[n(r)] − � d3 r n(r) = 0 (3.23)
δn(r) 
Using the chain rule to minimise E[n(r)] with respect to variations in �ψi|: 
δE δT˜ δEext EH δEe−e δn(r) 
= + + + = �iψi(r). (3.24)
δψi 
∗(r) δψi 
∗(r) δn(r) δn(r) δn(r) δψi 
∗(r) 
From the deﬁnitions of the kinetic energy, T˜ , and the density in terms of the orbitals: 
δT˜ �2 δn(r) 
δψ∗(r)
= −
2m
�2ψi(r), 
δψ∗(r)
= ψi(r), (3.25) 
i i 
we arrive at an eﬀective Schro¨dinger equation for the Kohn-Sham orbitals, ψi(r) and 
’energies’, �i: � � 
�2 −
2m
�2 + Veff (r) ψi(r) = �iψi(r). (3.26) 
The eﬀective potential is 
Veff (r) = Vext(r) + VH (r) + Ve−e(r), (3.27) 
where � 
Vext(r) = 
δEext[n(r)] 
or Eext[n(r)] = d
3 r n(r)Vext(r) (3.28)
δn(r) 
and 
(r) = 
δEe−e[n(r)]
or [n(r)] = d3 (r). (3.29)Ve−e
δn(r) 
Ee−e r n(r)Ve−e
Equations (3.26)-(3.29) are the Kohn-Sham equations, solved to ﬁnd the single par­
ticle eigenstates from which we construct the density (3.21). The total energy func­
tional can be written 
N � � �� 1 n(r)n(r�) δExc[n(r)]
E[n(r)] = �i − 
2
d3 r d3 r� − d3 rn(r) 
δn(r)
+ Exc[n(r)]. 
i=1 
|r − r�| 
(3.30) 
The Hohenberg-Kohn theorems tell us that we need to ﬁnd the electron density 
which minimises the total energy functional of our system and the Kohn-Sham equa­
tions provide a way of constructing the density from single particle wavefunctions, 
assuming that we know the necessary eﬀective potential, which itself depends on the 
density. It is therefore necessary for the Kohn-Sham equations to be solved itera­
‡The following expressions contain functional derivatives which are deﬁned in a similar way to 
standard derivatives. For a functional F [φ(r)] 
δF [φ(r)] F [φ(r) + µδ(r − r�)] − F [φ(r) 
= lim 
δφ(r) µ→0 µ 
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tively until the output density is the same as the input density; self-consistency. An 
idealised self-consistency procedure is shown in ﬁg 3-1. To begin the cycle, an ini­
tial charge density, n(r), is constructed. This is typically a superposition of atomic 
charge densities. In the next step, the eﬀective potential is calculated. The Hartree 
contribution to the potential is typically calculated by solving the Poisson equation, 
�2VH (r) = −n(r), (3.31) 
the details of this and the Ve−e term being speciﬁc to the particular type of system 
studied. This is considered in more detail in later chapters. Once the eﬀective 
potential has been generated, it is inserted into the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian and 
the eigenvalues and eigenstates are calculated. A new charge density, n�(r) is then 
constructed. The next step is to compare the diﬀerence in the original charge density, 
n(r) and the new one, n�(r). A parameter, η, is usually chosen such that if |n�(r) − 
n(r)| < η the density is considered converged and the calculation is done. If |n�(r) − 
n(r)| > η, then we haven’t found the ground state density and we must restart the 
cycle. Rather than simply using the new density as an input density for the next 
cycle, it is both more accurate and eﬃcient to mix the old and new densities. There 
are a number of schemes for doing this from simple linear mixing [45] (shown in ﬁg 
3-1) to the more eﬃcient Anderson [52] and Broyden [53], [54] methods. 
As far as it has been summarised here, the only simpliﬁcation we have made 
is the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and to within this limit DFT is exact. 
The Hohenberg-Kohn theorems simply justify the use of the ground state electron 
density as a replacement for the many-body wavefunction and the Kohn-Sham equa­
tions provide a mechanism by which we can practically calculate the density within 
a single-particle framework. In principle if we have exact expressions for all of the 
terms in the total energy functional we have a complete method. The Hartree term 
describes the correlation of the electrons due to the classical Coulomb interaction; 
how each electron interacts with the charge distribution of all the other electrons. 
However, we have hidden the additional quantum mechanical electron-electron inter­
actions in the potential Ve−e. These additional interactions are commonly referred 
to as the exchange and correlation interactions and arise from the Pauli exclusion 
principle and correlation eﬀects beyond the Hartree term. The potential, Ve−e is 
usually referred to as the exchange-correlation potential and is denoted from now 
on by Vxc. The full exchange and correlation eﬀects can only be exactly determined 
for the simplest systems and the following section describes some of the commonest 
approximations used in DFT calculations. 
3.1.4 The Exchange–Correlation Potential 
The accuracy of DFT calculations depends on the accuracy of the exchange corre­
lation potential. Unfortunately it is extremely diﬃcult to calculate the exchange­
� � 
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correlation eﬀects for all but the simplest systems. However, the exchange correlation 
potential is universal and any suitable approximation will be applicable to all sys­
tems, with, of course, varying degrees of accuracy. In this section, we will discuss the 
widely used and surprisingly successful Local Density Approximation (LDA) and its 
extension via Generalised Gradient Approximations (GGA). 
To illustrate the interactions described by the exchange-correlation potential it 
is useful to deﬁne a pair correlation function [10] 
P (r1, r2) = �ψ|nˆ(r1)nˆ(r2)|ψ�, (3.32) 
where nˆ(ri) is an operator which measures the electron density at ri. The Pauli 
exclusion principle requires that the spatial part of the many-electron wavefunction 
changes sign when two particles are exchanged. This means that two particles cannot 
be at the same position‡ and P (r1, r2) → 0 as r1 → r2. As r1 −r2 →∞ there should 
be no interaction between electrons and P (r1, r2) n(r1)n(r2), the product of the → 
densities. The main point of this is that electrons tend to avoid each other not just via 
the Coulomb repulsion due to their charge but because of the quantum mechanical 
eﬀects of the Pauli principle, or exchange. A common way of interpreting these 
eﬀects is by the exchange-correlation hole [55], [45], an area of decreased density 
around each electron. This ’hole’ leads to a reduced interaction between electrons, 
resulting in a screening eﬀect. The exchange-correlation energy can therefore be 
written [45], [10] 
Exc[n(r)] = 
1 
d3 r d3 r� 
n(r)n˜xc(r, r
�) 
. (3.33)
2 |r − r�| 
The factor of 1/2 ensures that interactions are not double counted and n˜xc(r, r
�) 
represents the interaction of an electron with its own exchange-correlation hole: � 1 
n˜xc(r, r
�) = dλnxc
λ (r, r�), (3.34) 
0 
where λ is a coupling constant for the interaction and nλ (r, r�) is the depletion xc
(hole) in the density of an electron at r� due to an electron at r. 
In general, the exchange correlation energy is not known exactly, but there is 
a special case where it is relatively straightforward to calculate it very accurately. 
For a system under the inﬂuence of a potential which is independent of position, the 
density is constant and we have a homogeneous electron gas. The exchange energy of 
a homogeneous electron gas is known in an exact analytical form, but the correlation 
‡The Pauli principle states 
Ψ(r1, r2, · · · , rN ) = −Ψ(r2, r1, · · · , rN ) 
hence Ψ = 0 if r1 = r2. 
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eﬀects must be obtained numerically [56], Quantum Monte Carlo methods [57] being 
commonly used to generate parameterizations of the correlation eﬀects. The most 
widely used parameterizations are those of Perdew and Zunger [58], Perdew and 
Wang [59] and Vosko, Wilkes and Nusair [60]. 
Kohn and Sham suggested [51] that many solids can reasonably be considered 
very close to a homogeneous electron gas and the eﬀects of exchange and correlation 
can be assumed to be local. This is the Local Density Approximation (LDA). The 
assumption is that � 
d3 r n(r)�HEGExc[n(r)] = xc (n(r)). (3.35) 
In the LDA we have essentially divided the system into small volume elements in 
which the density is constant and used the exchange-correlation energy of the ho­
mogeneous electron gas with the appropriate density in each volume. Note that 
the exchange-correlation energy of the homogeneous gas is a function of the den­
sity rather than a functional because of the local nature of the exchange-correlation 
eﬀects. The LDA can be extended to include spin via the Local Spin-Density Ap­
proximation (LSDA) [61]. 
Considering that it is based on the assumption that the density varies gradually 
with position, the LDA is surprisingly successful for calculating many physical prop­
erties. A particular reason for this is that the exchange-correlation hole obeys the 
correct sum rule that the charge displaced by the hole is exactly one electron ‡ [61]. 
Additionally, the shape of the hole does not need to be known exactly since in the 
general case the exchange-correlation energy only depends on the hole averaged over 
a sphere [61] [62]. 
Despite its many successes, the LDA fails to accurately reproduce experimental 
results in some instances. A particularly well known case is the band gap in semicon­
ductors [63]. For example, the band gap in silicon is 50% too small and in germanium 
100% too small, with the valence and conduction bands predicted to overlap [64]. 
The LDA also underestimates binding energies for surface adsorption [65]. Due to 
the local assumption in the LDA it performs particularly poorly for systems where 
the electron-electron correlations are highly non-local [66]. This is particularly true 
of several transition metal oxides and the LDA predicts that the ground state of NiO 
is metallic when it is in fact an insulator [67]. Transition metal oxides are particularly 
interesting because they include a number of high-temperature superconductors. 
The LDA assumes that the density is slowly varying and a ﬁrst approximation to 
extending this to include spatial variations to the density are Generalised Gradient 
Approximations (GGA) [62]. These include terms which vary as the magnitude of 
the gradient of the density and are an adaptation of the Gradient expansion Approx­
imation (GEA) [68]. Modiﬁcations to the GEA are necessary since it violates the 
‡This is to be expected because the hole exists to ensure that at each position there is only one 
electron, not two. In other words, the electron at r has ’pushed away’ another electron. 
� 
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sum rules and the independence of the exchange-correlation potential on the shape 
of the exchange-correlation hole, which are preserved in the LDA, and gradients in 
real materials are large enough to cause the expansions to break down [62]. GGAs 
improve the GEA by providing functionals which are well behaved at large gradients. 
Functionals involving the gradient of the density have the general form 
EGGA r n(r)�heg 2 xc [n(r)] = d
3
x (n)Fxc(n, |�n|, |�n| , · · · ) (3.36) 
hegwhere �x (n) is the exchange energy of the homogeneous electron gas, which can 
be calculated analytically. Fxc(n, |�n|, ) is some dimensionless functional in the · · · 
density and its gradients [69] and is often chosen to satisfy various physical con­
straints. Since many of these constraints cannot be satisﬁed simultaneously the 
form of Fxc(n, |�n|, ) chosen is the one best suited to the system being studied. · · · 
The commonest GGA parameterizations used in condensed matter calculations are 
PW91 [69], [59] and PBE [69]. 
The GGAs lead to improvements over the LDA in a number of areas including 
accurate total atomic energies and reduction in the errors in calculating atomisation 
energies and lattice constants [70]. Bond lengths in molecules are also improved 
in some cases but are occasionally over- or under-corrected relative to LDA cal­
culations [69]. Despite the extensive advantages in accuracy and applicability of 
GGAs compared to the LDA, a number of systems, particularly where non-local 
electron correlations are strong require treatment by other methods. These include 
LDA+U [45] which is the LDA with an extra, orbital dependent term to deal with the 
strong Coulomb interaction, and the GW method, where the non-local interactions 
are included via an electron self-interaction [71]. 
In the next section we will discuss the extension of DFT to include relativistic 
eﬀects. 
3.2 Relativistic Density Functional Theory 
Having discussed standard density functional theory (DFT), which is essentially a 
non-relativistic theory and the Dirac equation, which is relativistic, it seems sensible 
to discuss relativistic density functional theory (RDFT). Both DFT and RDFT have 
a common aim, to reduce the problem of the many-body wavefunction describing a 
fully interacting system of electrons to a set of single particle equations which can be 
solved to give some fundamental quantity (in the case of DFT, the electron density) 
from which we can calculate physical properties. However, as we have seen already, 
the Dirac equation leads to several subtle considerations which have no direct analog 
in non-relativistic quantum mechanics. 
When discussing the exchange-correlation potential earlier, we introduced a cor­
relation function measuring the probability of ﬁnding an electron at r1 and simul­
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taneously ﬁnding an electron at r2. In the non-relativistic case there is no problem 
with this, but the deﬁnition of simultaneity depends on reference frame in a rela­
tivistic theory. A further consideration is the electromagnetic interaction between 
two electrons. In our multi-electron system the electrons are moving charges and 
there will be electric currents associated with this motion. In a non-relativistic 
model, these currents interact with each other instantaneously but in a relativistic 
theory the electromagnetic interaction travels at the speed of light and there will 
be a time delay (retardation) depending on the separation of the electrons and, of 
course, the speed of light. In general, there is also a problem with the constraint of 
non-relativistic DFT that the number of particles remains ﬁxed. In a fully relativis­
tic theory we must allow for the creation of electron positron pairs in keeping with 
quantum electrodynamics. However, since pair creation is typically a high-energy 
phenomenon it is reasonably safe to assume that this can be ignored in the context 
of ground state calculations in condensed matter applications. 
A proper treatment of relativistic Density Functional Theory including all the 
eﬀects of the interactions of electrons and photons theory should begin with the 
Dirac equation for a system of interacting electrons under the inﬂuence of a full 
electromagnetic four-potential in the framework of quantum electrodynamics. Fol­
lowing through with arguments analogous to Hohenberg and Kohn leads to a de­
scription in terms of a total energy functional, W [Jµ(r)], of the four current density, 
Jµ(r) [72], [73]: 
Jµ(r) = (Jx(r), Jy(r), Jz(r), cn(r)) , (3.37) 
where the Ji(r) are the components of the electric current, n(r) is the charge density 
and c is the speed of light. The ground state current density is 
Jµ = �Ψ|Jˆµ|Ψ� (3.38) 
with the components of the current density subject to the conservation of probability 
density 
∂Jµ 
, (3.39)
∂xµ 
where relativistic notation has been introduced: x1 = x, x2 = y, x3 = z, x4 = ct. As 
in the non-relativistic case, the four-current density which minimises the total energy 
functional is the ground-state density. There is however an additional consideration. 
The electromagnetic vector potential, A(r), is related to the observable magnetic 
ﬁeld, B(r) via 
B(r) = −� × A(r), (3.40) 
and since �×�φ(r) = 0 for some scalar function φ(r), the choice of vector potential 
is not unique. We can add an arbitrary �φ(r) and still get the same magnetic ﬁeld. 
This is an example of a gauge transformation and the total energy functional is 
� 
� � 
� � 
� 
� � 
� � 
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unique to within this gauge transformation. In other words, unlike non-relativistic 
DFT where the relationship between the external potential and the ground state 
density is unique, in the relativistic case we must consider the ground state current 
density to be related to a unique set of potentials related by a gauge transformation. 
Having established the connection between the total energy functional and the 
ground state current density it follows that we should be able to construct a set of 
single particle equation analogous to the Kohn Sham equations in non-relativistic 
DFT. If we ignore the pair creation eﬀects we can assume, as before that the number 
of particles is ﬁxed, leading to the constraint [10] 
d3 rn(r) = N. (3.41) 
As before, we consider variations in the total energy functional and arrive at the 
Dirac-Kohn-Sham equations [72], [73], [74]: 
cα [pˆ− eAeﬀ(r)] + βmc2 + Veﬀ(r) ψi(r) = wiψi(r), (3.42)· 
where the ψi(r) are a set of single particle, 4-component eigenstates and the wi are 
Lagrange multipliers serving as eigenvalues. The charge and current densities are 
given by 
N N
n(r) = ψi
†(r)ψi(r), J(r) = c ψi
†(r)αψi(r) (3.43) 
i=1 i=1 
where the sums are over the N lowest electron eigenvalues. The eﬀective vector and 
scalar potentials, Aeﬀ(r) and Veﬀ(r), are given by 
Aeﬀ(r) = Aext + d
3 r� 
J(r) 
+
1 δExc[n(r), J(r)] 
(3.44)|r − r�| e δJ(r) 
and � 
Veﬀ(r) = Vext + d
3 r� 
n(r)
+ 
δExc[n(r), J(r)] 
. (3.45) |r − r�| δn(r) 
The relativistic total energy functional is written [10] 
N � � 
W [n(r), J(r)] = 
� 
wi − 1 d3 r d3 r� n(r)n(r
�)
+ Exc[n(r), J(r)] 
i=1 
2 |r − r�| 
+ 
2
1 
c2 
d3 r d3 r� 
J(
r
r
− 
)J(
r
r
�
�) 
| | 
d3 n(r) 
δExc[n(r), J(r)]
+ d3J(r) 
δExc[n(r), J(r)] 
.− 
δn(r) δJ(r) 
(3.46) 
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The ﬁrst line is clearly the same as the non-relativistic expression, containing the 
energy eigenvalues, the Hartree term describing the classical Coulomb interaction 
and the exchange-correlation energy. The second line is the classical current-current 
interaction analogous to the Hartree term. The ﬁnal line arises because the exchange-
correlation energy is a functional of both the charge and current densities. The fact 
that the total energy functional does not depend explicitly on A(r) means that 
it does not depend on the choice of gauge for the vector potential. This gauge 
invariance must hold for all observable quantities hence we would expect it of the 
total energy. 
For magnetic systems, it is possible [72], [74] to derive a density functional theory 
which takes as its fundamental quantity not the four current density, [J(r), n(r)], 
but the magnetisation and the electron density, [m(r), n(r)]. 
As for the non-relativistic case, the accuracy of RDFT depends on the availabil­
ity of a good approximation to the exchange correlation energy functional. Again, 
as in standard DFT, a local density approximation can be made using the exchange 
correation function for a now relativistic homogeneous electron gas. The exchange 
part of the exchange-correlation function can be solved analytically [73], [75] and is 
typically decomposed into contributions from the Coulomb interaction and the trans­
verse component of the electron-photon interaction for the electromagnetic ﬁeld [73]. 
The correlation eﬀects are, in general, more diﬃcult to approximate and variety of 
methods have been employed to generate and implement relativistic exchange corre­
lation functions (see for example [76]). The relativistic local density approximation 
(RLDA), as in the non-relativistic case, has some justiﬁcation for applications al­
though tends not to perform so well due to the non-local nature of the correlation 
part of the exchange correlation potential for the relativistic homogeneous electron 
gas. Extensions to the RLDA analogous to those of non-relativistic DFT have been 
made, including a generalised gradient approximation [77]. However, because of the 
diﬃculties of relativistic approximations to the exchange correlation functional, it 
has become common practice in many relativistic electronic structure calculations 
to use non-relativistic approximations. 
In this chapter we have shown that the complicated many-body problem of a large 
number of interacting electrons can, by the application of density functional theory, 
be reduced to a set of single particle equations which are solved self-consistently for 
the electron density. 
CALCULATE EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL
Veﬀ(r) Vext(r) + VH [n(r)] + Vxc[n(r)]
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Figure 3-1: A generalised iteration procedure for solving the Kohn-Sham equations 
self-consistently for the charge density n(r). 
Chapter 4 
THE GREEN’S FUNCTION 
EMBEDDING METHOD 
This chapter introduces the Green’s function embedding method for electronic struc­
ture calculations in general terms, beginning by discussing the motivation for em­
bedding by looking at what happens when we break bulk translational symmetry in 
a small region of space and then comparing some methods for dealing with this. We 
then discuss in detail the mathematical framework of non-relativistic embedding for 
general systems and give an example of its implementation for a simple, model sys­
tem. Following on, we present the framework for relativistic embedding and discuss 
the similarities and diﬀerences between the two, concentrating in particular on basis 
set expansions of the wavefunction. Again, we provide an example of its implemen­
tation for the same simple system. Next comes a brief introduction to self-consistent 
embedding which is covered in detail in the rest of the thesis, and we conclude with 
a presentation of the Linearised Augmented Plane Wave basis which has been used 
in self-consistent embedded surface calculations. 
Previously, we have discussed the general single-particle quantum theory of rela­
tivistic spin-1/2 particles and the density functional approach to performing practi­
cal calculations on the large number of interacting electrons encountered in atoms, 
molecules and solids. From now on we will focus on determining the electronic 
structure of crystalline solids within Density Functional Theory. 
The ideal crystal is a regular arrangement, or lattice, of atoms extending to inﬁn­
ity in all directions and leads to the idea of inﬁnite translational symmetry, allowing 
the lattice to be described by a single unit cell containing just a few atoms, con­
siderably reducing the computational expense of calculations. This is possible from 
Bloch’s theorem, which states that the wavefunction must reﬂect the symmetry of 
the lattice and enables periodic boundary conditions to be imposed on the wavefunc­
tion to mimic the inﬁnite repetition of the unit cell. Many bulk crystal properties 
can be calculated using this approach. 
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Figure 4-1: The geometry in a typical supercell surface calculation. The shaded area 
shows a single cell and the dashed lines the cell edges along which periodic boundary 
conditions are imposed. 
As soon as translational symmetry is broken, for example by a surface or impu­
rity, the idea of the unit cell breaks down and periodic boundary conditions are no 
longer applicable. Fortunately, the change in the potential felt by the electrons due 
to the surface or impurity diﬀers from the bulk potential only in a small region. This 
means that the problem can be divided into distinct regions; the bulk, far from the 
surface or impurity, where we may still use periodic boundary conditions, and the 
region around the surface or impurity where the potential diﬀers signiﬁcantly from 
the bulk, requiring special treatment. Calculations on surfaces can be divided into 
two classes, supercell and semi-inﬁnite. 
4.1 Supercell and Semi-Inﬁnite Calculations 
One method of treating systems where translational symmetry is broken in a small 
region of space is the supercell approach which allows periodic boundary conditions 
to be retained [78]. To illustrate the basic idea of a supercell we will consider a 
crystal surface (see ﬁgure (4-1). For unreconstructed surfaces, the translational 
symmetry in the system is broken only in the direction perpendicular to the surface. 
Parallel to the surface, the translational symmetry is retained and in this direction 
the calculation may still be performed within a single unit cell. In calculations 
to determine long-range surface reconstruction the cell may need to be extended 
parallel to the surface to accommodate the shifts in atomic positions in the surface 
plane. 
The potential usually only diﬀers from the bulk in a few atomic layers below the 
surface, due to screening, and in a small region of vacuum above it. The number of 
atomic layers in the cell is chosen so that the potential in the layers at the boundary of 
the cell below the surface is as close as possible to that of the bulk crystal. A similar 
condition is imposed on the boundary in the vacuum above the surface. Enough 
vacuum is chosen so that the potential far from the surface is constant. Similar 
considerations are necessary when considering a substitutional impurity, vacancy or 
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defect; along the cell edges the potential must be bulk like. 
Supercell methods have been used to study a wide range of systems where trans­
lational symmetry is broken, including: surface reconstruction [79], surface adsorp­
tion [80], surface defects [81], work functions [82], surface electronic states [83], [16], 
vacancies, dopants and impurities [84], [85], [86] and electron transport across inter­
faces [87], [88]. 
Despite their widespread applicability, supercell methods have certain drawbacks. 
One disadvantage is that the number of atoms in the cell can be large, leading to 
calculations which require considerable computing power. Calculation of the (7 × 7) 
surface reconstruction of Si requires 1000 atoms per cell [79]. The perturbation 
of the potential caused by the surface or impurity can be quite extended and the 
number of atoms needed to recover the bulk-like potential can also be large. For 
example, an investigation of the spin-orbit split surface state on Au(111) requires 23 
atomic layers in the supercell [16]. Aside from the number of atoms in the cell, su­
percell calculations are somewhat lacking in a true representation of bulk continuum 
states. The discrete energy levels of atoms coalesce into continuous energy bands in 
bulk crystals and investigations of the band structure of solids provide a valuable 
insight into their physical properties. An accurate representation of bulk bands is 
particularly important for the interpretation of experimental spectroscopies, such 
as photoemission, transport calculations and understanding localised surface states 
and resonances. Because of the artiﬁcial periodic boundary conditions imposed on 
supercells, the bulk bands are not a true continuum, but rather a set of discrete 
states (see ﬁg 4-2). This can make separation of surface resonances from the bulk 
states diﬃcult [89]. The size of the cell can also aﬀect surface states. Surface states 
from adjacent interfaces can interact, causing a splitting in energy. When investi­
gating spin-orbit splitting of surface states this can be problematic if the adjacent 
surface state interaction leads to an energy splitting on the scale of the spin-orbit 
splitting [90] (see ﬁg 4-2). The size of the cell has to be chosen to minimise the 
interaction of adjacent surface states. 
The second class of methods for treating systems with translational symmetry 
broken in a small region are those that reproduce the bulk continuum of states. The 
reason for the more accurate representation of the bulk band structure is that the 
true inﬁnite translation symmetry is retained in the bulk, rather than the artiﬁcial 
periodic boundary conditions imposed in supercell calculations. In the case of surface 
calculations, the surface is created by truncating the inﬁnite crystal, resulting in a 
semi-inﬁnite bulk. 
A particularly well developed and widely applied example of a semi-inﬁnite 
method is the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) formalism based on a multiple scat­
tering approach [91], [92]. The KKR method is primarily a Green’s function tech­
nique and has been used to perform calculations on a range of systems. It has been 
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Figure 4-2: Two examples of the disadvantages of supercell methods. The ﬁgure on 
the left shows the Au(111) surface state and the projected bulk band structure (dark 
grey area) demonstrating the representation of bulk states as discrete rather than 
a continuum (reproduced from [16]) which, for example, complicates identiﬁcation 
of the bulk band edge. The plot on the right is from a diﬀerent calculation of the 
dispersion of the Au(111) surface state [90]. It shows the artiﬁcial energy splitting 
due to interaction of surface states from opposite sides of the same cell as a function 
of the number of Au layers in the cell. The actual spin-orbit splitting of the Au(111) 
surface state is ≈ 100 meV. 
applied to ballistic transport in layered materials [93] and non-collinear magnetic 
structures [94] and is particularly useful since it can deal with transport in disor­
dered systems [95]. Although it is possible to determine surface relaxations [96] 
and lattice distortion due to impurities [97], it is not as powerful as the supercell 
method for general systems, favouring close packed over more open structures or 
those in which signiﬁcant lattice reconstructions occur. KKR is very well suited to 
surface calculations [98], particularly the Layer-KKR (LKKR) extension [99]. The 
semi-inﬁnite nature of the technique means it is suitable for investigating surface 
state properties [100], [101], [15]. Although a full potential method exists [102], 
this can be computationally demanding and a large number of KKR calculations 
are performed in the muﬃn-tin approximation; a constant potential between non-
overlapping atomic spheres with spherically symmetric atom-centered potentials [45]. 
A second semi-inﬁnite approach, the Green’s Function Embedding Method intro­
duced by Inglesﬁeld [2] is the main topic of this work. In the embedding method, the 
area in which the potential diﬀers from the bulk, a small region around an impurity 
or a few atomic layers below a surface, is explicitly treated, while the inﬂuence of the 
bulk crystal is replaced by an energy dependent potential, the embedding potential. 
A particular advantage of this method is that the embedding potential for a 
given material need only be calculated once over a given energy range, allowing 
calculations on clean surfaces and monolayers or diﬀerent impurities with the same 
substrate to be implemented eﬃciently [89]. In addition, for surface calculations, the 
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number of atomic layers in the embedded region is signiﬁcantly reduced compared 
to the equivalent supercell calculation. For example, a calculation of the spin-orbit 
split surface state dispersion on Au(111) requires 23 Au layers in the supercell [103]. 
The embedding method has therefore been extensively used in surface calculations 
to determine surface state dispersions and surface band structures, work functions 
and charge densities [104], [105], [106], [107], [108], [109], [110]. Because it is a 
semi-inﬁnite method it is able to distinguish between surface states and resonances 
[111], [112], [89],and is ideally suited to describing image potential states [113], [114]. 
A good description of the ground state band structure and Green’s function are 
required for investigation of the optical response of surfaces and the embedding 
method has been used to provide this as a starting point for certain studies [115], 
[116]. 
Accurate bulk and surface band structures are also key in the study of electron 
transport across interfaces since they describe the available conduction channels [117] 
and these systems are important in the ﬁeld of spintronics. Likewise, a proper treat­
ment of conduction channels in the semi-inﬁnite leads connected to a nanodevice 
is provided by the embedding method. Several implementations of the embedding 
method have been derived to allow conductivity calculations to be performed accu­
rately in these systems, [46], [118], [119], [120]. 
In addition to surface and interface calculations, the embedding method has been 
applied to conﬁned systems [121], [122], adsorbates [123] and surface relaxation and 
total energies [124]. Other methods are generally preferred for relaxation and total 
energy calculations over the embedding approach since the surface region is not 
automatically constrained to be charge neutral, allowing charge transfer between 
the bulk and surface regions [106]. 
The rest of this chapter describes the Green’s function Embedding Method in de­
tail. First of all the general, non-relativistic version of the method is discussed along 
with its implementation for embedded self-consistent surface calculations. Various 
ways of calculating the embedding potential are covered including, in particular the 
transfer matrix approach which is subsequently incorporated into the relativistic ver­
sion of embedding and allows the bulk complex band structure to be calculated. In 
the ﬁnal part of this chapter the extension of the general non-relativistic embedding 
method to the Dirac equation is discussed. The remaining chapters of the thesis are 
devoted to extending the relativistic approach to full-potential surface calculations. 
4.2 Non-Relativistic Embedding 
We have seen that there are a number of points to be addressed when performing 
calculations on systems where the inﬁnite translational symmetry of a bulk crystal 
is broken, speciﬁcally that deviation from the bulk potential is usually conﬁned to 
� 
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III 
S 
Figure 4-3: In the embedding scheme we consider a system divided into two distinct 
regions, I and II, separated by a closed surface S. 
region close to the impurity or surface responsible for breaking the symmetry. To 
derive the embedding method we therefore begin with some general system which 
may be divided into two distinct regions, labelled region I and II, separated by 
some closed surface S, ﬁg 4-3. By closed, we mean a surface which separates the 
embedded region, I, completely from the ’bulk’ region, II. In the case of an impurity 
S simply encloses some volume around the impurity and it is easy to see how region 
I is ’closed’. When modelling a surface (ﬁg 4-4)we typically allow the translational 
symmetry to extend inﬁnitely in the dimensions parallel to the crystal surface and 
we deﬁne SL as a plane parallel to the surface which separates oﬀ a small number of 
surface layers from the bulk and SR a surface which separates oﬀ a region of vacuum 
away from the crystal surface. The embedding surface S = SL ∪ SR and since SL 
and SR extend to inﬁnity then regions I and II are isolated by S. The division of the 
problem into regions I and II in this manner applies equally to both non–relativistic 
and relativistic systems. 
The non-relativistic embedding method aims to generate the Green’s function 
for the entire system, I+II, by solving the Schro¨dinger equation explicitly only in 
region I. This is achieved by adding an energy dependent surface potential to the 
Hamiltonian for region I so that solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation in this region 
match smoothly on to wavefunctions in region II. To ﬁnd the form for this surface 
potential, we begin by deﬁning a trial function, 
φ(r) r ∈ I 
Ψ(r) = . (4.1)
ψ(r) r ∈ II 
φ(r), in region I matches in amplitude on to a solution, ψ(r), of the Schro¨dinger 
� � 
� � � 
� � � 
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II I II 
BULK 
SL SR 
VACUUM 
Figure 4-4: For a surface calculation, the closed surface S which separates the em­
bedded region, I, from region II is formed by two surfaces: SL, dividing the bulk 
crystal from the surface layers and SR which divides the vacuum from the embedded 
region. 
equation, at energy �, in region II: 
�2 
φ(rS ) = ψ(rS ) rS on S, HII ψ(r) = −
2m
�2 + V (r) ψ(r) = �ψ(r) r ∈ II. 
(4.2) 
The trial function is deﬁned so that it is continuous in amplitude over S, but this does 
not mean that in general the normal derivative will be. Since the wavefunction must 
be single valued and continuous throughout space, and we will use the embedding 
method to impose the continuous normal derivative boundary condition. 
The energy expectation value of the entire system is 
E = 
�φ|H|φ�I+II 
. (4.3)�φ|φ�I+II 
but we need to be careful with the kinetic energy terms in the Hamiltonian because 
of the discontinuity in normal derivative on S. From Green’s ﬁrst identity [34] 
d3 r φ∗(r)�2φ(r) = − d3 r �φ∗(r) · �φ(r) + d2 rS · φ∗(rS )�φ(r) 
I I S 
d3 r ψ∗(r)�2ψ(r) = − d3 r �ψ∗(r) · �ψ(r) + d2 rS · ψ∗(rS)�ψ(r) (4.4) 
II II S 
In the surface integrals in (4.4), the area element d2rS is a vector which is perpen­
� � 
� � 
� � 
� � 
� � 
� 
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dicular to the surface. We deﬁne this surface normal to always point out of region 
I into region II and we will write 
d2 d2 
∂φ(r) 
rS · φ∗(rS )�φ(r) = rS φ∗(rS ) 
∂nSS S 
d2 ψ∗(rS )�ψ(r) = − d2 rS ψ∗(rS ) ∂ψ(r) . (4.5)rS · 
S S ∂nS 
This means that 
d3 r φ∗(r)�2φ(r) + d3 r ψ∗(r)�2ψ(r) = � I � II � � � 
∂φ(r) ∂ψ(r)− 
I 
d3 r �φ∗(r) · �φ(r) − 
II 
d3 r �ψ∗(r) · �ψ(r) + 
S 
d2 rSφ
∗(rS ) 
∂nS 
− 
∂nS 
(4.6) 
where we have used the fact that φ(rS ) = ψ(rS ). The ﬁnal term in (4.6) occurs 
because we have not speciﬁed that the normal derivatives of φ and ψ should match 
on S. 
The expectation value of the energy is therefore � � � � � 
�2 ∂φ(rS ) ∂ψ(rS )
d3 r φ∗(r)Hφ(r) + � d3 r ψ∗(r)ψ(r) + 
2m 
d2 rS φ
∗(rS ) 
∂nS 
− 
∂nSE = I �II � S , 
d3 r φ∗(r)φ(r) + d3 r ψ∗(r)ψ(r) 
I II 
(4.7) 
where we have used (4.2) for the second term in the numerator. 
We now eliminate ψ in (4.7). Firstly we use the Green’s function, G0(r, r
�; �), for 
region II to express the normal derivative of ψ in terms of φ. The Green’s function 
satisﬁes 
�2 2−
2m
� + V (r) − � G0(r, r�; �) = −δ(r − r�) r, r� ∈ II. (4.8) 
and the wavefunction in II satisﬁes 
�2 2−
2m
� + V (r) − � ψ(r) = 0 r ∈ II. (4.9) 
Multiplying (4.9) by G0, (4.8) by ψ, subtracting and integrating over region II gives 
�2 � � 
ψ(r) = −
2m II 
d3 r� G0(r, r�; �)�2 r� ψ(r�) − ψ(r)�2 r� G0(r, r�; �) (4.10) 
where �2 acts on the r� coordinate. We can write this as a surface integral using r� 
� � � 
� 
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Green’s second theorem [34] 
ψ(r) = 
�2 
d2 rs G0(r, rS ; �) 
∂ψ(rS ) − ψ(rS ) ∂G0(r, rS ; �) . (4.11)
2m S ∂nS ∂nS 
where the normal derivative acts on the second argument, rS , in the Green’s function. 
If we choose the Green’s function to satisfy the zero normal derivative boundary 
condition on S: 
∂G0(r, rS ; �) 
= 0 (4.12)
∂nS 
and let r rS from within region II, (4.11) we get a relationship between the→ 
amplitude and normal derivative of ψ on S: 
ψ(rS ) = 
�2 
d2 rs
� G0(rS , r�S ; �) 
∂ψ(r�S ) . (4.13)
2m S ∂n
�
S 
Since ψ(rS ) = φ(rS ) on rS , if we invert this equation we can eliminate ∂ψ(rS )/∂nS 
in (4.7). We can do this by deﬁning the surface inverse, G−0
1(r, rS ; �) of G0(r, rS ; �) 
by � 
d2 rS
�� G0(rS , rS
�� ; �)G−1(r��S , r
�
S ; �) = δ(rS − r�S ), (4.14)0 
S 
so that � 
∂ψ(rS ) 2m 
∂nS 
= − 
�2 S 
d2 rS
� G0
−1(rS , r�S ; �)φ(rS
� ) (4.15) 
The next step is to replace the integrals containing |ψ(r)|2 . To do this we consider 
the Schro¨dinger equation for ψ(r) in II and its complex conjugate: 
Hψ = �ψ (4.16) 
Hψ∗ = �ψ∗ (4.17) 
where we assume real energies. Diﬀerentiating (4.16) with respect to � we have 
∂ψ ∂ψ 
H = ψ + � (4.18)
∂� ∂� 
We now multiply (4.18) by ψ∗ and (4.17) by ∂ψ/∂�, 
∂ψ ∂ψ 
ψ∗H 
∂� 
= |ψ|2 + �ψ∗ 
∂� 
(4.19) 
∂ψ ∂ψ 
Hψ∗ = �ψ∗ . (4.20)
∂� ∂� 
�	 � 
� � �	 � 
�	 � 
�	 � � 
��	 � 
� � 
� �	 � 
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Subtracting, rearranging and substituting in for the Hamiltonian gives 
�2 ∂ψ(rS )	 2 ∂ψ(rS)|ψ(r)|2 =
2m ∂� 
�2ψ∗(rS) − ψ∗(rS )�
∂� 
. (4.21) 
We now integrate over region II and use Green’s second identity (again) to convert 
the volume integral to a surface integral: 
d3 r ψ(r) 2 
�2 
d2 
∂ψ(rS) ∂ψ
∗(rS ) ∂ ∂ψ(rS ) 
, (4.22)| | = −
2m
rS 
∂� ∂nS 
− ψ∗(rS )
∂� ∂nSII	 S 
where the minus sign in front comes from our convention that the normal derivative 
points out of region I into region II. The ﬁrst term in the surface integral is zero 
because, by construction, ψ(rS ) = φ(rS ) and φ(rS ) is independent of �. The volume 
integral is therefore 
�2	 ∂ ∂ψ(rS )
d3 2 d2 r |ψ(r)| =
2m
rS ψ
∗(rS )
∂� ∂nS 
(4.23) 
II	 S 
and we can substitute from (4.15) to get 
∂G−1(rS , r�S ; �)d3 r |ψ(r)|2 = − d2 rS d2 rS� φ∗(rS ) 0 ∂� φ(r
�
S ). (4.24) 
II	 S S 
which gives the norm of the trial function in region II in terms of the energy derivative 
of the surface inverse of the Green’s function in II. 
Finally, we substitute this into the expression for the energy expectation value 
and obtain an equation which contains only the trial function in region I, φ(r), and 
the surface quantity G−0
1(rS , r
�
S ; �), 
E = d3 r φ∗(r)Hφ(r) + 
�2 
d2 rS φ
∗(rS ) 
∂φ(rS ) 
I	 2m S ∂nS 
+	 d2 rS d
2 rS
� φ∗(rS )G−0
1(rS , r
�
S ; �)φ(r
�
S ) 
S S 
∂G−0
1(rS , r
�S; �)−� d2 rS d2 rS� φ∗(rS ) ∂� φ(rS
� ) / 
S S 
�� � �	 � 
d3 r φ∗(r)φ(r) − d2 rS d2 rS� φ∗(rS) 
∂G−0
1(rS , r
�S; �)
φ(r�S ) . ∂� I	 S S 
(4.25) 
To see how this is a variational method for determining the minimum energy 
eigenvalue for the whole system, I+II, we consider the change in the expectation 
��	 � 
� � 
�	 � 
� �	 � 
� 
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value due to variations δφ(r): 
δE = d3 r δφ∗(r) [H − E] φ(r) + �
2 
d2 rS δφ
∗(rS ) 
∂φ(rS ) 
I	 2m S ∂nS 
+	 d2 rS d
2 rS
� δφ∗(rS )G−0
1(rS , r
�
S ; �)φ(r
�
S ) 
S S 
+(E − �) 
� 
d2 rS 
� 
d2 rS
� δφ∗(rS ) 
∂G−0
1(rS , r
�
S ; �)φ(r�S ) 
� 
/
∂� S S 
�� � �	 � 
d3 r φ∗(r)φ(r) − d2 rS d2 rS� φ∗(rS ) 
∂G−0
1(rS , r
�
S ; �)φ(r�S ) . ∂� I	 S S 
(4.26) 
If E is stationary with respect to the variations in φ∗(r) then we have an equation 
satisﬁed by the trial function φ(r) 
�2 �2 ∂ 
Eφ(r) = −
2m
�r 2 + 2mδ(r − rS )∂nS + V (r) φ(r) 
+ δ(r − rS) 
� 
d2 r�
� 
G−1(rS , r�S ; �) + (E − �) 
∂G−0
1(rS , r
�
S ; �) 
� 
φ(r�S ). (4.27)S 0 ∂� S 
This is an eﬀective Schro¨dinger equation for φ(r) in which the quantity G−0
1(rS , r
�
S ; �) 
enters as an eﬀective surface potential operating on φ(r) and is called the embedding 
potential. 
From (4.27) we see that, 
Hφ(r) = Eφ(r), r ∈ I	 (4.28) 
and 
∂φ(rS ) 2m 
d2 rS G
−1(rS , r�S ; �) + (E − �) 
∂G−0
1(rS , r
�
S ; �) φ(r�S). (4.29)∂nS 
= − 
�2 S 0	 ∂� 
The ﬁrst of these shows that the trial function satisﬁes the Schro¨dinger equation at 
energy E in region I. By comparing the second expression with (4.15), we see that 
φ(r) also satisﬁes the correct normal derivative on S when E = �. The term in 
∂G−0
1(rS , r
�
S ; �)/∂� is a ﬁrst order correction for when � is not equal to the correct 
energy E. 
If we expand the trial function φ(r) in region I in some set of basis functions 
φ(r) = anχn(r),	 (4.30) 
n 
then substitute into (4.27) we obtain a matrix equation in the expansion coeﬃcients,

� � � � 
� � � � 
� 
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an �� � � � � � � 
[H]nn� + G
−
0
1 
nn� + (E − �) G˙−0 1 nn� an� = E [O]nn� an� , (4.31) 
n n 
where the matrix elements are 
�2 �2 ∂χn� (rS )
[H]nn� = d
3 r χ∗ (r) −
2m
�2 + V (r) χn� (r) + 
2m 
d2 rsχ
∗ (rS ) 
∂nS 
n n
I S 
(4.32a) 
G−0
1 
nn� = d
2 rS d
2 rS
� χ∗ n(rS )G
−
0
1(rs, r
�
S ; �)χn� (r
�
S ) (4.32b) 
S S 
� 
G˙−0
1 
� 
= 
� 
d2 rS 
� 
d2 rS
� χ∗ n(rS ) 
∂G−0
1(rs, r
�
S ; �)χn� (r
�
S ) (4.32c) 
nn� S S ∂� 
[O]nn� = d
3 rχ∗ (r)χn� (r). (4.32d)n

I

In implementing this it is important to ensure that the basis functions (4.30) should 
be chosen so that they do not satisfy speciﬁc boundary conditions on S to ensure 
suﬃcient variational freedom. Solving (4.31), the eigenvalues of (4.31) give the 
energy spectrum of the system and the eigenvectors are the expansion coeﬃcients 
{an} of the eigenstates. 
4.2.1 The Embedded Green’s Function 
In the previous section we deﬁned a trial function, φ(r) in region I which matched 
in amplitude over the surface S on to a solution of the Schro¨dinger equation at 
energy � in region II. The function φ(r) is the solution of an eﬀective, embedded 
Schro¨dinger equation for region I which contains an energy dependent surface po­
tential, G−0
1(rS , r
�
S ; �), deﬁned on S. The energy which is stationary with respect 
to variations in φ(r) is the correct eigenvalue, E, for I+II. When the embedding 
potential is evaluated at � = E in the embedded Schro¨dinger equation, it ensures 
that the trial function has the correct normal derivative on S and matches on to the 
wavefunctions in II at energy E, giving the correct eigenfunctions and eigenvalues 
of the entire system. 
We now consider an embedded system, regions I and II as before, which has a 
� � 
� 
� � 
� 
� 
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discrete eigenvalue spectrum. The embedded Schro¨dinger equation is 
�2 2 ∂ −
2m
� + V (r) + δ(r − rS )
∂nS 
φn(r; E) 
+δ(r − rS ) d2 rS� G−1(r, r�; E)φn(r�S ; E) = EI (E)φn(r; E) (4.33)0 n
S 
where the correction term in the energy derivative of the embedding potential has 
vanished because we are at the correct energy, E. The eigenfunctions are normalised 
over region I � 
d3 r φ∗ (r; E)φn� (r; E) = δnn� (4.34)n
I 
and the eigenvalues depend on the energy at which the embedding potential is eval­
uated; En
I (E). 
The embedded Green’s function for region I, at energy E, is deﬁned by the 
inhomogeneous embedded Schro¨dinger equation 
�2 ∂ −
2m
�2 + V (r) + δ(r − rS )
∂nS 
− E GI (r, r�; E) 
+δ(r − rS ) d2 rS��G−1(rS , rS�� ; E)GI (r��S , r�; E) = −δ(r − r�) (4.35)0 
S 
and can be written in terms of the eigenfunctions of the homogeneous embedded 
equation via the spectral representation 
GI (r, r
�; E) = 
� φ∗ n(r; E)φn(r�; E) . (4.36)
E − EnI (E)n 
The Green’s function for the entire system, GI+II (r, r
�; E) can also be written in the 
spectral representation 
GI+II (r, r
�; E) = 
� Ψ∗n(r)Ψn(r�) (4.37)
E − EI+II nn 
where En
I+II are the eigenvalues of the whole system, I+II and the wavefunctions 
Ψn(r) are normalised over I+II 
d3 r Ψ∗ (r)Ψn� (r) = δnn� . (4.38)n
I+II 
From (4.36) we can see that the poles of GI (r, r
�; E) are at E = EnI (E). Since 
we have assumed that the embedding potential in (4.33) has been evaluated at the 
correct energy, it follows that En
I = En
I+II and the poles of GI and GI+II occur at 
�
 �

�
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the same energies. 
For a complex function 
g(z)
f(z) = (4.39)
h(z) 
with a simple pole at z = z0, the residue at z0 is given by [48] 
Res(z0) = 
g(z0) 
∂z 
��∂h( )z �� (4.40)

z=z0 
so the residues at the poles, En
I+II , of GI+II are 
Ψ∗ n(r)Ψn(r
�). (4.41) 
The residues of GI at En
I (E) = EI+II are 
φ∗n(r)φn(r) φ∗n(r)φn(r) (4.42)
=

∂G−0
1(rS , r
�
S ; En) 
. 
1 −
∂E
I 
n(E)

∂E

1 −
 d2 rS d2 rS� φ∗ n(rS) (r�S)φn∂E
S S 
where we have simply diﬀerentiated the embedded Schro¨dinger equation with respect 
to E to get the integral in the denominator. We have encountered this integral, 
when writing the norm of the trial function in II in terms of the trial function in I 
(4.24) and the denominator is the factor which corrects for the diﬀerence between 
the normalisation of φn(r) over I+II and the normalisation of Ψn(r) over I+II. The 
residues of GI are therefore 
φ∗n(r)φn(r) 
1 − ∂E
I 
n(E) 
∂E 
= Ψ∗ n(r)Ψn(r
�) (4.43) 
and these are the residues of GI+II . Thus, the poles and residues of GI and GI+II 
are identical, meaning that 
GI (r, r
�; E) = GI+II (r, r�; E) r, r� ∈ I, (4.44) 
and the embedded Green’s function is identical to the Green’s function for the entire 
system evaluated in region I. From now on we will drop the subscript I and write 
the embedded Green’s function as G(r, r�; E). 
To determine the embedded Green’s function we can expand in a set of functions 
deﬁned in region I, just as we did for the trial function previously, 
G(r, r�; E) = Gnn� (E)χn(r)χ∗ n� (r
�). (4.45) 
nn� 
Substituting this into the deﬁning equation for the embedded Green’s function, mul­
� � 
� 
� 
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tiplying by χ∗ l (r)χl� (r
�) and integrating over r and r� through region I we have �� � � � 
G−1(E) Gnn� (E) [O] (4.46)[H]ln + 0 ln − E [O]ln n�l� = − [O]ll� 
nn� 
where the matrices [H]ln, G
−
0
1(E) 
ln 
and [O]ln are given by (4.32a)-(4.32d). From 
(4.46) it is clear that �� � � � 
[H]nm + G
−
0
1(E) 
nm 
− E [O]nm Gmn� (E) = −δnn� (4.47) 
m 
which gives the matrix representation of the embedded Green’s function 
Gnn� (E) = 
� 
EO − G−1(E) − H �−1 (4.48)0 nn� 
(compare this with the general deﬁnition of the Green’s function (2.74)). 
At this point it is worth illustrating how the embedding method is put into 
practice with a simple example. 
4.2.2 The Embedded Square Well in One Dimension 
As a demonstration of the embedding method we will consider a one-dimensional 
square well. The potential is ⎧ ⎨ for⎪ −V0 − a 2 ≤ z ≤ +a 2 
V (z) = (4.49)⎪⎩ 
0 otherwise 
and the embedded region, region I, is between −a/2 and z = +a/2 with region II 
outside the well. In region II, the wavefunctions are free particle solutions to the 
Schro¨dinger equation at energy � satisfying suitable boundary conditions at ±∞: 
ψ<(z) = e
−ik0z , z < − a, ψ>(z) = eik0z , z ≥ + a, k0 = 2m�. (4.50)
2 2 �2 
The embedding surface, S is z = ±a/2 and we need to construct an embedding 
potential to replace region II on this surface. To do this we use the deﬁnition of the 
embedding potential in terms of the normal derivative of the wavefunction in region 
II (equation (4.15)) 
∂ψ(rS ) 2m 
d2 S G
−1 
∂nS 
= − 
�2 S 
r� 0 (rS , r
�
S ; �)ψ(r
�
S ) (4.51) 
� 
� � 
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where the surface normal points into region II. Substituting in for the wavefunctions 
in the one-dimensional system we have 
�2 �2 2m� 
G−0
1(�) = − ik0 = − i , (4.52)
2m 2m �2 
the surface integrals reducing to simply evaluating the functions at ±a/2. To demon­
strate that the energy expectation value, E, is minimised when the energy, �, at which 
we evaluate the embedding potential is equal to E, we need to choose a trial func­
tion, φ(r) in region I. For the one-dimensional square well a sensible choice would 
be � 
φ(z) = cos(kz), k =
2m(E − V ) 
(4.53)
�2 
Substituting this into the expression (4.25) for the energy expectation value gives �� �� � � � � 
E = 
�2 
k2 + V 
+a/2 
dz cos 2(kz) + 
�2 
cos 
ka d 
cos 
−ka 
2m −a/2 2m 2 dz 2 
� � � � � � 
1 −ka d −ka ∂G−1(�)0− 
2
cos
2 dz 
cos
2 
+ G−1(�) − � 
∂� 0 
� � � � ���� 
ka −ka 2 2 × cos 
2
+ cos
2 
�� � � � � ��� +a/2 ∂G−1(�) ka −ka 
dz cos 2(kz) − 0 cos 2 + cos2 . (4.54) 
−a/2 ∂� 2 2 
Figure 4-5 shows E calculated with a range of values of � for a well of width a = π 
a.u. and depth V = 5 a.u. It is clear that the expectation value is minimised for 
� = E = −4.655a.u. 
We now expand the trial function in the well, region I, in a suitable basis. For 
the square well centred on z = 0, solutions are alternately symmetric (+) and 
antisymmetric (−) about the centre of the well [8] and we choose the basis 
φ(+)(z) = a(+) n cos(kn 
(+)z), n even, φ(−)(z) = a(n
−) sin(kn 
(−)z), n odd, 
n n 
(4.55) 
with 
k(+) = 
2(n − 1)π
, k(−) =
2nπ 
(4.56)n nd d 
where the length d > a is chosen so that the basis functions have a range of values 
on the embedding surface to ensure variational freedom. Both sets of solutions can 
be treated separately and we will concentrate on the symmetric states, φ(+)(z). 
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Figure 4-5: Lowest eigenvalue E as a function of energy � for the square well of width 
a = π and depth V = 5, showing that the minimum occurs at E = � = −4.654913. 
All energies are in atomic units (a.u.). 
G˙−1The matrix elements for H, G−0
1(�), 0 (�) and O are calculated from equations 
(4.32a)-(4.32d). 
[H]nn� = 
� 
�2 
2m 
k2 n� + V 
� � +a/2 
−a/2 
dz cos(knz) cos(kn� z) 
− �
2 
m 
kn� cos 
� 
kna 
2 
� 
sin 
� 
kn� a 
2 
� 
(4.57a) 
� 
G−1 0 (�) 
� 
nn� = 2G
−1 
0 (�) cos 
� 
kna 
2 
� 
cos 
� 
kn� a 
2 
� 
(4.57b) 
� 
G˙−1 0 (�) 
� 
nn� 
= 2 
∂G−1 0 (�) 
∂� 
cos 
� 
kna 
2 
� 
cos 
� 
kn� a 
2 
� 
(4.57c) 
� +a/2 
[O]nn� = −a/2 
dz cos(knz) cos(kn� z) (4.57d) 
We begin with an initial estimate for � which is somewhere inside the well, evaluate

� � 
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Figure 4-6: The ground state wavefunction, φ1(z), for the embedded square well of 
width a = π a.u. and depth V = 5 a.u. The wavefunction is expanded in the basis 
(4.55) with d = 1.26a and N = 8, the expansion coeﬃcients given by the eigenvectors 
of (4.58). 
the matrix elements and solve 
N � � N � � 
H − G−1(�) − �G˙0−1(�) an� = En O − G˙0−1(�) an� (4.58)− 
nn� nn� 
n�=1 n�=1 
for the eigenvalue, En. Table 4.1 shows that as we increase the size of the basis at 
a ﬁxed �, the eigenvalue approaches the correct value from above. Alternatively, we 
can keep the size of the basis ﬁxed and calculate En self consistently. To do this we 
start with an initial value of �, solve (4.58) for En and then use this En as a new 
input value of �, continuing the cycle until En = �. This procedure gives the ’exact’ 
values in table 4.1. 
The an in (4.58) are the expansion coeﬃcients of the wavefunction in the basis 
(4.55) at energy En. Figure 4-6 shows the lowest energy wavefunction for a well of 
width a = π a.u. and depth V = −5 a.u. for a basis of size N = 8. 
Finally, we ﬁnd the Green’s function for the well, from (4.48)), and use this to 
calculate the density of states, 
N N � 
n(E) = − Im Gnn� (E + iη) cos(knz) cos(kn� z). (4.59) 1 
�� +a/2 
π 
n=1 n�=1 −a/2 
where a small imaginary part, iη has been added to the energy as discussed in section

(2.2). Figure 4-7 shows the density of states for the well using η = 0.01 a.u. For
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N � = V � = V /2 exact 
2 -4.6283572 -4.7607179 -4.6367002 
4 -4.6465276 -4.7298768 -4.6543340 
6 -4.6480963 -4.7007652 -4.6548865 
8 -4.6499256 -4.6698993 -4.6549120 
10 -4.6549129 -4.6549130 -4.6549133 
Table 4.1: Values of the lowest eigenvalue, E1 calculated for diﬀerent values of N 
and � for the well with a = π, V = 5 and d = 1.26a. 
negative energies we have bound states we are in the well and we would expect to 
see a discrete eigenvalue spectrum. These are clearly visible in the density of states 
as the sharp peaks at E = −4.6549 and E = −2.0252, representing the poles in the 
Green’s function. The small imaginary part added to the energy has broadened the 
delta functions at these poles. For positive energies we have a continuum of states 
which shows a resonance peak close to E = 0. This resonance is a state in the 
continuum close to the top of the well which will eventually become a bound state 
as the well deepens. 
This simple example has illustrated several things that have been discussed previ­
ously. We see that the embedding method correctly reproduces the energy expecta­
tion value E when the embedding potential is evaluated at � = E and at this energy 
the wavefunction matches in amplitude and derivative on the embedding surface S. 
The Green’s function can be calculated by inverting EO − H − G−1 and provides an 0 
eﬃcient way of determining the density of states. The addition of a small imaginary 
part to the energy broadens the delta function peaks occurring at the poles of the 
Green’s function for a discrete energy spectrum and allows energy integrals to be 
performed along the real axis for continuum states. 
4.3 Relativistic Embedding 
In general terms, the relativistic and non-relativistic embedding methods are the 
same: we divide our system into two regions, I and II, separated by a closed surface, 
S, and solve the problem in region I alone, the inﬂuence of region II being introduced 
via an embedding potential deﬁned on S. The diﬀerences arise from the fact that 
� 
� � 
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n
(E
) 
-5 0 5 10 15 
E a.u. 
Figure 4-7: Density of states, n(E), for the square well a = π, V = 5, d = 1.26a. A 
small imaginary part, iη has been added to the energy with η = 0.01 a.u. 
we solve the Dirac equation in region I, rather than the Schro¨dinger equation and 
the wavefunction is a 1 × 4 spinor and the Green’s function is a 4 × 4 matrix. 
Once again, we begin by deﬁning a trial function, 
φ(r) r ∈ I 
Ψ(r) = (4.60)
ψ(r) r ∈ II 
The large component of the trial function, φ(r), in region I matches in amplitude on 
S onto a solution, ψ(r), of the Dirac equation at energy w in region II [3]: 
φl(rS) = ψl(rS ), −ic�α · � + βmc2 + V (r) − w ψ(r) = 0, r ∈ II, (4.61) 
where we have neglected the vector potential, A(r) for clarity and the energy, w, 
contains the rest energy, mc2 . In the non-relativistic case, we chose the amplitude 
of the trial function to be continuous across S and allowed the derivative to be 
discontinuous. The non-relativistic wavefunction must be continuous in amplitude 
and ﬁrst derivative throughout the whole system because of the second order nature 
of the Schro¨dinger equation. The Dirac equation is ﬁrst order and the requirement is 
that the amplitude of both large and small components are continuous over the whole 
system. Here we have chosen the amplitude of the large component to be continuous 
but have no such requirement for the small component. In the non-relativistic case, 
the embedding potential, when evaluated at the correct energy, ensured that the 
normal derivative of the trial function was continuous throughout the system. We 
� � � 
� 
� � 
� 
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therefore expect the relativistic embedding potential to perform a similar role for 
the amplitude of the small component. 
The energy expectation value for I+II is 
W = 
�φ|H|φ�I+II 
(4.62)�φ|φ�I+II 
Care needs to be taken with the kinetic energy term, −ic�α · �, because the small 
components of φ and ψ can be discontinuous on S. Writing the trial function as 
χ(r) = φ(r)ΘI + ψ(r)ΘII , (4.63) 
where � � 
1 r ∈ I 1 r ∈ II 
ΘI = , ΘII = , (4.64)
0 r ∈ II 0 r ∈ I 
then 
�χ(r) = �φ(r)ΘI + φ(r)�ΘI + �ψ(r)ΘII + ψ(r)�ΘII 
= �φ(r)ΘI − φ(r)δ(r − rS ) + �ψ(r)ΘII + ψ(r)δ(r − rS ). (4.65) 
The kinetic energy term in (4.62) involves 
d3 d3 d3 r χ†(r)α · �χ(r) = r φ†(r)α · �φ(r) + r ψ†(r)α · �ψ(r) 
I+II I II 
+ d2 χ†(rS)α [ψ(rS ) − φ(rS )] . (4.66)rS · 
S 
If we write the 4 × 4 matrix α in the surface integral in terms of the 2 × 2 Pauli 
matrices, σ, and use the matching condition φ(rS ) = ψ(rS) we get 
d2 χ†(rS )α [ψ(rS ) − φ(rS )] = − d2 φ†(rS )σ [φs(rS ) − ψs(rS)] , (4.67)rS · rS · l 
S S 
where subscripts l and s on wavefunctions denote large and small components re­
spectively. The expectation value is therefore 
�φ|H|φ�I + �ψ|H|ψ�II + ic� 
S 
d2 rS · φl†(rS )σ [φs(rS ) − ψs(rS )] 
W = (4.68)�φ|φ�I + �ψ|ψ�II 
and we now eliminate ψ(rS ). 
� � 
� � 
� � � 
� � � 
� 
� � � � 
� 
� 
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The trial function in region II satisﬁes the Dirac equation 
−ic�α · �ψ(r) + βmc2 + V (r) − w ψ(r) = 0, r ∈ II, (4.69) 
and if we diﬀerentiate this with respect to w we arrive at an equation satisﬁed by 
the energy derivative of ψ(r) 
−ic�α · � ∂ψ
∂w 
(r)
+ 
� 
βmc2 + V (r) − w � ∂ψ
∂w 
(r)
= ψ(r), r ∈ II, (4.70) 
Hermitian conjugating (4.69), multiplying from the right by ψ˙(r) = ∂ψ/∂w, multi­
plying (4.70) from the left by ψ†(r) and subtracting gives 
ψ†(r)ψ(r) = −ic� �ψ†(r) αψ˙(r) + ψ†(r)α · � ψ˙(r) (4.71)· 
where we have assumed that the energy, w, and potential V (r) are real. Integrating 
over region II we can convert the volume integral into a surface integral 
�ψ|ψ�II = −ic� 
II 
d3 r �ψ†(r) · αψ˙(r) + ψ†(r)α · � ψ˙(r) 
= −ic� d3 r� · ψ†(r)αψ˙(r) 
II 
= −ic� d2 ψ†(rS )αψ˙(rS ). (4.72)rS · 
S 
The α can be expanded in Pauli σ to give 
−ic� d2 rS · ψ†(rS )αψ˙(rS ) = −ic� d2 rS · ψl†(rS )σψ˙s(rS ) + ψs†(rS )σψ˙l(rS) . 
S S 
(4.73) 
The second term in this integral is zero because the large component of ψ(r) matches 
onto the large component of φ(r) on S and φ(r) is independent of w, therefore 
ψ˙l(rS ) = 0. We now have an expression for the normalisation of ψ(r) over region II 
in terms of the surface values of φl and ψ˙s: 
�ψ|ψ�II = ic� d2 rS φ†(rS )σS ∂ψs(rS ) , (4.74)l ∂w S 
where the − sign has been removed, with the surface normal is now taken to point 
into region II. σS = σ rˆS is the projection of σ along the normal to S. The· 
corresponding non-relativistic expression is (4.23) 
�2 
d2 
∂ ∂ψ(rS )�ψ|ψ�II =
2m S 
rS φ
∗(rS )
∂� ∂nS 
, (4.75) 
� � 
� � 
� � 
� 
� 
� � 
� 
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and we can see that the normal derivative of ψ is replaced by the small component in 
the relativistic case and complex conjugation is replaced by Hermitian conjugation 
due to the spinor nature of the wavefunctions. 
The next step is to ﬁnd a way of writing the surface value of the small component 
of ψ in terms of φ. To do this we use the Green’s function 
−ic�α · �r + βmc2 + V (r) − w G(r, r�; w) = −δ(r − r�) r, r� ∈ II. (4.76) 
Multiplying the Hermitian conjugate of this equation from the left by ψ, multiplying 
(4.69) by G†(r, r�; w) from the right and subtracting gives 
δ(r − r�)ψ(r) = −ic� �rG†(r, r�; w) αψ(r) + G†(r, r�; w)α · �rψ(r)· 
= −ic��r · G†(r, r�; w)αψ(r) , (4.77) 
where we have assumed real energies. Integrating over region II we can turn the 
volume integral into a surface integral 
ψ(r) = −ic� d2 G†(rS , r; w)αψ(rS ), r ∈ II. (4.78)rS · 
S 
If we write the Green’s function in the spectral representation 
� χn(r)χ†n(r�)
G(r, r�; w) = (4.79) 
w − wn n 
then, at real energies, 
G†(r, r�; w) = G(r�, r; w). (4.80) 
which is the reciprocity relation. Using this we can see that the Green’s function 
relates the values of the wavefunction in region II to its amplitude on S: 
ψ(r) = −ic� d2 G(r, rS ; w)αψ(rS ). (4.81)rS · 
S 
Now writing the Green’s function in its large and small components 
Gll(r, r
�; w) Gls(r, r�; w)
G(r, r�; w) = (4.82)
Gsl(r, r
�; w) Gss(r, r�; w) 
where each entry is a 2 × 2 matrix, and letting r rS from within region II we have → 
a relationship between the amplitudes of the large and small components of ψ on S 
ψs(rS ) = ic� d2 rS� Γ(rS , r�S ; w)σS ψl(r�S ), (4.83) 
S 
� 
� 
� � � 
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where we have again used the fact that the surface normal points into region II to 
eliminate the minus sign. In (4.83), we have introduced the 2×2 quantity Γ(rS , r�S ; w) 
deﬁned by 
Γ(rS , r
�
S ; w) = Gss(rS , r
�
S ; w) + ic� d2 r�� Gsl(rS , rS�� )σΓ(r��S , r�S ; w). (4.84)S · 
S 
(4.83) is the relativistic analog of the non-relativistic expression (4.13) 
ψ(rS ) = 
�2 
d2 rs
� G0(rS , r�S ; �) 
∂ψ(r�S ) . (4.85)
2m S ∂n
�
S 
from which we can identify Γ(rS , r
�
S ; w) as the embedding potential and we also 
see again that the normal derivative is replaced by the small component of the 
wavefunction. 
The expectation value W can now be expressed only in terms of the trial function 
in region I: � � � � � 
�φ|H|φ�I + ic� 
S 
d2 rS φl
†σS φs � + c 2�2 �S d2 rS S d2 rS� φl†σS Γ − wΓ˙ σS� φl W = 
�φ|φ�I − c 2�2 d2 rS d2 rS� φl†σSΓσS� φl 
S S 
(4.86) 
which is identical in form to the non-relativistic expression but the small component 
of the trial function replaces the normal derivative. Just as we did before we can 
derive an eﬀective Dirac equation by considering changes in W which are minimised 
with respect to variations in δφ† and we see that 
Hφ(r) = Wφ(r), r ∈ I (4.87) 
and 
φs(rS) = ic� d2 r�S · Γ(rS , r�S ; w) + (W − w) 
∂Γ(rS , r
�
S ; w) σφl(r
�
S ) (4.88)∂w S 
In other words, the trial function satisﬁes the Dirac equation at energy W in region 
I and φ(r) has the appropriate small component on S, matching correctly to the 
wavefunction ψ(r) in region II. As before, the energy derivative of Γ provides a ﬁrst 
order correction when the energy w is not the correct energy W . 
4.3.1 The Non-Relativistic Limit of the Embedding Potential 
At this point it may be instructive to look at the non-relativistic limit of the embed­
ding potential. We can do this by writing the small component of the wavefunction, 
� 
� 
� 
� 
� 
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ψs(r) in terms of the large component as 
−ic� 
ψs(r) = 2 (4.89)W − V (r) + mc σ · �ψl(r) 
and substitute this into the equation relating large and small components via the 
embedding potential: 
−ic� 
d2 
W − V (r) + mc2 σ · �ψl(rS ) = ic� r
�
S · Γ(rS , r�S ; W )σψl(r�S ). (4.90) 
S 
Multiplying both sides by −ic� and rearranging we have 
W − V (r) + mc2 
d2σ · �ψl(rS) = − 2�2 r
�
S · c 2�2Γ(rS , r�S ; W )σψl(r�S ). (4.91) c S 
Letting c →∞ and separating out the rest energy, W → E + mc2, we see that 
2m 
σ · �ψl(rS ) = − �2 S 
d2 r�S · c 2�2Γ(rS , r�S ; W )σψl(r�S ). (4.92) 
We can multiply both sides by the projection of σ normal to S, σ nˆS = σS and use · 
the properties of the σ matrices to get 
∂ψl(rS ) 2m 
∂nS 
+ iσ · [nˆS ×�ψl(rS )] = − �2 S 
d2 rS
� c 2�2σS Γ(rS , r�S ; W )σS� ψl(r�S ). (4.93) 
The second term on the left hand side comes from a property of deﬁning the spin 
direction for Dirac wavefunctions. In non-relativistic quantum mechanics, the spin 
operator is deﬁned in terms of the Pauli matrices 
S = σ (4.94)
2 
and the two-component Pauli spinors, φms are eigenfunctions of σ. Because of the 
Heisenberg uncertainty principle, we can only precisely measure one component of 
the spin and the choice of σz to be diagonal means that this is the z-component; z 
is the spin quantisation axis. In relativistic quantum mechanics, the S operator can 
be generalised to 4-component spinors � � 
� σ 0 
S4 = 
2 0 σ 
. (4.95) 
In the rest frame of the electron S4 distinguishes between spin up and spin down 
eigenstates, but if the electron is moving pure spin eigenstates only exist when 
the spin is quantised along the direction of motion [10]. The extra term in (4.93) 
arises because of coupling between the spin and momentum in relativistic quantum 
mechanics. 
� 
� 
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If we ignore the extra term for now, and compare the non-relativistic deﬁnition of 
the embedding potential, we see that, since the large component of the wavefunction 
is the non-relativistic wavefunction in the c →∞ limit, (4.93) is identical to the non­
relativistic expression if 
c 2�2σS Γ(rS , rS� ; W )σS� → G−0 1(rS , r�S ; E). (4.96) 
4.3.2 The Relativistic Embedded Green’s Function 
Following the presentation of non-relativistic embedding we will now consider the 
relativistic embedded Green’s function. When w = W we can write the embedded 
Dirac equation, as 
Hφ(r) + d3 r�Δ(r, r�; W )φ(r�) − Wφ(r) = 0, (4.97) 
I 
where ⎡ ⎤ 
c2�2σSΓ(rS , r�S ; W )σ� ic�σS δ(rS − r�S )S 
Δ(r, r�; W ) = δ(r − rS )δ(r� − r�S ) ⎣⎢ ⎦⎥ . 
0 0 
(4.98) 
The corresponding Green’s function satisﬁes 
HG(r, r�; W ) + d3 r�Δ(r, r�; W )G(r, r�; W ) − WG(r, r�; W ) = −δ(r − r�) (4.99) 
I 
and we can show that this coincides with GI+II (r, r
�; W ), the Green’s function for 
the whole system, when r, r I. As before, for simplicity, we consider a ﬁnite ∈ 
system with a real and discrete eigenvalue spectrum and write GI+II (r, r
�; W ) in the 
spectral representation 
� Ψn(r)Ψn† (r�)
GI+II (r, r
�; W ) = (4.100)
W − W I+II nn 
where the eigenvalues Wn
I+II correspond to the eigenstates Ψn(r) normalised over 
I+II. The embedded Green’s function in (4.99) can be expanded in a similar fashion 
G(r, r�; W ) = 
� φn(r; W )φ†n(r�; W ) 
(4.101)
W − W I (W )nn 
where, φn(r; W ), the eigenfunctions of (4.97) are normalised over region I. As in the 
non-relativistic case, the poles of G and GI+II are identical because when the em­
bedding potential is evaluated at energy W , the eigenvalues Wn
I (W ) are the correct 
eigenvalues of the entire system, Wn
I+II . Next we investigate the residues, as before, 
�
 �

�
 �

���� 
� 
� � � � � � �
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and for G(r, r�; W ) these are given by 
φn(r; W )φ
†
1 − 
φn(r; W )φ
†
n(r�; W )n(r�; W )��∂W (W ) �n � =
 .
1 − c 2�2 d2 rS d2 rS� φ†(rS)σSΓ(rS , r�S ; W )σS� φl(r�S )l∂W
 S SWn 
(4.102) 
From (4.83) 
�ψ|ψ�II = −c 2�2 
S 
d2 rS
S 
d2 rS
� φl
†(rS )σS Γ(rS , r�S ; W )σS
� φl(r�S ) (4.103) 
so that the term in the denominator of (4.102) ensures that the trial function is 
correctly normalised over I+II and 
φn(r; W )φ
†
n(r�; W ) 
∂Wn(W )
1 − 
∂W 
= Ψ(r)Ψ†(r�). (4.104) 
Wn 
The poles of G(r, r�; W ) and GI+II (r, r�; W ) are therefore identical and have the 
same weight, so that the two Green’s functions coincide when r, r� ∈ I, just as in 
the non-relativistic case. 
4.3.3 Basis Set Expansions 
In the previous section on non-relativistic embedding we obtained the solution of 
the embedded problem by expanding the trial function in region I in a set of ba­
sis functions, deriving matrix equations in the expansion coeﬃcients for the energy 
eigenvalues, eigenfunctions and the Green’s function. We can proceed in exactly the 
same way in the relativistic case, only now we have a 4-component spinor wavefunc­
tion and a 4 × 4 Green’s function.

part of the spectrum. 
N N�l s
We also have an eigenvalue spectrum which is 
unbounded below, due to the negative square root in ± c2p2 + m2c4, and extra 
care must be taken when converging to the lowest electron eigenvalue in the positive 
The trial function in region I is expanded in a basis of separate large, χln(r), and 
small component, χsn(r) 2-spinors ��

χl n χ
l(r) 0 al(r)
 0
l sφ(r) =
 a
 (4.105)
+
 a = .
n n 
χs (r) 0 χs(r) as n0
n=1 n=1 
In general, we don’t need the same number of large and small component func­
tions and in the expansion above we have Nl large component spinors and Ns small 
component spinors and there are Nl + Ns expansion coeﬃcients. The ﬁnal term 
in the expansion contains a 4 × (Nl + Ns) matrix of basis functions where χl(r) 
denotes χl 1(r), χ
l 
2(r), , χ
l (r) etc. and the column vector contains the expansion · · · Nl 
� � � 
� � 
� 
� � � 
� 
� � 
� 
� � � �
� �
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coeﬃcients with al = al 1, a
l , al etc.2, Nl· · · 
As before, we substitute the expansion (4.105) into the expression for the expec­
tation value W (4.86) and consider W which are stationary with respect to variations 
in the expansion coeﬃcients and obtain the matrix equation � �� � � �� � 
Hll Hls a
l Oll 0 a
l 
= W . (4.106)
Hsl Hss a
s 0 Oss a
s 
The matrix elements are given by 
[Hll]nn� = d
3 r χln
†(r) V (r) + mc 2 χn
l � (r)

I � � � �

2�2 d2 d2 ˙ χl+ c rS rS� χln†(rS ) Γ(rS , r�S ; w) − wΓ(rS , r�S ; w) n� (r�S ) 
S S 
(4.107a) 
[Hls]nn� = −ic� d3 r χln†(r)σ · �χns � (r) + ic� d2 rS χln†(rS )σS χns � (rS ) (4.107b) 
I S 
[Hsl]nn� = −ic� 
I 
d3 r χsn
†(r)σ · �χnl � (r) (4.107c) 
[Hss] = d
3 r χsn
†(r) V (r) − mc 2 χns � (r) (4.107d)nn�

I

[Oll]nn� = d
3 r χln
†(r)χn
l � (r)

I

− c 2�2 d2 rS d2 r� (rS ) ˙ n� (r�S ) (4.107e)S χln† Γ(rS , r�S ; w)χl 
S S 
[Oss]nn� = d
3 r χsn
†(r)χn
s � (r). (4.107f) 
I 
By analogy with the non-relativistic case, a similar expansion can be made for the 
Green’s function 
χl(r) 0 χl(r) 0 
† 
G(r, r�; W ) = G(W ) , (4.108)
0 χs(r) 0 χs(r) 
which leads to the following expression for the matrix of coeﬃcients, G(W ), 
WOll − Hll −Hls 
−1 
[G(W )]nn� = (4.109) −Hsl WOss − Hss nn� 
� 
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with the matrix elements given by (4.107a)-(4.107f) with Γ˙ = 0. In this basis, the 
density of states is calculated from the coeﬃcients G(W ) and the overlap matrix O 
1 
n(W ) = − Im Tr G(W + iη)O, (4.110)
π 
where, as before, a small imaginary part, iη, is added to the energy to broaden the 
delta functions at bound states. 
So far, the relativistic embedding method is very similar to the non-relativistic 
case, apart from the 4-component nature of wavefunctions and Green’s functions. 
There is, however, an extra consideration that must be made regarding the negative 
part of the eigenvalue spectrum of the Dirac equation. The embedding method is 
a variational technique and converges from above to the lowest energy eigenvalue 
of the system in the non-relativistic case [121]. The Schro¨dinger equation has neg­
ative energy eigenvalues corresponding to bound states, but we have seen that the 
Dirac equation has a spectrum of negative energy states associated with the negative 
square root in W = ± c2p2 + m2c4 corresponding to positron solutions. There is a 
forbidden energy range extending from +mc2 to −mc2 for free particles but bound 
states may exist within this. Bound electron states may therefore have energies 
0 < W < mc2 and positron-like bound states may have energies 0 > W > −mc2 . 
The existence of the negative spectrum means that variational methods of ﬁnding 
eigenvalues of the Dirac equation experience a problem known as variational collapse 
or ﬁnite basis set disease, [125], [126]. 
The problem of variational collapse occurs when the Dirac Hamiltonian operator, 
Hˆ, is represented as a matrix, H in some ﬁnite basis set [126], [127]. Despite what 
its name suggests, variational collapse does not mean that any variational scheme for 
solving the Dirac equation results in eigenvalues running away to −∞, but rather the 
existence of spurious states which lie close to or are degenerate with true eigenvalues 
[128], [129], [130]. This results in convergence to eigenvalues which are lower than 
the desired energies [131] and can prevent systematic convergence as the basis set 
size increases, making accurate numerical calculations hard to achieve. 
To see the mechanism which causes variational collapse, we write the Dirac equa­
tion in large and small components, � �� � � � 
(Vˆ + mc2)I2 cπˆ ψl ψl 
cπˆ (Vˆ − mc2)I2 ψs 
= W
ψs 
(4.111) 
where I2 is the 2 × 2 identity matrix and π = σ pˆ. The operator πˆ satisﬁes the · 
� � 
� � � � 
� �
� �
� � 
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identity 
πˆ2 = σ pˆσ pˆ· · 
= pˆ2 + iσ (pˆ× pˆ)· 
= pˆ2 . (4.112) 
If the wavefunction is expanded in a ﬁnite basis of Nl large components and Ns small 
components as in the previous section � � � �� � 
ψl χl 0 alψ = = (4.113)
ψ 0 χ ass s 
and in this basis the Dirac Hamiltonian becomes 
Vll + mc
2Il cπls 
H = (4.114) 
cπsl Vss − mc2Is 
where the ’hats’ have disappeared because we now have matrix representations of 
operators and Il is the Nl × Nl identity matrix etc. The solutions ψ of the Dirac 
equation are now the eigenvectors of 
al al
H = W (4.115) 
as as 
for which the energy eigenvalues, W , are stationary with respect to variations in the 
expansion coeﬃcients a. If we separate out the rest energy and put E = W − mc2 
then the large and small components satisfy the matrix equations 
Eal = cπlsas + Vllal (4.116) 
as = c (2mc 
2 + E)Is − Vss −1 πslal. (4.117) 
Substituting for as gives an equation for the large components 
1 EIs − Vss −1 
Eal = πls Is + πslal + Vllal. (4.118)
2m 2mc2 
This is equivalent to equation (2.35) of section 2.1.4 and if EIs − Vss is small com­
pared to 2mc2 we can approximate (4.118) by 
1 1 
Eal = πlsπslal + Vllal + O . (4.119)
2m c2 
which is the non-relativistic limit of the Dirac equation in the basis of large and small 
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component functions. If the basis of small components is inﬁnite, Ns → ∞, then 
any small component eigenstate of the operator Hˆ can be expanded in the basis χs 
but in a ﬁnite basis this is not the case and the basis is incomplete. As a result, the 
ﬁnite set of χs will be a subset of the inﬁnite, complete set of small component basis 
functions. There will be a set of small component eigenstates of Hˆ, the complement 
space, which cannot be described by the χs in the ﬁnite basis [132], [41]. 
‡ If we 
write an eigenstate in this complement space as χC then [127] 
πlsπsl = pll 
2 − πlC πCl, (4.120) 
the ﬁnal term going to zero as the small component basis set becomes complete. This 
means that the representation of the kinetic energy term in the Dirac Hamiltonian 
does not approach the appropriate non-relativistic limit in a ﬁnite basis of small 
components. In fact, the term πlC πCl is always positive [133], [127] and so the 
calculated kinetic energy is always less than the true kinetic energy. This kinetic 
energy deﬁcit is the main cause of variational collapse [128], [126]. 
Various methods are used to prevent variational collapse (see [126]) but the 
most appropriate in terms of its applicability to the embedding method is kinetic 
balance, since it still allows convergence to eigenvalues from above as the basis set 
is increased [127] [133]. A kinetically balanced basis is one in which the number of 
large and small component basis functions is equal, Nl = Ns = N , and [127] 
χs = σ pχl (4.121)· 
. To see how kinetic balance works we will investigate the eﬀect on the convergence 
of the electron eigenvalues by increasing the size of the basis set, ﬁrst by adding 
an extra small component and then restoring the balance by adding an extra large 
component. The addition of an extra small component will add an extra eigenvalue 
to the negative energy spectrum which will raise the positive energy eigenvalues [127]. 
This is a consequence of Macdonald’s theorem†, which states that an extra row and 
column added to a Hermitian matrix causes the old eigenvalues to interlace, or 
lie between, the new eigenvalues [135]. Restoring the balance by adding an extra 
large component basis function introduces a new positive energy eigenvalue which 
lowers the existing eigenvalues (see ﬁgure 4-8). If the downward shift caused by 
expansion of the large component basis is larger than the upward shift due to the 
extra small component then we will still converge on the lowest eigenvalue from 
above as required. 
‡An example of this are the i, j and k unit vectors of 3-dimensional Cartesian space which form 
a complete set because any vector can be expressed in the basis (i, j, k). The subspace (i, j) is not 
complete since an arbitrary 3-dimensional vector cannot be expressed only in this basis and the 
subspace spanned by k is the complement of (i, j). 
†This itself is related to the Cauchy interlace theorem for real, symmetric matrices [134]. 
� � 
� � � � 
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W 
2+mc
2−mc
A B C 
Nl, Ns Nl, Ns + 1 Nl + 1, Ns + 1 
Figure 4-8: Interlacing of eigenvalues due to stepwise increase of the number of 
large and small component basis functions. (A): Original eigenvalues with Nl = Ns. 
(B): Increasing the small component basis by one, Ns Ns + 1, introduces a new →
eigenvalue in the negative spectrum (dashed line) and forces the electron eigenvalues 
upwards. (C): Restoring the balance by adding an extra large component function, 
Nl → = Nl +1 = Ns + 1, causes a downward shift of the electron energies due to the 
appearance a new eigenvalue. 
To qualitatively investigate the relative shifts we consider some general Dirac 
Hamiltonian Hˆ = cα pˆ+βmc2 +V with a scalar potential V but no vector potential. · 
The general matrix eigenvalue problem is � �� � � � 
Hll Hls a
l al 
= W . (4.122)
Hsl Hss a
s as 
Basis functions are 
Nl Nsψl � � 
Ψ = , ψl = an
l χn
l , ψs = an
s χn
s (4.123)
ψs 
n=1 n=1 
and we begin with a kinetically balanced basis where Nl = Ns = N and χ
s
n = σ pχ
l
n.·
The inclusion of an extra small component basis function adds an extra row and 
column to the Hamiltonian 
0 cσ phls 0 
H H + h, h = = 
· 
(4.124) 
hss cσ p V − mc2
→ 
hsl · 
� � � 
� � � 
� � � � 
� � 
� 
� � � � 
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(1)
and the ﬁrst order change in the mth eigenvalue, from perturbation theory, is Wm = 
�m|h|m� [8] where |m� is an eigenvector in the original basis without the extra small 
component. �� � 
0 hls Ψ
l 
mW (1) = 0 (4.125)0m = �m|h|m� = Ψml †
hss 0hsl 
and there is no change to ﬁrst order. The second order change is 
W (2) = 
|�N + 1|h|m�|2 
, n + 1 = m (4.126)m (0) (0) �
Wm − WN+1 
(0) (0)
where Wm is the expectation value of H in the old basis and W n+1 is the expectation 
value of H + h in the new basis. �� � 
0 hls ψm
l 
�N + 1|h|m� = 0 χsN†+1 hss ψmshsl 
= c d3 σ pψl + d3 V − mc 2 ψs . (4.127)r χsN†+1 m r χsN†+1 m· 
For a kinetically balanced basis, χsn = σ pχ
l
n and the ﬁrst integral is · 
Nl � Nl � 
l d3 r χs † pχl l d3 r χs † χs am n+1σ m = am n+1 m = 0, N + 1 = m (4.128)· �
m m 
if the basis functions are orthogonal. The term in mc2 also vanishes for orthogonal 
basis functions and we are left with 
�N + 1|h| d3 V ψs . (4.129)m� = r χsN†+1 m
From (4.117), the small component basis functions are solutions of 
ψs = c 
� 
(2mc 2 + E) − V �−1 σ pψl (4.130)· 
which is of order 1/c, hence the integral in (4.129) is also order 1/c and the second 
order change in the energy (4.126) is of order 1/c2 . 
For an extra large component, the change in the Hamiltonian is 
hls V + mc
2 cσ phll 
h = = 
· 
. (4.131) 
hsl 0 cσ 0· p 
� � � 
� 
� �

� � � � 
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The ﬁrst order change is again zero �� � 
Ψl †
hll hls 0 
W (1) = 0 = 0 (4.132) m m 
0 Ψlhsl m 
and the second order change reduces to the integral 
d3 r χl † V ψl . (4.133)N+1 m
The ψl are solutions of (4.116), with E = W − mc2 , 
cσ pψs + Vψl = Eψl (4.134)· 
and we see, remembering that ψs is of order 1/c, that the integral is independent 
of c. This means that the downward shift of the electron eigenvalues caused by 
addition of an extra large component basis function is larger than the upward shift 
due to the inclusion of an extra small component basis function. If the large and 
small basis functions are not related by χs = σ pχl, then the integral in (4.128) does ·
not vanish in general, both shifts scale independently of c and we cannot determine 
their relative magnitude. 
In conclusion, a kinetically balanced basis set solves the problem of variational 
collapse and ensures that a variational scheme for the Dirac equation converges, from 
above, to the correct lowest energy eigenvalue. 
4.3.4 The Relativistic Embedded Square Well 
For comparison with the non-relativistic embedding method and to demonstrate a 
simple application we now look at the solution of the one-dimensional square well 
problem with the relativistic embedding method. We consider the same potential as 
before, V for −a/2 < z < a/2 and 0 otherwise. Once again, we can treat symmetric 
and antisymmetric solution separately and will focus on the symmetric solutions. 
To demonstrate that the energy eigenvalue, W , is minimised when W = w, where 
w is the energy at which we evaluate the embedding potential, we choose the trial 
solution inside the well to be 
cos(kz)φms c� 1 �
χ(z) = 
iγσzk sin(kz)φms 
, γ = 
w − V + mc2 , k = c� (w − V )
2 − (mc2)2 . 
(4.135) 
In the region outside the well, solutions satisfying suitable boundary conditions at 
±∞ are the plane waves 
ψ<(z) = 
φms e−ik0z , ψ>(z) = 
φms e ik0z (4.136) −γ0σzk0φms γ0σzk0φms 
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Figure 4-9: Variation of the energy expectation value, W , with the energy at which 
the embedding potential is evaluated, w, for a square well of depth v = 5 a.u. and 
width a = π a.u. The minimum is at w = −4.655 
where 
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c� 1 � 
γ0 = 
w + mc2 
, k0 = 
c� 
w2 − (mc2)2 . (4.137) 
We can use these to calculate the embedding potential since it relates large and 
small components of the wavefunction at z = ±a/2 
±γ0σzk0φms e±ik0 
a 
2 = ±ic�Γ(w)σzφms e±ik0 
a 
2 (4.138) 
and we obtain � 
Γ(w) = 
−i 
δmsm�
w − mc2 
. (4.139) 
c� s w + mc2 
The factor of ± on the right hand side of (4.138) comes from the convention that 
the surface normal points out of the embedded region. We note that the embedding 
potential is diagonal in spin so we can consider each spin separately. 
Substituting the trial function and embedding potential into the expression (4.86) 
for the expectation value, W , we ﬁnd that is a minimum when w = W (see ﬁgure 
4-9). For a well of width a = π a.u. and depth V = 5 a.u. the minimum is 
−4.655, which is the same as the non-relativistic value. This is not surprising since 
the ﬁrst order correction to the kinetic energy of a relativistic particle scales as 
1/c4 ≈ 3 × 10−9 a.u. 
We now expand the trial function in the well in a suitable, kinetically balanced 
� � � � 
� � � � � � � � 
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N w = V + mc2 w = V/2 + mc2 exact 
2 -4.6286881 -4.761651 -4.6360596 
4 -4.6469680 -4.7297743 -4.6549433 
6 -4.6481087 -4.7017345 -4.6548947 
8 -4.6499066 -4.6699221 -4.6549309 
10 -4.6551074 -4.6549379 -4.6548247 
Table 4.2: Values of the lowest eigenvalue, W1 calculated for diﬀerent values of N 
and w for the well with a = π, V = 5 and d = 1, 26a. 
basis set. For symmetric solutions we choose 
N N
χ(z) = 
� 
al,n 
cos(knz)
+ 
� 
as,n 
0 
, kn = 
2(n − 1)π
, n = 1, 2, 3, 
0 −i�kn sin(knz) d 
· · · 
n=1 n=1 
(4.140) 
where we have selected spin up since the problem is spin degenerate. The length 
d > a is again chosen so that the basis functions do not satisfy any particular 
boundary conditions at z = ±a/2. These basis functions are substituted into the 
expressions (4.107a)-(4.107f) for the matrix elements and the eigenvalues Wn calcu­
lated by solving the matrix equation 
N N� Hll Hls al � Oll 0 al 
= Wn . (4.141)
Hsl Hss as 0 Oss asn�=1 nn� n� n�=1 nn� n� 
As in the non-relativistic case, we choose an input value, w, for the energy at which 
we evaluate the embedding potential and compute the eigenvalues. As we increase 
the size of the basis, for ﬁxed w, we converge to the true eigenvalue, Wn from 
above. Table 4.2 shows some examples of this for various input w and sizes, N , 
of basis for a well of depth V = −5 a.u., width a = π a.u. and length d = 1.26a 
over which the basis functions are deﬁned. For a given size of basis we can also 
ﬁnd a particular eigenvalue, Wn, self consistently by choosing a starting value of 
w, calculating Wn and using this as an input w for a second cycle, continuing until 
w = Wn. The ’exact’ values are calculated in this way. These results demonstrate 
that the relativistic embedding method is a variational method which converges to 
the eigenvalues of the system in exactly the same way as the non-relativistic case. 
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4.4 Self Consistent Embedding 
At this point we have covered the basic ingredients necessary to perform ab initio 
relativistic embedded surface calculations. We have compared the single particle 
Dirac and Schro¨dinger equations and seen that the Dirac theory is preferable since 
it includes all of the relativistic eﬀects necessary for dealing with heavy elements 
and the spin-orbit interaction which is particularly important for some interesting 
surface physics. Density Functional Theory provides a way of performing accurate 
calculations on large numbers of interacting electrons within a single particle frame­
work for both relativistic and non-relativistic systems. We introduced the embedding 
method, which is an eﬃcient way of treating systems which can be divided into dis­
tinct regions, and saw that this is a natural way of dealing with surfaces, particularly 
since it represents the bulk as a true semi-inﬁnite crystal. This was then extended 
to incorporate relativistic eﬀects via the Dirac embedding scheme. We now need 
to combine DFT and the embedding method to be able to perform fully relativistic 
surface electronic structure calculations. The remainder of this thesis describes how 
this has been achieved. 
A typical non-relativistic surface embedding calculation is divided into three 
separate parts. First, a DFT calculation is performed to generate a bulk potential 
and this is then used to generate the embedding potential for the bulk. An analytic 
expression is typically used for the vacuum embedding potential. The second step 
is to generate a self consistent surface potential. To do this, the embedded Green’s 
function is calculated for the embedded region and the charge density generated 
from this Green’s function. From the charge density a new potential is constructed, 
the embedded Green’s function is calculated to give a new charge density and the 
cycle is repeated to self-consistency. The last part of the calculation is to use the 
self-consistent surface potential to give a ﬁnal embedded Green’s function for the 
system, from which we can calculate charge densities, densities of states and so on. 
We will end this chapter by introducing the basis functions for expanding the 
trial function in an embedded surface calculation. 
4.5 The LAPW Basis 
In the embedding method we have seen that if we express the trial function in some 
basis of suitable functions, we can calculate the Green’s function by inverting the 
matrix, 
[G(W )]nn� = [WO − H + Γ]−1 (4.142)nn� . 
which involves the Hamiltonian, H, overlap, O and any embedding potentials, Γ. 
There are some considerations which must be balanced when performing this cal­
culation. Firstly, the computational time necessary for the inversion of an N × N 
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matrix scales approximately as N3, so the matrix must be as small as possible to 
increase computational eﬃciency. Secondly, the basis set must be capable of pro­
viding an accurate representation of the wavefunctions of the system. A third thing 
to bear in mind is storage and methods of sampling of the functions being used as 
a basis. Complicated functions will typically require more computational time to 
generate. These are general considerations that apply to all DFT calculations, where 
to solve the Kohn-Sham equations the wavefunctions are expanded in a set of basis 
functions. 
An obvious ﬁrst choice of basis is to use a simple plane wave expansion. The 
problem with this is that a large number of plane waves are needed to accurately 
represent the rapid spatial oscillations of atomic wavefunctions near the nucleus. 
In atoms, the lower energy, or core electrons are close to the nucleus and their 
wavefunctions decay rapidly with distance. This means that as the atoms are brought 
together to form a crystal, only the outer, valence electron wavefunctions will overlap 
and the core states remain almost completely unchanged from the isolated atom 
[78]. It is therefore reasonable to assume that we only need to consider variations 
in the valence wavefunctions and the core electrons provide a ﬁxed potential in 
which the valence electrons move. This is the frozen core approximation [136]. A 
further improvement to reduce the size of the plane wave basis set is to remove the 
rapid oscillations of valence wavefunctions near the nucleus by the introduction of a 
pseudopotential. 
The basic idea of a pseudopotential is that within some distance from the nu­
cleus, the cut-oﬀ radius, rC , the ionic Coulomb potential is replaced by a diﬀerent 
potential which causes the wavefunctions to be smooth inside rC . Outside of rC the 
valence wavefunctions are identical to the true atomic states. A basic property of 
the atomic wavefunctions is that they are orthogonal to each other and it is this 
that causes the nodes of the atomic wavefunctions which leads to their rapid oscilla­
tion and norm-conserving pseudopotentials preserve the orthogonality of the valence 
states [137] [138]. In order to reproduce the scattering properties of the valence 
states, the pseudopotential depends on angular momentum and leads to non-local 
pseudopotentials [78]. Pseudopotential are calculated in two ways; from ab initio cal­
culations on atoms or by ﬁtting to experimental data and much of the ongoing work 
is to make them easily transferrable from one problem to another [78], [45], [139]. 
Pseudopotential reduce the number of plane waves needed for an accurate rep­
resentation of atomic systems by concentrating only on the valence states. Another 
way to simplify the problem is to replace the plane wave expansion by an expansion 
in atomic wavefunctions in a region around the atom where rapid spatial oscilla­
tions are signiﬁcant. in between atoms, where the wavefunctions are smooth, the 
plane wave expansion can be retained. This is the augmented plane wave approach 
(APW) [140]. The system is divided into atomic spheres, in which the wavefunction 
� 
� � 
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is expanded in atomic solutions, and the interstitial region, where a plane wave basis 
is used. For close-packed materials, it is a reasonable approximation to assume that 
the potential inside the atomic sphere is spherically symmetric and constant in the 
interstitial region: the muﬃn tin approximation [141], [78]. 
The ﬁrst step in an APW calculation is to solve for the atomic basis functions 
in the spheres [78] � � 
�2 2−
2m
� + V (r) ψ(r; �) = �ψ(r) (4.143) 
where � is some chosen energy, called the pivot energy and ψ(r) is 
ψ(r; �) = φl,ml (ρ; �)Yl
ml (ρˆ). (4.144) 
Here, Yl
ml (ρˆ are spherical harmonics, ρ = r − Rα, ρˆ = (r − Rα)/|r − Rα| with Rα 
the centre of the αth atomic sphere and the radial functions depend on the pivot 
energy. In the interstitial, where the potential is constant, the wavefunctions are 
plane waves 
rψ(r) = eik· . (4.145) 
These basis functions are then matched in amplitude at the atomic sphere radii. The 
wavefunction is then expanded in these basis functions 
Ψ(r) = aiψi(r) (4.146) 
i 
and leads to the usual matrix equation in the expansion coeﬃcients, Hamiltonian 
and overlap 
[H]ij [a]j = � [O]ij [a]j . (4.147) 
j j 
The problem is that the basis functions depend on the pivot energy, � and the matrix 
equation becomes highly nonlinear and diﬃcult to solve [45]. 
One solution to this problem of a nonlinear matrix equation is to reformulate 
the problem in terms of the Green’s function. Rather than solving the matrix equa­
tion for the expansion coeﬃcients of the wavefunction and using this to construct 
the charge density, the charge density and density of states, these can be calculated 
directly from the Green’s function. This is the basis of modern Korringa-Kohn-
Rostoker (KKR) calculations, based on a multiple scattering approach [92], [91]. 
The basic idea is that the Green’s function, G(r, r�) is a propagator, describing the 
propagation of a ’test’ particle from r to r� and is a natural quantity for describing 
the scattering of Bloch states in a crystal [45]. The multiple scattering problem 
is formulated in terms of a scattering path operator, τij which describes the scat­
tering of a wave from potential i to potential j. The scattering path operator is 
related to the transition matrix, T , which enables the full Green’s function to be 
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calculated from the single site Green’s function via a Dyson equation [45]. A par­
ticular advantage of the KKR method is that it can be applied to inhomogeneous 
systems [95] and has been adapted to full-potential calculations beyond the muﬃn 
tin approximation [102], [96]. 
A second improvement on APW methods is to remove the energy dependence of 
the basis functions and hence the matrix equation. This is achieved by Linearised 
Augmented Plane Waves (LAPWs) [142]. This is the basis set we will use to perform 
embedded surface calculations in this thesis. 
One diﬃculty with the APW method is that we must solve a nonlinear matrix 
equation for the pivot energies, �, of our system. A further problem is that there 
may be atomic solutions which are zero on the atomic sphere boundary and the 
coeﬃcients which match these on to the plane waves vary strongly with the pivot 
energy. This leads to numerical diﬃculties in calculating bands which lie close to 
these energies. However, although the atomic solution may be zero at the sphere 
baoundary, in general, its energy derivative will be non-zero [137]. The central idea of 
LAPW basis sets is that the basis functions inside the atomic spheres are an atomic 
solution plus its energy derivative, matched in amplitude and radial derivative on 
to plane waves in the interstitial region [142]. The main advantage of the method is 
that if the pivot energy � diﬀers from the actual band energy, E, then the errors in 
the wavefunction are of order (E − �)4 [137], meaning that a given pivot energy is 
accurate over a reasonably large energy range. Pivot energies are typically chosen 
to lie at the centre of mass of the density of states [137]. 
The additional ﬂexibility introduced by including the energy derivative of the 
atomic solutions means that they are applicable to full potential calculations since 
they can suitably treat non-spherical potentials in the atomic spheres [137]. However, 
the requirement that the functions match not only in amplitude but also in radial 
derivative at the atomic sphere boundaries means that they generally require a higher 
number of plane waves in the interstitial region [137]. 
Aside from their suitability for full potential calculations, LAPWs are chosen 
as the basis set for the calculations in this thesis for two reasons. Firstly and 
most importantly, many previous non-relativistic surface embedding calculations 
have been successfully performed using LAPWs, [106], [110], [46], [118], [143], and 
computer codes to perform these calculations already exist. Secondly, the extension 
of non-relativistic LAPWs to relativistic LAPWs is reasonably straightforward. Full 
potential LAPW calculations are commonly abbreviated FLAPW. 
� 
� 
� 
� � � 
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4.5.1 Non-Relativistic LAPW Basis Functions 
In non-relativistic surface embedding calculations, the basis functions in the inter­
stitial region are plane waves [106], [110] 
ψk(r) = 
2
e ik�·r� cos(knz) (4.148) V
2 ik rψk(r) = e �
· � sin(knz) (4.149)V
where V is the volume of the unit cell, k = k� + g + kn with g a two-dimensional 
reciprocal lattice vector, k is in the ﬁrst two-dimensional Brillouin zone and kn is 
the wavevector in the direction normal to the surface. Basis functions in the αth 
atomic sphere are given by 
ψk(r) = A
k ul(ρ) + B
k u˙l(ρ) Yl ml (ρˆ) (4.150)l ml l ml 
l ml 
with ρ = |r − Rα|, ρˆ = (r − Rα)/ρ where Rα is the centre of the αth atomic sphere. 
For calculations based on the Schro¨dinger equation, ul(ρ) is a solution of the radial 
Schro¨dinger equation at the angular momentum dependent pivot energy �α l and 
u˙l(ρ) is its energy derivative. The coeﬃcients A
k and Bk are found by matching l ml l ml 
the radial solutions in amplitude and ﬁrst radial derivative to the plane waves at 
the atomic sphere boundary, Sα. In scalar relativistic calculations, ul(ρ) is a two-
component solution of the Koelling-Harmon equation at energy �α l and u˙l(ρ) its 
energy derivative. In order to allow matching of the two-component radial solutions 
to the one-component plane waves, ul(ρ) is chosen so that its small component 
vanishes at Sα [110]. The A
k and Bk are again found by matching the radial l ml l ml 
solutions in amplitude and ﬁrst radial derivative to the plane waves at ρ = Sα. Since 
we will not be needing expressions for the coeﬃcients Ak and Bk in this work l ml l ml 
we will not provide them here but refer the reader to the article of Inglesﬁeld and 
Benesh where they are listed [106]. 
In a real calculation a ﬁnite basis must be used and the set of plane waves is 
generated up to some maximum cut-oﬀ length of 2-d reciprocal lattice vector, gcut. 
All g-vectors with |g| ≤ gcut are included and these are organised into sets which are 
equivalent under the symmetry operations which leave the lattice unchanged. These 
sets of symmetrically equivalent g-vectors are the stars of k [137]. The values of kn 
must also be restricted to a ﬁnite set and this is done by deﬁning them over some 
distance, L, in the direction perpendicular to the surface (z), such that 
nπ 
kn = , (4.151)L 
� � 
� 
� 
� 
� 
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where n is even for plane wave basis functions which are cos-like and odd for sin-like, 
up to some maximum value N . As in the embedded square well, we choose L to be 
larger than the ’physical’ size of the embedded region so that the plane waves do 
not satisfy any particular boundary conditions on the embedding surface, retaining 
variational freedom in the basis functions. The atomic sphere basis functions are 
calculated up to some angular momentum cut-oﬀ lmax, determined by the sphere 
radius Sα and plane wave cut-oﬀ gcut [137] 
lmax = Rαgcut. (4.152) 
Typical values of lmax are in the region 8-10 [137], [106], [110]. 
To construct the matrix representation of the embedded Green’s function at 
energy E we need to invert 
E0 − H + G−1 
kk� (4.153)0 
and matrix elements of the Hamiltonian, H, and overlap, O, are given by 
[H]kk� = d
3 r ψk
∗ (r)Hψk� (r) (4.154) 
V 
(4.155) 
[O]kk� = d
3 r ψk
∗ (r)ψk� (r). (4.156) 
V 
Matrix elements of the embedding potential require special attention and will be 
discussed in the following section on the embedding potential. The Green’s function 
is then constructed by an expansion in the LAPW basis functions 
G(r, r�; E) = Gkk� (E)ψk(r)ψk
∗ � (r). (4.157) 
kk� 
Once again, these matrix elements will not be needed here and the reader is referred 
to the expressions in [106]. 
The wavefunctions of the system are expanded in plane waves in the interstitial 
region and spherical functions in atomic spheres, and the charge density is rep­
resented in a similar way. To simplify the expansion and increase computational 
eﬃciency, the symmetry of the lattice is exploited, leading to the stars of k used 
for the basis functions and lattice harmonics, Kνα(ρˆ) in the atomic spheres. Lattice 
harmonics are linear combinations of spherical harmonics which are invariant under 
the symmetry operations of the lattice (the site symmetry) 
Kνα(ρˆ) = cνm
α 
l 
Yl ml (ρˆ). (4.158) 
ml 
� 
� 
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The {cνmα l } are expansion coeﬃcients calculated from the rotational matrices of the 
site symmetry and the sum is only over ml because rotations do not couple spherical 
harmonics with diﬀerent l [137]. The charge density in the spheres is [110] 
n(ρ) = nνα(ρ)Kνα(ρˆ). (4.159) 
ν 
In the interstitial region, the charge density is expanded in plane waves 
n(r) = ng ne 
ig·r� cos(knz) (4.160) 
g n 
where the sum is over the two-dimensional reciprocal lattice vectors in the stars of 
k, g and the set of perpendicular wavevectors, kn. The cos dependence is introduced 
to ensure that n(r) is real [110]. 
4.5.2 Relativistic LAPWs 
The extension of the LAPW basis functions to relativistic calculations is rather 
straightforward, but as usual there are some subtle considerations. Basis functions 
in the interstitial region are four component relativistic plane waves [144], [137] � ��	 � � � � 
ψµ(r) =	
2 φms e iknz 
φms e−iknz ei(k�+g)·r�
V γkσ k(+)φms 
± 
γkσ k
(−)φms·	 · 
(4.161) 
where the φms are Pauli 2-spinors and the index µ = (k, ms) labels the wavevector 
and spin and 
k(±) = k� + g ± kn	 (4.162) 
is introduced to give the large component a sin-like or cos-like form by analogy 
with the non-relativistic basis. The kn and stars of k are identical to those in the 
non-relativistic case. The prefactor 
c�	 � 
γk = , Wk = + �2c2k2 + m2c4 . (4.163)
Wk + mc2 
where the positive square root is taken because we are interested in electron-like 
solutions. The factor of σ k in the small component means that these basis functions ·
satisfy the kinetic balance condition. 
The wavefunction in the atomic spheres is expanded in four component spherical 
solutions to the Dirac equation � � � � �� � gκ(ρ)ΩΛ(ρˆ) g˙κ(ρ)ΩΛ(ρˆ)
ψµ(r) = AΛµ + BΛµ . (4.164)
ifκ(ρ)Ω (ρˆ) if˙κ(ρ)Ω (ρˆ)Λ Λ	 Λ
The functions gκ(ρ) and fκ(ρ) are the usual solutions to the coupled radial equa­
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tions (2.32) at pivot energy Wκ and g˙κ(ρ) and f˙κ(ρ) are their energy derivatives. The 
form of these spherical basis functions ensures that they satisfy the kinetic balance 
condition. The coeﬃcients AΛµ and BΛµ are calculated by matching the spherical 
functions to the plane waves at the sphere boundary, Sα. Because the radial func­
tions and plane waves are both four component spinors there is no requirement that 
the small components are zero at Sα. There are two possible sets of matching coeﬃ­
cients; we can match the amplitude of large and small components on Sα or we can 
match the amplitude and ﬁrst derivative of the large component by analogy with 
the non-relativistic LAPWs. Both of these options will be investigated in the cal­
culations presented in later chapters. Details of the determination of AΛµ and BΛµ 
are presented in appendix (A). The dependence of the angular momentum quantum 
numbers Λ = (κ, µ) on l (see (2.26)) means that lmax can be determined in the same 
way as before. 
The radial functions gκ(ρ) and fκ(ρ) oscillate rapidly near the nucleus and be­
come smoother as they approach Sα. To enable eﬃcient sampling they are tabulated 
on radial grid points which are more closely spaced near the centre of the atomic 
sphere. A suitable coordinate is described by 
ρ(x) = ex (4.165) 
and we deﬁne the functions 
Pκ(x) = ρgκ(ρ), Qκ(x) = ρfκ(ρ) (4.166) 
normalised over the sphere such that 
a 2 κ 
� 
Sα(x) 
dx ρ(x) 
� 
P 2 κ (x) + Q
2 
κ(x) 
� 
= 1, (4.167) 
so that 
aκ = �� 1 (4.168) 
S(x) 
dx ρ(x) [P 2 κ (x) + Q
2 
κ(x)] 
and 
a˙κ = −a 3 κ 
� 
S(x) 
dx ρ(x) 
� 
Pκ(x) P˙κ(x) + Qκ(x) Q˙κ(x) 
� 
(4.169) 
Matrix elements are calculated in a similar way to the non-relativistic LAPWs,

�

� 
� 
µµ� 
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except we now have Hermitian conjugation in the place of complex conjugation 
[H]µµ� = d
3 r ψµ
† (r)Hψµ� (r) (4.170) 
V 
(4.171) 
[O]µµ� = d
3 r ψµ
† (r)ψµ� (r). (4.172) 
V 
The Green’s function at energy W is expanded in the double basis 
G(r, r�; W ) = ψµ(r)Gµµ� (W )ψµ
† 
� (r). (4.173) 
with the matrix Gµµ� (W ) calculated by inverting 
[W 0 − H + Γ]µµ� . (4.174) 
where the embedding potential matrix element is now denoted by Γ. Detailed ex­
pressions for these matrix elements used for the calculations described later on are 
presented in appendix (A). The composite index µ = (k,ms). 
The charge density can be expanded in exactly the same way as in the non­
relativistic case since it is a scalar quantity, not a four-component spinor. 
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Chapter 5 
THE TRANSFER MATRIX, 
COMPLEX BAND 
STRUCTURES AND THE 
EMBEDDING POTENTIAL 
In the preceding chapter, we mentioned that a self-consistent surface embedding cal­
culation was essentially divided into three parts; the bulk potential, the embedding 
potentials for the bulk and vacuum regions and the self-consistent calculation in the 
embedded surface region. The bulk calculation can be performed using any of the 
standard methods of DFT mentioned previously, although if the embedding part of 
the calculation is implemented in for example, the LAPW basis, it makes sense to 
calculate the bulk potential in the same basis. Once we have the bulk potential, we 
then need to somehow use it to generate the embedding potential that replaces the 
substrate in the surface calculation. That is the focus of this chapter and we will see 
that there are several ways we can do this, although one is preferable for a number 
of reasons. For example it makes available the bulk complex band structure, which 
is particularly useful for transport calculations, as a by-product of generating the 
embedding potential. 
5.1 The Embedding Potential 
The embedding potential is the key quantity in the embedding method. It is an en­
ergy dependent potential, deﬁned over the embedding surface S, which ensures that 
the trial function in the embedded region matches correctly on to the solution in the 
substrate. In general, the embedding surface S may be complicated and for a surface 
calculation the natural choice of S on the bulk side is one which weaves around the 
atomic spheres (see ﬁgure 5-1). The problem with this is that a surface expansion of 
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S 
Figure 5-1: An embedding surface, S, which weaves between atomic spheres. 
the embedding potential on a curvy surface is not suitable since it requires either a 
large number of plane waves or a complicated set of surface expansion functions and 
makes evaluation of matrix elements computationally demanding. An ideal choice 
would be to ﬁnd a suitable planar surface which would enable a simple expansion 
of the embedding potential. It is possible to shrink the atomic spheres so that such 
a plane can be inserted between adjacent layers, but at the cost of a signiﬁcant in­
crease in the number of interstitial plane waves which is not desirable. In addition, 
this does not change the nature of the wavefunction which will have string spatial 
variation on the plane requiring a large number of basis functions for an accurate ex­
pansion. Another option is to deﬁne a planar surface which cuts through the atomic 
spheres and making a dual basis expansion but this leads to problems with including 
the sphere ’caps’ [106], [105] [46]. Experience has shown that the best solution is to 
add an auxiliary ’buﬀer’ volume between the curvy surface S and a planar surface 
on which the embedding potential is expanded [106], [105], [110], [89], [46]. 
5.1.1 Buﬀer Volumes 
In non-relativistic embedding, the embedding potential ensures that the wavefunc­
tion, φ, in region I, the embedded region, has the correct amplitude and normal 
derivative on the embedding surface S so that it matches smoothly on to the wave-
function, ψ in region II (see section 4.2). In the literature, this matching of amplitude 
and normal derivative of ψ and φ on S is commonly referred to by saying they have 
the same logarithmic derivative (see for example [105], [106]). 
To transfer the embedding surface from the curvy S to the plane P we add an 
auxiliary, buﬀer region Δ, between S and P , shown in ﬁgure 5-2. When the trial 
function is converged, it is a solution of the Schro¨dinger (or Dirac) equation over 
the whole system and the embedding potential ensures it has the correct logarithmic 
derivative on S. This means that the boundary condition on S can be transferred 
� �
�
� 
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II Δ	 I 
P S 
Figure 5-2: The embedding surface can be transferred from the curved surface S to 
a plane P via the addition of an auxiliary ’buﬀer’ region, Δ. 
to P by integrating through the buﬀer region Δ [106], [105]. The curved surface, 
S, is in the interstitial region so we expect that the amplitude and derivative of the 
wavefunction to be relatively smooth and suggests that we can use a plane wave 
expansion of the embedding potential matrix elements on the plane P . Plane waves 
also describe free particles and we can therefore choose a constant potential in Δ. 
Thus, by adding the buﬀer region Δ with constant potential, we are able to use a 
simple plane wave expansion of the embedding potential on a plane. 
5.1.2	 Methods for the Generating the Non-Relativistic Bulk Em­
bedding Potential 
Adding a buﬀer region to transfer the boundary condition to a plane enables us 
to construct simple matrix elements for the embedding potential. If we take a 
’representative layer’ of atoms and add buﬀer regions to both edges, as shown in 
ﬁgure 5-3, it is possible to build up the embedding potential for the bulk half-space 
on a layer-by-layer basis. Non-relativistic embedding potentials, G−1 and G−1 , on L R 
the planes PL and PR can be expanded as a Fourier series in k to give the k -resolved 
embedding potential, G−0
1(g, g�; k�) [106] 
G0
−1(r�, r��; k�) = A 
1 � 
G0
−1(g, g�; k�)ei(k�+g)·r� e−i(k�+g
�)·r�� . (5.1) 
g,g� 
In the muﬃn tin approximation, the potential in the interstitial is constant and by 
inverting the Green’s function for plane waves incident on the embedding planes, the 
k -resolved embedding potential can be written in terms of the reﬂection matrix, 
Rg,g� for a semi inﬁnite crystal [106], [105] 
2G−1(g, g�; k�) = − 
ik
2 
g,z 
[(1 − R) (1 + R)] kg,z = 2E − |g + k�| . (5.2)g,g� , 0 
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ΔL ΔR 
PL SL SR PR 
Figure 5-3: Geometry for generating a bulk embedding potential by adding buﬀer 
regions, ΔL and ΔR, to a representative layer of the bulk crystal. 
The reﬂection coeﬃcient can be determined by Layer-KKR methods; the reﬂection 
matrix for the semi-inﬁnite crystal being built up by considering layer by layer scat­
tering [99]. However, if we wish to use the embedding potential generated from this 
LKKR reﬂection matrix in a full-potential LAPW surface calculation, the fact that 
the substrate is treated in the muﬃn tin approximation will limit the applicability 
of the method to close-packed materials [106], [105]. 
To construct an embedding potential suitable for full-potential calculations, Crampin 
et. al. developed an iterative procedure for building the embedding potential layer-
by-layer (see [105] and [109] for technical details). The basic idea is that by starting 
with an initial guess for G−0
1, the Green’s function for the embedded layer is con­
structed with zero embedding potential on PR. This means that the Green’s function 
has zero normal derivative on PR and can be inverted on PR to give the embedding 
potential on PR (see section 4.2). This is used as a new input embedding potential 
on PL and the procedure is repeated to give a new embedding potential on PR. 
Repeating this process grows the embedding potential on PR layer-by-layer and can 
be repeated to self-consistency, so that the embedding potential on PR is the same 
as the input embedding potential on PL to within a desired level of accuracy. At 
this point, the embedding potential will be that of the bulk crystal. In these em­
bedding calculations, the plane surface P is typically chosen to lie half way between 
atomic layers, to minimise the distance over which the boundary condition must be 
transferred [105]. Because the buﬀer region is unphysical, the same buﬀer region 
must subsequently be used in the surface part of the calculation so that it can be 
’subtracted oﬀ’. This means we still need to know the form of the curved embedding 
surface S [110], [118]. 
An improvement to these iterative methods was introduced by Ishida [110]. Pre­
viously, the speciﬁc form of the curvy surface S was needed when transferring the 
boundary condition to the plane P . The addition of buﬀer regions ΔL and ΔR on 
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Ω1 Ω2 
Ω 
ΔL ΔR ΔL Δ
�
R 
PL SL SR P 1 PL S1 P 2 R R R 
Figure 5-4: Setup for generating the bulk embedding potential without the need to 
specify the curved surfaces SL and SR. 
both sides of the representative layer, Ω, (the ’physical’ embedded region) creates 
the region Ω1, shown in ﬁgure 5-4. However, these can be ’subtracted oﬀ’ from the 
embedding potential calculation by introducing the additional region Ω2 consisting 
of ΔL and Δ
�
R. If successive layers in the bulk crystal are related by a translation, d, 
then Ω2 is constructed from ΔL and Δ
�
R = ΔR − d, i.e. region Ω1 with Ω removed. 
We are still free to choose a constant potential in the buﬀer regions to allow plane 
wave matrix elements. The iterative procedure is modiﬁed as follows. An initial 
1−’guess’ for G 2 
RP
is chosen on PR 
2 and the Green’s function for Ω2 with zero amplitude 
normal derivative on PL is calculated, by setting the embedding potential on PL to 
zero, and inverted to obtain the embedding potential, G−PL 
1 on PL. Taking G
−
PL 
1 as an 
input on PL we then ﬁnd the Green’s function for Ω1 with zero amplitude normal 
derivative on PR 
1 by setting the embedding potential on PR 
1 to zero and invert this 
1−to get the embedding potential G 1 
R 
1 
R 
= G−1 . Because the potential is the same in ΔR and Δ�R, this is equivalent to P
on PR
1 . The self-consistency condition is then 
P
1−G 2 
RP
G−1 SL 1 R 
= G−1 . Since ΔL appears in both Ω1 and Ω2 we have G−1 = G−1 and this is S SL SR 
the self-consistency condition on the ’physical’ curved embedding surfaces. 
The iterative methods for generating the bulk embedding potential have certain 
disadvantages. although they generally require only a few iterations to converge, 
this number can increase over certain energy ranges when the nature of the states 
changes rapidly with energy and especially when the imaginary part of the energy 
is small [105], [110], [118]. They have therefore been superceded by an alternative 
method of generating an embedding potential for the bulk substrate based on the 
transfer matrix [118]. This is the method we have developed to construct embedding 
potentials for relativistic calculations and which also enables the bulk complex band 
structureto be calculated. 
�
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Ψ(rSL ) Ω 
TΩ 
Ψ(rSR ) 
nL nR 
SL SR 
Figure 5-5: The transfer matrix, TΩ, has the eﬀect of transferring the boundary 
condition of the wavefunction Ψ from surface SL to surface SR, through the volume 
Ω. Surface normals, nS , are deﬁned to point out of Ω. 
5.2 The Transfer Matrix 
In the context of non-relativistic embedding, the transfer matrix, tΩ, relates the 
amplitude of the wavefunction, ψ and its normal derivative, ∂ψ/∂nS on some surface, 
SL, to these values on some other surface SR, where SL and SR enclose some volume 
Ω as shown in ﬁgure 5-5 [118]. Hence 
Ψ(rSR ) = d
2 r�SL tΩ(rSR , r
�
SL 
)Ψ(r�SL ) (5.3) 
SL 
where
 ⎞⎛ ⎜⎜⎜⎝

ψ(rS ) 
∂ψ(rS) 
∂nS 
⎟⎟⎟⎠
Ψ(rS ) = . (5.4)

The deﬁnition (5.3) is usually written in the more transparent, simpliﬁed notation
⎞⎛⎞⎛ ⎞⎛ψ(rSR ) 
∂ψ(rSR ) 
t11 t12 Ω Ω ⎟⎠ ⎜⎝ 
ψ(rSL ) 
∂ψ(rSL ) 
⎜⎜⎜⎝
 ⎟⎟⎟⎠
=
 ⎜⎜⎜⎝
 ⎟⎟⎟⎠
 (5.5)

t21 t22 Ω Ω∂nR ∂nL 
where the integrals over the appropriate surface are implied. The transfer matrix 
therefore transfers the boundary condition of the wavefunction from SL to SR. In or­
der to incorporate the transfer matrix into embedding calculations we deﬁne surface 
normals, nS to point out of Ω, in line with the standard convention. 
This deﬁnition of the transfer matrix is easily extended to relativistic embedding 
� 
� � 
� � 
� � 
� � 
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problems by deﬁning � � � �� � 
ψl(rSR ) TΩ 
ll TΩ 
ls ψl(rSL )

ψs(rSR )
= 
TΩ 
sl TΩ 
ss ψs(rSL ) 
(5.6)

where the surface integrals are implied and each block of T is a 2 × 2, meaning that 
T is a 4 × 4 matrix which relates the amplitude of the large and small components 
on SL and SR. Equation (4.82) shows that the Green’s function relates the value of 
the wavefunction on S to its amplitude in the volume bounded by S 
ψ(r) = ic� d2 rS · G(r, rS )αψ(rS ) (5.7) 
S 
For the geometry in ﬁgure (5-5), S = SL ∪ SR. Letting r rSR or SL from→ 
within Ω and expanding the wavefunctions and Green’s functions in large and small 
components gives, for the large component of ψ, 
ψl(rR) = −ic� d2 rLGll(rR, rL)σLψs(rL) − ic� d2 rLGls(rR, rL)σLψl(rL) 
SL SL 
+ ic� d2 r� (r�R) + ic� d2 RGll(rR, r�R)σRψs rRGls(rR, r�R)σRψl(r�R) 
SR SR 
(5.8) 
ψl(rL) = −ic� d2 rLGll(rL, r�L)σLψs(r�L) − ic� d2 rLGls(rL, r�L)σLψl(r�L) 
SL SL 
+ ic� d2 rRGll(rL, rR)σRψs(rR) + ic� d2 rRGls(rL, rR)σRψl(rR) 
SR SR 
(5.9) 
where we have introduced the notation rL = r on SL and σL = σ nL etc. These· 
relationships indicate that the transfer matrix can be written in terms of the Green’s 
function. To simplify the process we make use the fact that we are free to choose a 
Green’s function which has vanishing small components on SL and SR. This freedom 
follows for the fact that the Green’s function for the Hamiltonian H is deﬁned 
[H − W ] G(W ) = −δ(r − r�), r, r� ∈ Ω. (5.10) 
Ψ is an eigenfunction of H at energy W so that [H − W ] Ψ = 0, hence 
[H − W ] (G(W ) + Ψ) = −δ(r − r�) (5.11) 
and the deﬁnition of the Green’s function is therefore not unique. By constructing 
the Green’s function for Ω such that its small components vanish on SL and SR, i.e. 
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only Gll is non-zero, the above expressions become 
ψl = FLRψR
s + FLLψL
s , ψl R + FRLψ
s (5.12)L R = FRRψ
s
L. 
We have introduced a much simpliﬁed notation where ψL
l is the large component of 
ψ(r) on SL, 
FLR = ic�Gll(rL, rR)σ nR, (5.13)· 
etc. and multiplication implies integration over the appropriate surface. Rearranging 
(5.12) gives the following expression for TΩ ⎞⎛ 
FRRF 
−1 FRL − FRRF −1FLLLR LR
TΩ =

⎜⎝
 ⎟⎠
.
 (5.14)

F −1 −F −1FLLLR LR
The transfer matrix, TΩ can therefore be constructed from the Green’s function for 
region Ω with zero-amplitude small component on S 
In practice, we obtain the Green’s function in (5.14) from an embedding calcu­
lation. The embedded Green’s function for region Ω is in general given by 
G = [WO − H + ΓL + ΓR]−1 (5.15) 
where ΓL and ΓR are the embedding potentials on SL and SR. Recall that the 
embedding potential, Γ ensures that the solution of the embedded problem satisﬁes 
speciﬁc boundary conditions on the bounding surfaces, in particular relating the 
amplitude of small and large components (4.83). Putting ΓL = ΓR = 0 in (5.15) 
ensures that the Green’s function has zero amplitude small component on SL and 
SR. It should be noted however that this Green’s function is. in general, not 
physically meaningful and cannot be used to describe the electronic structure of the 
embedded region, but has been introduced to enable the calculation of TΩ. We will 
now compare the relativistic and non-relativistic transfer matrices. 
5.2.1 Non-Relativistic Limits of the Transfer Matrix 
Having described a scheme for constructing the relativistic transfer matrix, it is 
instructive compare it with the corresponding non-relativistic transfer matrix, tΩ, 
which relates the amplitude and normal derivative of the wavefunction on SL and 
SR and can be constructed from the Green’s function for region Ω with zero normal 
derivative on SL and SR. This Green’s function can be calculated from an embedding 
calculation where embedding potentials on SL and SR are set to zero. In a similar 
�
 �
 �
 �

� � �
 �

�
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notation to that introduced for TΩ, the expression for tΩ in terms of G is [118] ⎛
 ⎞
�2 �2 
GRRG
−1 −
2m
GRL +
2m
GRRG
−1 GLLLR LR
tΩ = 
⎜⎜⎜⎝
 ⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
 (5.16)

2m 
LR LR− �2 G
−1 −G−1 GLL 
Writing out explicitly the quantities FLL etc in (5.14), the relativistic transfer matrix 
is ⎛
 ⎞
−1−1 −ic�GRLσL + ic�Gll Gll RR LR 
−1 
Gll LLσLG
ll Gll RR LR⎜⎜⎜⎝
 ⎟⎟⎟⎠
TΩ =
 ,
 (5.17)

Gll LR 
1

ic�

σR 
−1 
Gll LR G
ll 
LL−σR σL−

where we have used the fact that σS σS = I2. From section 2.2.2 we have seen 
that the large-large component of the relativistic Green’s function, which is the only 
component appearing in (5.17), reduces to the non-relativistic Green’s function in 
the c →∞ limit and the expression for tΩ and TΩ are formally very similar. In the 
non-relativistic limit the diagonal blocks of TΩ are identical to those of tΩ. There 
are however problems with the oﬀ-diagonal blocks, in particular TΩ 
ls is proportional 
to c and blows up as c →∞, and T sl varies as 1/c and vanishes. Ω 
We can regularize the non-relativistic limit by introducing the transformation 
ψ˜S (rS ) = CS ψS (rS ), T˜Ω = CRTΩCL
−1 (5.18) 
with ⎞⎛ 
I2 0 
CS (rS , r
�
S ) = 
⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 i

W − V (rS ) + mc2 
c� 
σS (rS ) 
⎟⎟⎟⎠
δ(rS − r�S ) (5.19) 
for S = L or R. Under this transformation ψ˜R = T˜Ωψ˜L and as c →∞ ⎛
 ⎞
�2 �2 
GRRG
−1 −
2m
GRL +
2m
GRRG
−1 GLLLR LR⎜⎜⎜⎝ T˜Ω → 
where each entry is a 2 × 2 matrix. This now has an identical to form to the non­
relativistic transfer matrix. Recall that the non-relativistic transfer matrix is deﬁned 
by using the amplitude and normal derivative of the wavefunction, Ψ(rS ) and in the 
relativistic case by the large and small components on S. Therefore the transfer 
⎟⎟⎟⎠
 (5.20)

2m 
LR LR− �2 G
−1 −G−1 GLL 
� � 
� 
� � 
�
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matrix relates surface values of the quantities ⎞⎛⎞⎛ 
ψ(rS ) 
∂ψ(rS ) 
⎟⎟⎟⎠
,
 χrel(rS ) = 
ψl(rS) 
χnon−rel(rS ) = 
⎜⎜⎜⎝
 =
⎜⎜⎜⎝
ψl(rS) ψs(rS ) −ic�

2 
σ · �ψl(rS)
∂nS W − V (rS ) + mc
(5.21) 
where we have used the general relationship between the large and small components 
in the relativistic case. Applying the transformation CS to the relativistic wavefunc­
tion we see that, in the c → ∞ limit, the transfer matrix TΩ relates surface values 
of
 ⎞⎛ ⎜⎜⎜⎝

ψl(rS ) 
∂ψl(rS ) 
∂nS 
+ iσ · [nS ×�ψl(rS )] 
⎟⎟⎟⎠
χ˜rel(rS ) = (5.22)

Since the non-relativistic limit of the large component of the relativistic wavefunction 
is the non-relativistic wavefunction and is diagonal in spin, this is the vector used to 
deﬁne the non-relativistic transfer matrix, except for the second term in the lower 
component which we encountered before in section 4.3.1. This term arises from a 
coupling of the spin and momentum of a relativistic electron when the spin is not 
quantised along the electron’s direction of motion. Note that if the surface S lies in 
the x-y plane and the electron described by χ is moving in the z-direction (k = 0), 
then the extra term vanishes. 
5.2.2 An Analytic Example 
To illustrate the general properties of the transfer matrix we will look at a simple 
example. We consider a region Ω of constant potential V between parallel planes SL 
and SR at z = L and z = R. The transfer matrix for this system could, for example, 
be applied to scattering from a piecewise constant potential, a model which is used 
to study quantum well structures [54], [145]. 
The system is translationally invariant in the x-y plane and we can write the 
wavevector as k = k� + kzzˆ where k� = (kx, ky) is the momentum parallel to SL 
and SR. To construct the k -resolved transfer matrix, TΩ,k , we need the Green’s 
function in Ω whose small components vanish at z = L and z = R. To get this we 
introduce the wavefunctions at energy W in Ω which have vanishing small component 
at z = 0 ⎞⎛ 
ψν (z) = 
⎜⎜⎜⎝

c�(σ k + σzkz)|| · � 
cos kzz φmsW − V − mc2 ⎟⎟⎟⎠
,
 kz =
 1
 (W − V )2 − (mc2)2 − c2�2|k�|2 c�

⎟⎟⎟⎠

sin kzz φms 
(5.23) 
� 
� � 
�

� � 
� � 
� 
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where ν = (k�,ms)‡. The Green’s function with zero amplitude small component 
on SL and SR can then be constructed via the direct method, which yields ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨ ⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

W − V − mc2 
c2�2kx sin kzd
ψk�,ms (z − L)ψk×�,m�s (z − R) z < z
� 
W − V − mc2 
c2�2kx sin kzd
ψk�,ms (z − R)ψk×�,m�s (z − L) z > z
� 
(5.24)
Gk (z, z
�, ; W ) = 
where d = R − L. Letting z and z� approach the surface planes from within Ω gives 
ic� kz cot kzd −i(kx − iky)
FLL = 2W − V − mc −i(kx − iky) −kz cot kzd 
� 
k− z 0
ic�

FLR = 
W − V − mc2 0 kz 
ic� kz 0 
FRL = 2W − V − mc 0 −kz 
ic� −kz cot kzd −i(kx − iky)
FRR = 2 , (5.25)W − V − mc −i(kx − iky) kz cot kzd 
and from these we get the transfer matrix ⎛
 ⎞

cos kzd I2 +
i 
σ k σz sin kzd 
i(W − V + mc2) 
σz sin kzd 
kz 
|| · � c�kz 
i(W − V − mc2) i 
c�kz 
σz sin kzd cos kzd I2 + 
kz 
σ|| · k� σz sin kzd 
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
TΩ,k = .

(5.26) 
The diagonal blocks of TΩ,k each contain a term proportional to σ k which � · �, 
are non-zero when the momentum is not in the direction of the spin. These terms 
are due to the spin-momentum coupling discussed above when comparing the non­
relativistic limit of the boundary values of ψ. This means that we can only directly 
compare the relativistic and non-relativistic transfer matrices at k = 0, when the 
momentum is along the spin-quantisation axis. To take the non-relativistic limit of 
TΩ,k we make the transformation (5.19) which regularizes the limit. For our model 
‡Although they appear diﬀerent to the plane wave solutions to the Dirac equation that we have 
seen before, these wavefunctions do describe electron states because the large (upper) component 
is 1/c times the small (lower component). We can see this by subtracting the rest energy from 
W = E + mc 2 and noting that the upper component is of order c and the lower component is order 
1. 
� �

� � 
� 
� � 
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system, the transformation matrices are ⎛

I2 0 c� 
, CL
−1 = γ+ , γ = 
⎞⎠I2 0 CR =
⎝
 (5.27)
i
 ± 
W − V ± mc20 σz 0
 σz−

γ+ i

Performing the transformation T˜Ω,0 = CRTΩ,k C
−1 gives � L ⎛
 ⎞
sin kzd 
cos kzd I2 − 
kz 
I2⎜⎜⎝
 ⎟⎟⎠
T˜Ω,k k = 0 (5.28)
=
 ,

−kz sin kzd I2 − cos kzd I2 
where we have used the fact that 
1 
=
(W − V − mc2)(W − V + mc2)
=
(W − V )2 − (mc2)2 
= k2 . (5.29)
γ−γ+ c2�2 c2�2 z 
The transfer matrix, T˜Ω,0 is diagonal in spin and is identical to the non-relativistic 
transfer matrix, tΩ,0 for the same system, given by [118] ⎞⎛ 
tΩ,0 = ⎝
 sin kzd cos kzd − kz ⎠
,
 (5.30)

−kz sin kzd − cos kzd 
and we see that the relativistic transfer matrix has the correct non-relativistic limit 
when the momentum is along the spin-quantisation axis. 
A further useful property of the transfer matrix is illustrated by considering, for 
simplicity, the free space relativistic transfer matrix in 1-dimension, TΩ,0, given by ⎞⎛ 
TΩ,0 =

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

i 
cos kzd I2 σz sin kzd 
γ+kz 
i 
σz sin kzd cos kzd I2
γ−kz 
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
 (5.31)

where we continue to use k = 0 for transparency. The eigenvalues, λ±,ms of TΩ,0 
are 
λ±,ms = cos kzd ± i sin kd = e±ikz d (5.32) 
with (unnormalized) eigenvectors 
φmsU±,ms = (5.33) ±γ+σzkzφms 
The eigenvectors are the surface values of a relativistic plane wave on the surface 
at z = 0 and the eigenvalues are the twofold spin-degenerate pair e±ikz d . We will 
� 
� 
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d 
Ω 
SL SR 
Figure 5-6: Geometry for calculating the transfer matrix for a bulk crystal. Adjacent 
layers are related by a translation d which takes surface SL through region Ω to SR. 
expand on this idea in the next section. 
5.3 The Transfer Matrix and Complex Band Structures 
Having investigated the general transfer matrix, we will now concentrate on a spe­
ciﬁc case in which the region, Ω, is a representative layer of a bulk crystal with 
three-dimensional translational symmetry as shown in ﬁgure 5-6. This layer can 
reproduce the bulk crystal by repetitions normal to the layers (the z-direction) with 
an associated layer-layer translation vector, d, which reﬂects the bulk translational 
symmetry and takes a point on surface SL to an equivalent point on SR. 
Bloch states in the bulk crystal satisfy 
Ψ(rR) = Ψ(rL + d) = e
ik·dΨ(rL) (5.34) 
where rR is on SR and rL is on SL. The transfer matrix for region Ω relates the 
boundary values of the wavefunction on SL and SR 
Ψ(rR) = d
2 rLTΩ(rR, rL)Ψ(rL) (5.35) 
SL 
and comparing with (5.34) gives the eigenvalue problem 
d2 r�L TΩ(rL + d, r
�
L)Ψ(r
�
L) = λ Ψ(rL). (5.36) 
SL 
Eigenvectors of TΩ are therefore Bloch states on SL with eigenvalues 
λ = e±ik·d . (5.37) 
This is comparable with the properties of the free particle transfer matrix in the 
previous section. We also note that if TΩ transfers ΨL to ΨR, then the inverse 
� 
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transfer matrix, TΩ
−1 maps ΨR onto ΨL. 
5.3.1 Complex Bands 
In a crystal with inﬁnite translational symmetry, only eigenvectors of the translation 
operator, the Bloch states with real wavevectors k are allowed, and their variation 
with energy gives the band structure of the crystal. The restriction to real k is due 
to the requirement that the wavefunction should be normalizable over the crystal. 
rIf the wavevector in the Bloch phase factor eik· is complex, k = kR ± ikI then 
there are wavefunctions which grow or decay exponentially through the crystal, 
re±kI · , and they cannot be normalised. If the inﬁnite translational symmetry is 
broken, for example by a surface, then states which decay away from the surface 
into the crystal can be normalised and the requirement that k is real no longer 
holds. The variation with energy of wavevectors which are in general complex is the 
complex band structure. The bands extend into the complex plane whenever there 
is a maximum or minimum in the real bands, and either connect back to another 
extremum in the real bands in a closed loop or extend to inﬁnity as approximately 
parabolic free electron-like bands [146], [147]. 
The complex bands are particularly useful for investigating surface and inter­
face states and transport properties. We have already seen that surface states cor­
respond to electrons which are localised in the surface region. This means that 
their wavefunctions decay into the crystal and they must have an imaginary part 
in the wavevectors of the Bloch states that make up the wavefunction in the region 
away from the surface where the potential becomes bulk-like normal to the surface 
kz = kz
R + ikz
I . These surface states cannot have wavevectors in the energy range of 
Bloch states if they are truly localised, and surface states lie in the energy gaps of 
the real bands [147] [148]. From (5.34) we see that the magnitude of the imaginary 
part of the wavevector determines the decay of the localised surface states into the 
bulk crystal. 
The implication of complex wavevectors for transport calculations can be illus­
trated by considering the elementary problem of tunneling through a one-dimensional 
barrier of height V and width d. In this case, the wavevector is a function of the 
energy, in the non-relativistic case k = 2(E − V ). If the energy of the wavefunc­
tion is above the barrier, E > V and the wavevector is real, while for states with 
energy E < V , k is imaginary and the probability of tunneling through the bar­
rier is proportional to e−2kd and the wavefunction decays exponentially inside the 
barrier [30]. This idea can be extended to more complicated systems with the com­
plex wavevector of the Bloch states playing the role of k in the simple model. As a 
consequence, complex band structures have been used, for example, to investigate 
magnetic tunnel junctions, [118], [149], molecular electronic devices [150], quantum 
transport [151] and carbon nanotubes [152]. 
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We can easily connect the transfer matrix, TΩ, to the complex bands by ﬁrst 
noting that it is constructed by the Green’s function at energy W for region Ω and 
so depends on W and we can write TΩ(W ). The eigenfunctions of TΩ(W ) are the 
boundary values of the Bloch states in the crystal with eigenvalue eik·d . The real 
wavevectors k clearly give the real bands of the crystal, W (k). For the real bands, 
we have already seen that time reversal symmetries of an inﬁnite crystal lead to the 
property of the real bands that W (k) = W (−k) [5]. This means that the eigenvalues 
of TΩ occur in pairs λ and λ
� such that 
λ = e ik·d , λ� = e−ik·d , λλ� = 1 (5.38) 
However, λ� is an eigenvalue of the inverse transfer matrix TΩ
−1, hence the eigenvalue 
spectrum of TΩ and TΩ
−1 is the same. If we now generalise to include the complex 
wavevectors then we can classify the eigenvalues by |λ|. Those eigenvalues with 
|λ| = 1 are the Bloch states which give rise to the real bands. Those with |λ| > 1 or 
|λ| < 1 are states which decay within the crystal, described by wavevectors with a 
non-zero imaginary part in the complex band structure. We will now show how this 
can be applied to the bulk crystal in an embedding calculation. 
5.3.2 Complex Bands from an Embedded Layer 
To calculate the complex bands for a bulk crystal we need to generate the transfer 
matrix, TΩ, for our representative layer. This is constructed from the Green’s func­
tion with zero amplitude small component on SL and SR, which can be found from 
an embedding calculation with embedding potentials set to zero in SL and SR. In 
order to simplify the LAPW expansions of the Green’s function and transfer matrix, 
we can transfer the boundary condition on SL and SR to planes PL and PL (see 
ﬁgure 5-7). The ﬁrst auxiliary region Ω1 is made by adding buﬀer volumes ΔL and 
ΔR to either side of Ω, transferring the boundary conditions on the curvy surfaces 
SL and SR to the planes PL and PR. The second auxiliary volume, Ω2 consists of 
ΔL and Δ
�
R, where Δ
�
R is ΔR − d. This is essentially the same as the setup for the 
iterative method of generating the embedding potential outlined in section 5.1.2. 
The transfer matrices for the auxiliary volumes can be written as products of 
the transfer matrices for the buﬀer regions and Ω 
TΩ1 = TΔR TΩTΔL , TΩ2 = TΔ� TΔL . (5.39)R 
Note the ordering, since the transfer matrices act on wavefunctions to the right 
and transfer the boundary conditions from left to right, PL → PR. If some general 
transfer matrix transfers the boundary condition from surface SL SR then its → 
inverse takes us from SR → SL and we can deﬁne a new transfer matrix T such that 
� 
� 
� � 
µ� 
�
� 
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Ω1 Ω2 
Ω 
ΔL ΔR ΔL Δ
�
R 
z z 
PL SL SR PR L 0 PL SL PR
� L� 
Figure 5-7: Geometry for generating the bulk transfer matrix from an LAPW em­
bedding calculation. Volume Ω1 consists of Ω, between SL and SR extended by buﬀer 
regions ΔL and ΔR to planes PL and PR. Volume Ω2 has ΔL and Δ
�
R bounded by 
planes PL and PR
� . ΔR and Δ�R are related by a layer-layer bulk lattice vector d. 
T = TΩ1 TΩ
−
2 
1 = TΔR TΩTΔ
−
�
1 . (5.40) 
R 
The ﬁrst matrix, T
Δ
−
�
1 , takes us from PR
� to SL, the second through Ω to SR and the 
R 
third from SR to PR. The eigenvectors of TΩ are the boundary values of Bloch states 
on SL, therefore the eigenvectors of T are the eigenvectors of TΩ on SL transferred 
to PR
� . 
For the geometry in ﬁgure 5-7, quantities on the planes can be expanded in a set 
of plane wave basis functions 
χµ = 
1
ei(k�+g)·r� φms , µ = (g,ms) (5.41)A
where A is the area of unit cell parallel to PL, g is a two-dimensional reciprocal 
lattice vector and the parallel momentum k is in the ﬁrst two-dimensional Brillouin 
zone. We neglect the small component of the plane waves since the Green’s function 
used to deﬁne the transfer matrix has zero small components on the planes. The 
bulk complex band structure at k is found by solving the eigenvalue equation 
e ig·d|| Tµµ� (W, k )Uµ� = e ikz dz Uµ (5.42) 
where the phase factor eig·d|| must be included when the translation d is not normal 
to PL. The eigenvectors, U , are the surface values of the bulk Bloch states at k
and their eigenvalues give the complex bands. 
� 
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The eigenvalues, λ = e±ikz dz of T with |λ| = 1 are part of the conventional band 
structure, with kz real, and describe Bloch states travelling towards +∞ for kz > 0 
and −∞ with kz < 0. Eigenvalues with |λ| = 1 are evanescent states, � kz is complex, 
which decay towards +∞ for |λ| < 1 and −∞ if |λ| > 1. 
The advantages of calculating the complex bands from the transfer matrix are 
that we only need to explicitly consider a single layer of bulk, we do not need to know 
the speciﬁc form of the curvy surfaces SL and SR and we have Green’s functions 
and transfer matrices deﬁned on planar surfaces, allowing for simple plane wave 
expansions. 
5.3.3 Results: Some Fully Relativistic Complex Band Structures 
Before presenting the results of relativistic complex band structure calculations in 
the LAPW basis, there are some points regarding the choice of basis functions which 
should be explained. Wavevectors for the LAPW basis functions are 
k = k� + g ± knzˆ (5.43) 
where g is a two-dimensional reciprocal lattice vector. The wavevectors normal to 
PL, in the z-direction, are deﬁned over the distances L and L
� in order to retain 
variational freedom in the basis; 
2nπ 2nπ 
kn = in Ω
�, kn = in Ω��. (5.44)
L L� 
The sizes of the two volumes in the z-direction are related by PR −PL = PR� −PL� +dz. 
The potential in the buﬀer regions is arbitrary but for practical purposes can be 
chosen to be a smooth extension of the interstitial potential. 
In a typical LAPW surface calculation, the number of plane wave basis functions 
is determined by deﬁning a maximum ’cut-oﬀ’ 3-dimensional reciprocal lattice vector 
Gmax and the k are chosen to lie within a sphere of radius Gmax for a given k [118] 
{|g + knzˆ|} ≤ |Gmax|. (5.45) 
This means that the number of kn, or nmax, is determined by Gmax and the number 
of kn for a given |g| decreases as we approach the cutoﬀ radius Gmax. The transfer 
matrix used for the bulk complex band structure is constructed from projections 
of the Green’s function for region Ω onto the embedding planes PL and PR. The 
complex band structure is therefore dependent on the accuracy of these surface 
projections. The lack of a suﬃcient number of kn close to Gmax can lead to an 
insuﬃcient representation of the transfer matrix, resulting in unphysical Bloch states 
in the band structure due to incorrect eigenvectors of the transfer matrix. This 
is because strongly decaying evanescent states with very large two dimensional g 
� � 
�
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vectors are inadequately described and appear as Bloch states in the real band 
structure [118]. To remedy this problem, the two-dimensional g are chosen from a 
circle of radius Gmax and the kn are chosen over the length L in ﬁgure 5-7, up to 
some chosen nmax 
2πn |g| ≤ |Gmax|||, kn = L , n ≤ nmax (5.46) 
leading to a cylindrical basis set. This basis contains larger kn than the spherical 
basis and some care has to be taken when constructing the matrix elements because 
large g correspond to high kinetic energies and these contributions must also be 
included in the Hamiltonian in the atomic spheres. One way to remedy this is 
to use larger angular momentum cutoﬀs inside the spheres [118]. The approach 
used in the calculations presented in this work is that of Soler and Williams [153]. 
Instead of increasing the angular momentum cutoﬀ in the spheres, the plane wave 
matrix elements are calculated throughout the whole region (interstitial and atomic 
spheres) and the contribution from the plane waves is then subtracted from the 
atomic spheres. This is achieved by expanding the plane waves in spherical waves 
up to the same angular momentum cutoﬀ as the atomic solutions. The contribution 
to the high g vectors is accounted for in the LAPW expansion coeﬃcients. 
First we calculate the Hamiltonian and overlap matrix elements for volumes Ω1 
and Ω2 for a chosen parallel wavevector k , in the ﬁrst Brillouin zone. Next, the 
Green’s function for each volume is calculated over a range of energies, W 
]−1[GΩi (W )]νν� = [WOΩi − HΩi νν� , ν = (k,ms) (5.47) 
where W is typically chosen to be complex with a small imaginary part. To construct 
the transfer matrix, we use ⎛ ⎞ 
FRRF 
−1 FRL − FRRF −1FLLLR LR⎜ ⎟
TΩi = ⎝ ⎠ (5.48) 
F −1 −F −1 LR LRFLL 
where FLL = −ic�Gll(rL, r�L)σL etc. We need to expand the large-large components 
of the Green’s functions on the planes PL etc. To do this we use the large component 
of the plane wave LAPW basis functions 
� � 2 �� 
GΩi (ZS , ZS� ; W, k�) µµ� = V A 
d2 r||ψν (r) [GΩi (W )]νν� ψν
×
� (r) 
nn� 
2 � 
= δ(g − g�) [GΩi ]νν� sin(knZS ) sin(kn� ZS� ). (5.49)L 
nn� 
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The sum is over kn and kn� and the index µ = (g,ms) labels only the reciprocal 
lattice vectors and the spin. The sin dependence is replaced with cosines for cos-like 
basis functions and ZS and ZS
� are the z positions of the planes PL, PR and so on 
for the FLL etc. The distance L is the distance between the planes at in Ωi, not the 
distance L over which the kn are deﬁned. The σS matrices in the FSS� are just σz 
and we must be careful to include the correct sign for the normal derivative, −1 for 
ZS
� on PL and +1 for ZS
� on PR. Substituting into (5.48) gives the transfer matrix 
at energy W for volume Ωi indexed by reciprocal lattice vectors and spins ⎤⎡ 
T ll (W ) T ls (W )Ωi Ωi⎢⎣
 ⎥⎦
 , µ = (g,ms). (5.50) 
T sl (W ) T ss(W ) 
µµ�Ωi Ωi 
We then use (5.40) to construct the transfer matrix T for Ω and solve (5.42) for 
the eigenvalues to get the complex bands. 
Figures 5-9 - 5-12 show scalar relativistic and fully relativistic complex band 
structures for fcc gold along the Γ-X (001) and Γ-L (111) directions. Figure 5­
8 shows the fcc Brillouin zone, with symmetry labels (reproduced from [154]). 
Figure 5-8: The Brillouin zone for an fcc lattice, showing symmetry points. 
In each of the ﬁgures, the red lines are the real bands, with Im(k) = 0 and 
the central panel shows k increasing from left to right, from the Γ point, at the 
centre of the Brillouin zone, along Δ to X at the centre of the square (001) face, or 
along Λ to L at the centre of the hexagonal (111) face (see ﬁgure 5-8). The Green 
lines in the left panels show the purely imaginary bands with Re(k) = 0. Only 
those with π ≥ Im(k) ≥ 0 are shown for clarity, but are identical to those with 
−π ≤ Im(k) =≤ 0. The Green lines in the right panels are the bands with Re(k) at 
either X or L, and again are symmetrical about the real axis but are shown only for 
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Figure 5-9: The scalar relativistic complex band structure of Au along Γ-X (001). 
0 ≥ Im(k) ≥ 0. The blue lines in the central panel are the general complex bands 
projected on to the real axis. 
The real bands are labelled by their symmetry and these labels show how the 
Bloch states for each band transform under the symmetry operations of the point 
group of the Brillouin zone along a particular direction. For example, at the zone 
centre, the Γ point, the Brillouin zone has full octahedral symmetry, Oh, but as we 
move from Γ to X, along Δ, the group changes to the point group of a square, C4v, 
and then to the group D4h (4-fold rotations and mirror planes) at X [5]. Wavefunc­
tions must transform as irreducible representations of the particular symmetries of 
the Brillouin zone [132] and so at the centre, we can take linear combinations of the 
s, p and d orbitals which generate the irreducible representations of Oh. Along Δ, 
these linear combinations will not, in general have the appropriate symmetries and 
we will have to take new ones to generate the irreducible representations of C4v. 
This means that the degeneracies due to the linear combinations at Γ will be lifted 
and the bands will split. For example, at Γ the three p-orbitals are symmetrically 
equivalent, but as we move along the kz axis, combinations of px and py transform as 
a diﬀerent representation of C4v to pz. As a result, the Bloch states which give rise 
to the energy bands will have diﬀerent symmetries along diﬀerent crystal directions, 
and the bands can be labelled by these symmetries. 
The only signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the scalar-relativistic versus fully relativistic 
calculations is the inclusion of spin-orbit interaction in the relativistic calculation. 
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Figure 5-10: Fully relativistic complex band structure of Au along Γ-X (001). 
The eﬀect of this is clearly visible when comparing the complex bands. In the rela­
tivistic band structures, we see that the spin-orbit interaction lifts the degeneracies 
of some of the bands due to the diﬀerent symmetries of the wavefunctions, but does 
not produce a spin-splitting because of the inversion symmetry present in the bulk 
crystal. 
General features of the complex bands are the presence of free electron like, 
almost parabolic bands continuing from the real bands into the complex plane (Green 
lines). It is clear that there are also bands in these regions which are closed loops 
connecting real bands with the same symmetry across the band gaps near the Fermi 
level at X and L. There are also complex bands connecting extrema of the real 
bands. For example, in the relativistic bands along Au(111), a line connects the 
minimum of the Λ4 band near -3 eV to the maximum of the Λ4 band at -4 eV. 
In the non-relativistic bands along Au(001) we see that there is also a loop in the 
complex plane connecting, at ≈ 1.5 eV, to a maximum of the purely imaginary line 
which continues from the joining of the Δ2 and Δ5 at the Γ point, at around -3 eV. 
A similar feature appears in the relativistic bands along Γ-X, along with a second 
loop connecting a maximum and minimum of the imaginary bands continuing the 
Δ7 and Δ6 bands near -3 eV, and the Δ7 band at Γ near -4 eV. 
The calculations were performed with the cylindrical basis consisting of 673 2-d 
reciprocal lattice vectors, up to a cut-oﬀ length of 18.1 r−1 and 30 kn. The lattice B 
parameter was 4.08 A˚, and the distance, L, over which the basis functions are deﬁned 
was 8.7 rB (see ﬁgure 5-7). Embedding planes were placed at PL = 1.5 rB and 
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Figure 5-11: Scalar relativistic complex band structure of Au along Γ-L (111). 
PR = 7.2 rB , chosen so that they gave suﬃcient interstitial distance on either side of 
the atomic sphere, radius 2.72 rB , centred at z=4.35. 8016 energy points were used 
over the range -0.1 to 0.5 Hartrees and a small imaginary part 1.5 × 10−4 Hartrees 
was added to each energy. The bulk potential and Fermi energy came from a scalar-
relativistic APW calculation in the LDA approximation using the Perdew-Zunger 
parameterization of the exchange-correlation potential. 
5.4	 The Transfer Matrix and the Bulk Embedding Po­
tential 
At the beginning of this chapter we discussed some ways of generating the bulk 
embedding potential. The ﬁrst method was in terms of the reﬂection matrix for a 
bulk LKKR calculation, but there are problems with using this for a full potential 
LAPW surface calculation due to the muﬃn tin approximation. We also discussed 
the iterative methods, either using an embedding plane located half-way between 
atomic layers or by using two auxiliary volumes consisting of buﬀer regions similar 
to those used for calculating the complex bands via the transfer matrix. Iterative 
methods for generating the embedding potential are not ideal since they are sensitive 
to the input ’guess’ for the embedding potential, which is often generated from a 
separate calculation [105], or can converge poorly over certain energy ranges in the 
band structure or for energies with a very small imaginary part [105], [118]. In 
this section we will describe how the bulk embedding potential that replaces a bulk 
� 
µµ� 
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Figure 5-12: Fully relativistic band structure of Au along Γ-L (111) 
substrate may also be calculated from the transfer matrix. 
Recall that the embedding potential at energy W relates the amplitude of large 
and small components of the wavefunction on the embedding surface S 
ψs(rS ) = ic� d2 r�S · Γ(rS , rS� ; W )σψl(r�S ). (5.51) 
S 
For our embedded bulk layer in ﬁgure 5-7, having introduced the buﬀer region ΔL, 
the embedding potential for the crystal to the left of SL is transferred to the plane 
PL where it can be expanded in plane waves over PL 
1 �� � 
Γ(rL, r
�
L; W, k ) = Γ(W, k ) χµ(rL)χ
† (r�L). (5.52)� A � µµ� µ� 
where we have used the basis functions in (5.41). This matrix representation of Γ 
gives a set of linear equations which allow Γ to be determined as follows. 
For the bulk crystal, the embedding potential can be used to relate the boundary 
values of the large and small components of Bloch states incident on PL. The 
eigenvectors of the transfer matrix T are the boundary values of Bloch states on PR
� . 
To construct the embedding potential on PL to give the correct outgoing boundary 
condition we need the Bloch states on PL which decay and travel away from the 
surface, i.e. those with eigenvalue |λ| ≥ 1 and kz < 0. The inverse transfer matrix for 
volume Ω2 transfers the boundary condition from PR
� to PL, so if Uj is an eigenvector 
of T on PR
� then ψj = TΩ
−
2 
1Uj is a Bloch state on PR
� back projected through Ω2 onto 
� � � � 
� � 
� � 
�
µ� 
µµ� 
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PL. 
If we write the eigenvectors, ψj on PL as the columns of matrices consisting of 
large and small components of ψj 
Ψl = ψ1
l , ψ2
l , , [Ψs] = (ψ1
s, ψ2
s , ) , (5.53)· · · · · · 
then the equation relating large and small components via the embedding potential 
becomes, in symbolic matrix notation, 
[Ψs] = −ic� [Γ(W )] σz Ψl . (5.54) 
Since the eigenvectors form a linearly independent set, we can rearrange this equation 
to solve for the embedding potential 
i � �−1 
[Γ(W )] = [Ψs] Ψl σz. (5.55) 
c� 
We must of course choose the eigenvectors which correspond to the outgoing bound­
ary condition on PL; those which decay or travel away from the surface into the 
crystal. These can be sorted by their eigenvalues as discussed in relation to the 
complex bands. 
5.4.1 The Bulk Embedding Potential in the LAPW Basis 
So far we have described the method for generating the embedding potential from 
the transfer matrix in a rather general way. We will now be more speciﬁc and show 
how it can be achieved with a relativistic LAPW basis set. 
First, we calculate the eigenvalues, λj and eigenvectors Uµj of T (W, k ) µµ� (see 
equation 5.42) on PR
� . There are 4N eigenvalues, corresponding to a pair e±ikz dz for 
each spin ms. If we have a basis consisting of N g-vectors, then each eigenvector Uµj , 
µ = (g,ms), will be a column vector with 4N rows; a large and small component 
for each of the two spins ms. The eigenvectors are transferred back through Ω2 onto 
PL, �� � 
TΩ
−
2 
1 [Uj ]µ� = [ψj ]µ (5.56) 
to give the boundary values of the Bloch states on PL, ψµj . 
We now choose the states satisfying the outgoing boundary condition on PL by 
examining the eigenvalues. It is straightforward to separate out those states which 
decay away from PL, as these have eigenvalues with |λj | > 1. More diﬃcult are the 
travelling states, since states corresponding to the real bands have |λj | = 1, which 
does not determine whether they travel away from or towards PL. For these we 
calculate their group velocity normal to PL, vj , as the states we want have negative 
� 
µµ� 
� � 
� � 
� � 
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vj . The relativistic velocity operator is cα and we calculate vj from 
vj = [ψj ]
† 
µ [αz]µµ� [ψj ]µ� , (5.57) 
where 
0 [σz]µµ� 
� � 
[αz] = [σz]µµ� = δgg� δmsm�s δ − δ
 (5.58)
1 1,
 .
ms −ms[σz]µµ� 0 2 2 
In this way, the 4N states are reduced to 2N outgoing states travelling or decaying 
away from PL into the crystal. The Bloch states satisfying the appropriate outgoing 
boundary condition are then put into the 2N × 2N matrices of large and small 
components Ψl 
µj 
and [Ψs]µj and ,ﬁnally, we construct the matrix representation 
of the embedding potential on PL through 
� 
Γ(W, k ) 
� 
µµ� =
i � 
[Ψs]µj 
� 
Ψl 
�−1 
[σz]µ��µ� . (5.59)� c� jµ��
jµ�� 
This is the embedding potential for the semi-inﬁnite bulk crystal to the left of SL 
transferred through the buﬀer region ΔL on to PL and contains all the information 
about the Bloch and evanescent waves satisfying the outgoing boundary condition on 
SL (i.e. the complex band structure). If we use this embedding potential to represent 
the substrate in an embedded surface calculation, we must include the buﬀer region 
ΔL in the embedded surface region to ensure that we impose the correct boundary 
condition on the ’real’ embedding surface SL. 
5.4.2 The Vacuum Embedding Potential 
At this point, having discussed the construction of the embedding potential describ­
ing a semi-inﬁnite substrate from the transfer matrix, it is convenient to extend the 
discussion to the other embedding potential needed in an embedded surface calcu­
lation. It is assumed that the vacuum level, V0 is constant and we can derive an 
analytic expression for the embedding potential on the plane P . To do so, we note 
that wavefunctions in the constant potential vacuum are relativistic plane waves 
φms ik rψ(r) = e · , (5.60)
γσ kφms· 
where 
c� 1 � 
k = k�+g+kzzˆ, γ = W − V0 + mc2 , kz = c� (W − V0)
2 − (mc2)2 − c2�2|k� + g|2 . 
(5.61) 
� 
�
� � 
� � 
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and assume that the vacuum includes +∞ so that wavefunctions satisfying the out­
going boundary condition on P correspond to kz ≥ 0. The embedding potential 
relates large and small components of the wavefunctions on the plane P and can be 
expanded on P as 
PΓ(rP , r
�
P ; W ) = (2π
1
)2 
d2k� Γ(W, k�)eik�·(rP −r
� ) (5.62) 
A 
and we can determine Γ(W, k ) by substituting (5.60) into (5.51) to get 
Γ(W, k ) = 
−i � 
σ k σz + kz 
� 
. (5.63)� W − V0 + mc2 · �
It is clear that this expression is independent of the position of the embedding plane 
for a region of constant potential as we would expect. 
Writing out the σ matrices explicitly we have 
−i kz −kx − gx + iky + gy
Γ(W, k ) = . (5.64)� W − V0 + mc2 kx + gx + iky + gy kz 
It is obvious that this vanishes as c → ∞, but from section 4.3.1 we know that we 
must include a factor of c2�2 to take the non-relativistic limit. Doing this, we get 
Γ(W, k ) = 
−i�2 kz −kx − gx + iky + gy 
. (5.65)� 2m kx + gx + iky + gy kz 
The diagonal terms are identical to the non-relativistic embedding potential for free 
space. Once again we have the extra oﬀ diagonal terms due to the coupling of spin 
and momentum that we encountered in section 4.3.1. 
5.5 The Embedding Potential and Ballistic Transport 
Before moving on to the application of the relativistic embedding method to surface 
calculations, we will present a short discussion of its role in transport calculations. 
Recent interest in spintronics and molecular electronics means that much attention 
is focussed on the transport properties of thin interface layers and organic molecules 
or carbon nanotubes attached to semi-inﬁnite leads. 
Various levels of complexity are used to approximate electron transport in real 
devices, ranging from those which attempt to describe all the scattering of the elec­
trons within the material to those which include only the most basic, dominant 
scattering processes. 
In general, we could calculate the transition probability from one multi electron 
state to another as a result of the applied ﬁeld but this would require understanding 
of the time-dependence of the many electron wavefunctions and is extremely diﬃcult 
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to solve. By considering the current as a linear response to the applied ﬁeld, the 
transport properties, including both elastic and inelastic scattering, can be calculated 
with the Kubo method [155], [156], which is typically formulated in terms of non-
equilibrium Green’s functions and is well suited to systems where impurity eﬀects 
are important or interdiﬀusion causes surface ’roughness’ [157]. This approach has 
been applied to a range of systems, most notably, in the context of this work, to 
giant magnetoresistance in multi layered systems in the KKR-CPA approximation 
[158], [159], [157], [160]. The disadvantage of using the Kubo formula is that it 
involves evaluation of time-averaged quantities and certain approximations must be 
made [161]. 
If processes such as electron-electron and electron-phonon scattering happen on 
average on a length scale λ, then in devices whose size is less than λ these processes 
will not in general occur during transport through the device. We may therefore 
describe the conductance in terms of reﬂection and transmission of single particle 
wavefunctions at the interface between the device and the leads and the electrons 
do not scatter (change their energy) in travelling across the device, therefore the 
wavevector, k, is a good quantum number, this is ballistic transport . 
5.5.1 The Landauer-Bu¨ttiker Formula 
An important method of calculating conductances in terms of interface reﬂection 
and transmission coeﬃcients is the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker formulation [162], [163], [164]. 
This has been applied to nanostructures in wave-function matching calculations 
[165], [166] where reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients are calculated by direct 
matching of Bloch states across the device region, and within the non-relativistic 
embedding framework [46], [118]. The Kubo and Landauer-Bu¨ttiker formulas are, 
naturally, equivalent in the appropriate limits [164]. 
To derive an expression for the conductance, we assume that our device, Ω, 
is connected on either side to reservoirs L and R and the system is in thermal 
equilibrium. In moving from L to R, electrons are only scattered at the interfaces 
between Ω and L and Ω and R and travel ballistically across Ω. A potential diﬀerence 
V applied across Ω results in a diﬀerence δE = eV between the chemical potentials 
in L, µL and R, µR as illustrated in ﬁgure 5-13. If we consider, for the sake of 
simplicity, a situation in which there is a single conduction channel1 then at low 
temperatures, where we can assume that states are ﬁlled up to µL and µR, the 
current from L to R is � kF 
IL R = e dk v(k), (5.66)→
0 
1This could be a reasonable model of a 1-d quantum wire connected to point contact leads. 
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µL 
eV = µL − µR 
µR 
L Ω R 
Figure 5-13: Schematic view of a device, Ω, connected to left, L, and right hand, R, 
leads. Electron states in the leads are ﬁlled up to the chemical potentials µL and 
µR. A potential diﬀerence V applied across the device causes an energy oﬀset, δE 
in the chemical potentials δE = eV = µL − µR. 
where the group velocity of the state at k is 
1 ∂E 
v(k) = . (5.67)
� ∂k 
The density of states is given by 
∂k 
n(E) = (5.68)
∂E 
and the integral over k can be turned into an energy integral for the current from L 
to R � 
2e µL ∂E ∂k e 
IL R = dE = µL, (5.69)→ � 0 ∂k ∂E �
where the factor of 2 comes from the spin-degeneracy of the channel. 
A similar argument follows for the current IR L ﬂowing from R to L and the →
conductance, C, is related to the net current, 
IL R − IR L 2e2 
C = 
→ →
= . (5.70)
V � 
Thus, for a single channel, the conductance across a device where scattering processes 
may be ignored is a ﬁxed value, the conductance quantum, equal to 7.748 × 10−5Ω−1 
(which is an equivalent resistance of ≈ 12907Ω). 
In a system where several independent bands or conduction channels exist, the 
situation becomes more complex. For example, in a device connected between semi 
inﬁnite leads we must consider the transmission of Bloch states in the leads across 
the device. If we deﬁne a coeﬃcient, tij , describing the transmission of Bloch state i 
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L Ω
 R 
SL SR 
Figure 5-14: The geometry for a typical transport calculation. The ’device region’, 
Ω is connected to semi-inﬁnite leads L and R at the surfaces SL and SR. 
in L, across the device into Bloch state j in R, then the conductance is given by [155] 
2e2 � 2C = 
� 
|tij | , (5.71) 
ij 
where the sum is over all current carrying channels. This is the so called two-
terminal Landauer equation for a system consisting of multiple conduction channels 
and describes the conductance in a situation where the potential diﬀerence and 
current across the device are measured at the same point in the leads L and R. 
In many measurements of conductance through mesoscopic devices, the potential 
diﬀerence and current are measured at diﬀerent points and the extension of the 
Landauer approach to these four-terminal measurements was introduced by Bu¨ttiker 
[163]. However, there are many situations in which two-terminal measurements are 
performed [167], particularly where the devices are exceptionally small, for example 
quantum dots [168]. 
The dependence of the transmission on the available conduction channels for 
Bloch states means that the embedding method is particularly well suited to bal­
listic transport problems. Because it represents a true semi-inﬁnite lead, the em­
bedding potential contains all the information about these conduction channels via 
the complex band structure. The non-relativistic embedding method has been ap­
plied to the conductance of long chain organic molecules, namely DNA, within a 
tight binding framework [119] and a carbon nanotube connected to semi-inﬁnite 
leads [120] . An FLAPW implementation based on the transfer matrix has also 
been used to study ballistic transport through vacuum and ferromagnetic tunnel 
junctions [46], [169], [170] and oxygen doped Au and Ag wires [171]. 
Many transport studies make use of a well known formula for the transmission, 
T , across a device region Ω, connected to semi-inﬁnite leads L and R as in ﬁgure 
5.72 [152], [46], [119], [151], [117]: 
� 
� � � 
� � 
� � 
� � � �
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T = 4 Tr [ImΣLGLRImΣRG
∗ (5.72)RL] . 
The Green’s functions GLR and GRL are the Green’s functions of the device region 
Ω with r and r� on surfaces SL and SR connecting the leads L and R to Ω. The 
quantities ImΣ are variously interpreted as the ’self-energy’ on SL and SR or the 
imaginary part of the embedding potentials for the semi-inﬁnite leads on SL and SR. 
The trace contains a sum over the conduction channels and a particular advantage of 
the expression (5.72) is that it is independent of the explicit representation of these 
channels [119]. In the remainder of this section we will show how the relativistic 
embedding potential leads to a natural deﬁnition of a set of surface functions suitable 
for deﬁning the channels and use these to derive a relativistic equivalent of (5.72). 
5.5.2 Embedding and the Surface Current 
To see how the embedding potential arises naturally in a description of transport 
across the interface between the device region and the leads we consider the rela­
tivistic current operator, cα. The current across a surface S is given by 
JS = c d
2 rS · ψ†(rS ) α ψ(rS ) (5.73) 
S 
and we can write this in terms of the large and small components of the wavefunction 
and the Pauli σ matrices 
JS = c d
2 rS · ψl†(rS ) σ ψs(rS ) + ψs†(rS ) σ ψl(rS ) . (5.74) 
S 
The embedding potential Γ(rS , r
�
S ) relates the amplitude of the large and small 
components of ψ(r) on S and we can use this property to write the current in terms 
of only the large component of the wavefunction on S, 
JS = c 
2� d2 rS d2 rS� ψl
†(rS )Σ(rS , r�S )ψl(r
�
S). (5.75) 
S S 
We have introduced the 2 × 2 surface quantity 
Σ(rS , r
�
S ) = iσS Γ(rS , r
�
S ) − Γ†(r�S , rS) σS� (5.76) 
where σS = σ · rS and σS� = σ r�S . In the non-relativistic case, Σ becomes the · 
imaginary part of the embedding potential [46]. This is due to the reciprocity of the 
G−1 G−1embedding potential: 0 (rS , r
�
S ) = 0 (r
�
S , rS ) 
∗
, but this is not generally true 
for the relativistic embedding potential because we evaluate the Green’s function at 
energy W + iη, which ensures the correct outgoing boundary condition. 
The fact that we can write the surface current in terms of the embedding potential 
is not surprising since we know that Γ describes the band structure of the leads which 
� 
� 
� 
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contains all the information about the Bloch states incident on S. We must however 
be careful regarding the direction of the current JS because of the outgoing boundary 
condition implicit in the embedding potential. This means that, for the geometry 
in ﬁgure 5-14, JS is actually the current ﬂowing out of the device region Ω into the 
leads. 
5.5.3 Channel Functions 
We have already seen that the electron states in the semi-inﬁnite leads connected to 
our device are either extended Bloch states or evanescent surface or interface states 
which decay into the lead away from the interface. Only the Bloch states carry 
current in the leads and these are a natural choice of functions for transmission 
calculations across interfaces [46], [149], [172]. The disadvantage of describing the 
conduction channels across SL and SR by the current carrying Bloch states is that 
Bloch states are only orthogonal on a surface in the case of free electron leads [46], 
[117]. For more realistic systems it would be useful to have a set of functions which 
are automatically orthogonal on SL and SR to allow simpliﬁcation of numerical 
calculations or to aid physical insight. These are the channel functions and follow 
from the description of the current in terms of the embedding potential [117]. 
We can deﬁne the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of Σ(rS , r
�
S ) through 
d2 rS Σ(rS , r
�
S )Ui(r
�
S) = λiUi(rS ). (5.77) 
S 
The eigenvalues of Σ are real and the eigenfunctions are orthogonal on S because Σ 
is clearly Hermitian from its deﬁnition (5.5.2). The Ui(rS ) are 2 × 1 spinors because 
of the 2 × 2 nature of Σ and can be identiﬁed with the surface values of the large 
component of a state ψi in the lead. The corresponding small component on S can 
be determined via the embedding potential, and extended into Ω using the Green’s 
function for region Ω 
ψ(r) = ic� d2 rS · G(r, rS )αψ(rS ), (5.78) 
S 
so that the Ui deﬁne channel functions in the leads. They can be normalised over S 
d2 rS Ui
†(rS )Uj (rS ) = δij . (5.79) 
S 
Multiplying (5.77) from the left by Uj
†(rS ), integrating over S, using (5.79) and 
comparing with (5.75) gives the current across S carried by the ith channel function 
as 
JS = c 
2�λi. (5.80) 
States with λi = 0 are therefore closed and carry no current into the lead, and 
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Figure 5-15: Real bands and eigenvalues, λi, of Σ for gold along the (001) direc­
tion. The left panel shows the fully relativistic bands and eigenvalues, and the right 
panel those from a scalar relativistic calculation. The bands are labelled by their Δ 
symmetry. 
correspond to evanescent states. Current carrying, open, channels have λi > 0 
because of the outgoing boundary condition. These open channels are not, however, 
the same as the Bloch states in the lead, but are related to them by a unitary 
transformation [117]. This means that the ith channel function and its associated 
Bloch state carry the same amount of current, or ﬂux, across S. Since the Bloch 
states can be normalised so that they carry unit ﬂux across S, [173], [174], the open 
channel functions, with λi > 0, can be chosen so that they also carry unit ﬂux across 
S: � 
d2 rS Ui
†(rS)Uj (rS ) = 
c2�
1 
λi 
δij , i open (5.81) 
S 
The real bands and the eigenvalues, λi of Σ for gold along the Γ-X (001) di­
rection from a fully relativistic calculation (left) and scalar relativistic calculation 
(right) are shown in ﬁgure 5-15. The scalar relativistic channel function eigenvalues 
have previously been discussed in ref. [117] and we present the relativistic channel 
functions for comparison. The calculations were performed with identical param­
eters to the complex band calculations in section 5.3.3. From ﬁgure 5-15 see that 
each band has an associated eigenvalue, forming a ’bubble’ which extends between 
� 
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the band maximum and minimum. For example, in the non-relativistic case, a large 
bubble extends from bottom of the topmost Δ1 band at -4 eV, to its maximum 
where it crosses the X-point at 0.7 eV. There are also smaller bubbles connecting 
the band maxima and minima to the points where they cross the Γ-point, such as 
the one extending from the minimum of the topmost Δ1 band at -4 eV to where it 
crosses Γ at -3.2 eV. These bubbles are eigenvalues corresponding to open channel 
functions associated with current carrying Bloch states. However, the existence of 
multiple eigenvalues associated with a single band shows that there is not necessarily 
a one-to-one relationship between Bloch states and channel functions with a given 
symmetry. These features are also seen in the relativistic channel functions, although 
the more complicated band structure means they are not perhaps so obvious. 
As well as the bubbles corresponding to open channel functions there are delta 
functions in the spectrum. In order to resolve these a small imaginary part of 4×10−6 
eV has been added to the energy. These occur when there is a pole in Σ(W ) at a 
particular energy, W , and therefore a pole in the embedding potential, Γ(W ). This 
means that Γ−1(W ) has zero eigenvalue and since the embedding potential relates 
large and small components 
ψs(rS ) = ic� d2 rS · Γ(rS , r�S ; W )σψl(r�S ) (5.82) 
S 
then the vanishing eigenvalue corresponds to a channel function with a node on S at 
energy, W . As the imaginary part of the energy tends to zero, the Lorentzian peaks 
in ﬁgure 5-15 become true delta-functions and these zero amplitude wavefunctions 
carry no current through S. 
We will now use the channel functions to derive a relativistic version of the 
formula, (5.72), for the conductance through a nanodevice. 
5.5.4 Conductance 
The Landauer approach to ballistic transport is formulated in terms of transmission 
probabilities for conduction channels across the device region Ω. An initial, incoming 
state, φ, in the left lead L, is transmitted from SL to SR across Ω, into an outgoing 
state χ in the right lead R. The semi-inﬁnite leads can be replaced on SL and SR by 
appropriate embedding potentials and we need only solve the problem explicitly in Ω. 
We will now show how these transmission probabilities, and hence the conductance, 
can be determined using channel functions. 
The embedding potentials for the leads satisfy the outgoing boundary condition, 
meaning that they describe states which travel out of Ω and into the leads. The 
incoming state in the left lead, φ, should therefore be thought of as a time reversed 
outgoing state 
φ = ˆ (5.83)τψ 
� 
� 
� 
� 
� 
� � 
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where ψ is a state travelling out of Ω into L and τˆ is the relativistic time reversal 
operator introduced in section 2.1.6, � � 
τˆ = i 
σy 
0 
0 
σy 
τ0. (5.84) 
The large component of the incoming state φ in the left lead can be extended from SL 
through Ω to SR using the Green’s function for Ω, which in terms of the large-large 
and large-small blocks of the Green’s function may be written as 
φl(rR) = −ic� d2 rL [Gll(rR, rL)σLφs(rL) + Gls(rR, rL)σLφl(rL)] . (5.85) 
SL 
The small component of φ on SL is related to the large component via the embedding 
potential on SL 
φs(rL) = −ic� d2 rL� ΓL(rL, r�L)σLφl(r�L) (5.86) 
SL 
and we can also relate the large-large and large-small components of the Green’s 
function in a similar way. To see this we write the Green’s function for Ω on the 
surface SL in terms of wavefunctions, Ψ(r), valid in Ω 
G(rL, r
�
L) = gij Ψi(rL)Ψj
†(r�L) (5.87) 
ij 
then 
Gls(rL, r
�
L) = gij Ψli(rL)Ψ
† (r�L). (5.88)sj 
ij 
We can write the small component in terms of the large component using the em­
bedding potential on SL to give 
Gls(rL, r
�
L) = −ic� d2 LGll(rL, r�� LΓ† (rL�� , r� (5.89)r�� L)σ�� L L). 
SL 
The surface value of the large component of the incoming state in L transferred to 
SR is therefore 
φl(rR) = ic 
2�2 d2 rL d2 rL� Gll(rR, rL)ΣL(rL, r�L)φl(r�L). (5.90) 
SL SL 
The incoming state transferred to SR should match smoothly on to the outgoing 
states in R, χ(rR) so that φl(rR) = χl(rR). In deriving (5.90) we considered the 
incoming state φ and its associated embedding potential ΓL, deﬁned in terms of 
Bloch and evanescent states propagating and decaying into Ω from out of L. How­
ever, embedding potentials appropriate to the embedded region Ω must satisfy the 
� � 
� 
� � � 
� 
� � 
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outgoing boundary condition and be constructed from evanescent and Bloch states 
propagating and decaying away from SL into L. We therefore require the time re­
versed embedding potential and wavefunction in (5.90) to satisfy outgoing boundary 
conditions for Ω: 
χl(rR) = ic 
2�2 rL d2 L Gll(rR, rL)τˆ ΣL(rL, r� τ † ˆ (5.91)d2 r� L)ˆ τψl(r�L). 
SL SL 
where φ = τˆψ, and ψ is a wavefunction travelling away from SL into L. 
We are interested in the conductance across Ω and therefore consider ψl and χl 
to be the large components of current carrying Bloch states. On the surfaces SL 
and SR these can be expanded in channel functions. For the left lead we consider a 
single channel i so that 
ψ(rL) = ULi(rL). (5.92) 
which is scattered into the Bloch state in the right lead, 
χl,i(rL) = tij URj (rR) (5.93) 
j 
where the sum is over open channels, λi > 0 and tij is a transmission coeﬃcient for 
scattering from channel i in the left lead to channel j in the right lead. As we have 
seen, the URi(rR) are eigenfunctions of ΣR, constructed from embedding potentials 
on SR and the ULi(rL) are eigenfunctions of ΣL constructed from embedding poten­
tials on SL. The large components of the wavefunctions in L and R are therefore 
related by 
tij URj (rR) = ic 
2�2 rL d2 rL� Gll(rR, rL)ˆ τ † ˆ (5.94)d2 τ ΣL(rL, r�L)ˆ τULi(r�L).

j SL SL

If we normalise the channel functions so that they carry unit current (5.81), ΣL can 
be expanded in its eigenfunctions (the channel functions) as 
ΣL(rL, r
�
L) = c 
2� λLi2 ULi(rL)U
† (r�L). (5.95)Li
i 
Substituting into (5.94), multiplying from the left by U † (rR) and integrating over Rj 
rR gives, for the transmission coeﬃcient 
tij = ic d
2 rR d
2 rL U
† (rR)Gll(rR, rL)τˆULi(rL). (5.96) 
SR SL 
4�2λRj λLi Rj 
The Landauer formula gives the conductance, C, as a sum over all open channels

� 
� � � � 
� � � � 
� � � � 
� �
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of the transmission probabilities between channels 
C = |tij | 2 (5.97) 
open ij 
We have 
2 =(c 4�2) d2 rR d2 r� d2 rL d2 r�|tij | 
SR SR 
R
SL SL 
L 
× λ2 Li [τˆULi(rL)]† G† (rR, rL)λ2 (r�R)Gll(r�R, r�L)τˆULi(r�L)Rj ll Rj URj (rR)U †
= (c 4�2) d2 d2 r� d2 d2 r�rR R rL L 
SR SR SL SL 
× Tr τˆλ2 (rL)τˆ † G† (rR, rL) λ2 (r� R, r�L)Rj URj (rR)U † R) Gll(r�LiULi(r�L)ULi† ll Rj 
(5.98) 
Taking the sum over open channels and using the expansion corresponding to (5.95) 
for the right hand side gives 
T = (c 2�2) d2 rR d2 r� d2 rL d2 rL� Tr τˆ ΣL(r�L, rL)τˆ † G
† (rR, rL) ΣR(rR, r�R) Gll(r
�
R, r
�
L).R ll
SR SR SL SL 
(5.99) 
In the spectral representation, the relativistic Green’s function at complex energy 
W can be written, in terms of eigenfunctions, Ψi and eigenvalues Wi of the Dirac 
equation, as � Ψi(r)Ψ×(r�)
G(r, r�; W ) = 
i 
W − Wi (5.100) 
where 
Ψ×i (r) = [τˆ Ψi(r)]
† . (5.101) 
It follows from this and the properties of τˆ that the reciprocity relation for the 
Green’s function is 
G(r�, r; W ) = ˆ τ †
†
τG(r, r�; W )ˆ (5.102) 
and so 
G†ll(rR, rL) = ˆ τ
†. (5.103)τGll(rL, rR)ˆ
The ﬁnal, relativistic expression for the ballistic conductance across Ω is therefore 
T = (c 2�2)2Tr τˆ ΣL GLR τˆ † ΣR GLR (5.104) 
where we have adopted a simpliﬁed notation for clarity, such that GLR = Gll(rL, rR) 
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etc. and the integrals over SL and SR are implied. This expression is independent 
of the explicit representation of the open, current carrying states in the leads and 
only requires that each channel carries identical ﬂux, a condition imposed by the 
normalisation of the channel functions. This constraint is related to the property of 
the Bloch states in the leads and is an implicit assumption in the Landauer formula. 
The non-relativistic expression is 
T = 4 Tr ImΣLGLRImΣRG
∗ (5.105)RL. 
and the ﬁrst thing to mention when comparing this with the relativistic expression 
is the appearance of the time reversal operator in the relativistic case. If we look 
at (5.104) and interpret the Green’s function as a propagator, we see that, starting 
from the left hand side, GRL transfers the large component of the state in the lead 
L to R across Ω and ΣR ensures that it has the appropriate small component on 
SR. GLR transfers the large component of a state in R through Ω to L and ΣL 
enforces the correct small component on SL. This second part is in the opposite 
direction to the ﬂow of current, hence the time-reversal operators. We can do the 
same with the non-relativistic expression, noting that in the case of spin-degenerate 
non-relativistic systems, the time-reversal operator is simply complex conjugation. 
We notice, however that the time-reversed Green’s function describes propagation 
from L to R in the direction of the current. However, the conductance T is real and 
we can complex conjugate (5.105) to give an expression which is directly comparable 
with the relativistic one. The explicit appearance of the time-reversal operator in 
the relativistic expression provides an additional level of insight. 
In terms of non-relativistic limits, we have already seen that Gll(r, r
�) reduces to 
the non-relativistic Green’s function as c → ∞. The factor of (c2�2)2 comes from 
the fact that the relativistic embedding potential is related to its non-relativistic 
counterpart by (see section 4.3.1) 
c 2�2σS Γ(rS , r�S )σS� → G−0 1(rS , r�S ) as c →∞. (5.106) 
For a spin-degenerate system, the embedding potential Γ will be diagonal in spin, 
Γ(rS , r
�
S ) = Γ(rS , r
�
S )I2 (5.107) 
and Σ(rS , r
�
S ) reduces to −2ImΓ(rS , r�S ), hence the extra factor of 4 in the non­
relativistic expression. However, we also pick up a factor of 2 from the trace in 
the relativistic case, due to the inclusion of spin, which is not present in the non­
relativistic expression. 
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5.6 Summary 
In this chapter we introduced the transfer matrix which relates the boundary values 
of wavefunctions on the surfaces S and S� on either side of some region Ω. This 
transfer matrix can be constructed from the Green’s function for region Ω with 
vanishing small components on the surfaces bounding Ω. This Green’s function, 
and hence the transfer matrix, can itself be found from an embedding calculation in 
Ω with embedding potentials set to zero on the S and S�. The eigenvectors of the 
transfer matrix for a representative layer of a bulk crystal have been shown to be the 
boundary values of Bloch and evanescent states on S and S� and the eigenvalues give 
the complex band structure. The eigenvectors of the transfer matrix provide a means 
of constructing an embedding potential for a semi-inﬁnite bulk crystal by taking 
a repeat unit of atoms and introducing additional buﬀer volumes which transfer 
the boundary conditions to planar surfaces. These permit simple expansion of the 
embedding potential and avoid the need to include complicated, curvy embedding 
surfaces. 
The accurate representation of the complex band structure provided by the em­
bedding potential is crucial for transport calculations, as it describes the available 
conduction channels. The embedding potential allows the deﬁnition of a set of func­
tions which, in contrast to the bulk Bloch states, are orthogonal over the surface. 
These channel functions are ideally suited for investigating transport through thin 
ﬁlms or nanodevices connected to semi-inﬁnite leads. We have used the channel 
functions to derive the relativistic version of a well known formula for the ballistic 
conductance through such a system, in the Landauer approximation. 
Surfaces break the translational symmetry of the bulk crystal and lead to electron 
states which are localised near the surface. These surface states have wavefunctions 
which decay away from the surface. The complex band structure, which is ’built 
in’ to the embedding potential calculated from the transfer matrix, contains all the 
information about these evanescent states as well as the bulk Bloch states, and there­
fore presents an ideal way of representing the bulk substrate in a surface calculation. 
In the next chapter we describe how fully relativistic embedded surface calculations 
can be performed using the full potential linearised augmented plane wave basis. 
Chapter 6 
EMBEDDED SURFACE 
CALCULATIONS 
In this chapter we present the extension of the ideas developed so far to relativistic 
embedded surface calculations. We show how these are implemented within the 
relativistic LAPW framework and describe a demonstration calculation of the spin-
orbit splitting of the Au(111) L-gap surface state. 
The ideal bulk crystal is a regular arrangement of atoms that extends to inﬁnity 
in all directions and this regular lattice and inﬁnite translational symmetry means 
that the potential in which the electrons move is periodic. As a result, the idea of the 
unit cell, which can be repeated to reproduce the lattice, allows periodic boundary 
conditions to be imposed and gives rise to Bloch states and the band structure. 
The band structure enables many physical properties of the bulk to be calculated, 
for example, most fundamentally, whether the material is a conductor, insulator or 
semiconductor. 
Of course, real crystals cannot extend inﬁnitely, and must have surfaces. In 
section 4.1 we discussed the wide variety of surface problems to which the non­
relativistic embedding method has been applied and, in principle, its relativistic 
extension can also be applied to the same systems. A type of problem where rel­
ativistic eﬀects at surfaces are particularly important is the spin-orbit splitting of 
surface states. As we have seen in previous chapters, the surface breaks the inﬁnite 
translational symmetry and the periodic potential is modiﬁed near the surface. Far 
from the surface, the potential remains bulk-like and electron states are delocalised 
Bloch states with real wavevectors, k. In the surface region, electrons can become 
’trapped’ by the surface barrier and wavefunctions which decay into the crystal can 
exist, leading to localised surface states. 
Surface states have energies which lie in the forbidden ’energy gaps’, which ex­
ist within the bulk bands due to the periodic nature of the bulk potential. Away 
from the surface they may be described by Bloch states with complex wavevec­
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tors, kz = kz
R + ikz
I , in the direction normal to the surface. In surface electronic 
structure calculations, surface states are typically classiﬁed as Shockley or Tamm 
states. Shockley states are free electron-like states whose decaying wavefunctions 
extend relatively far into the crystal [175], [176]. Tamm states, on the other hand, 
occur in materials where the bulk electrons are tightly bound, and can be thought 
of as a ’dangling bond’ caused by the absence of a neighbouring atom outside the 
surface [176]. 
Just as no real bulk crystal is ideal, impurities and defects will certainly be 
present, no real surface is a simple termination of a perfectly regular crystal; relax­
ations and reconstructions will occur. In order for the surface arrangement of atoms 
to be more stable, the interatomic spacing between layers parallel to the surface may 
change, or relax. In more extreme cases the lattice may completely reorder itself 
leading to reconstruction. Some reconstructions can be long-range over the surface 
and require large surface unit cells in calculations [79], [176]. An additional consid­
eration is whether the surface is ’clean’. The surface leaves atoms in the uppermost 
layer able to bond with atoms in the free space above and a layer of material may 
form on the surface, the surface is no longer ’clean’. All of these phenomena can of 
course modify the surface states and are a major consideration in comparing exper­
iment and calculations. It is obviously easier to perform a calculation on a clean, 
unreconstructed and unrelaxed surface and in some cases it is possible to prepare 
experimental samples which are very close to this ideal situation [15], [17]. 
From the point of view of surface embedding calculations, we need to consider a 
few things in order to know how to divide the problem into bulk and surface regions. 
In the presence of a relaxation we need to know how far the change in lattice constant 
penetrates below the surface and in the case of a reconstruction, how large the unit 
cell needs to be parallel to the surface. If the surface is not clean, we must include a 
layer of adsorbed atoms as the uppermost surface layer. In the simplest instance, a 
clean, unreconstructed or relaxed surface, the most important consideration is how 
many surface layers we must include in order to include the change in the potential 
due to the surface. In the case of metals, eﬃcient screening conﬁnes the modiﬁcation 
of the potential to a few layers below the surface. 
So far, we have described how the relativistic bulk and vacuum embedding poten­
tials can be calculated in the LAPW basis and in this chapter we will show how this 
can be used in a surface calculation. Firstly we will describe the procedure for gen­
erating the self-consistent potential in the surface region from the embedded Green’s 
function, paying particular attention to the geometry consisting of the surface layers 
and buﬀer regions appropriate for transferring the embedding surface. The ﬁnal 
Green’s function for the full system can then be constructed, enabling calculation of 
the surface charge density and density of states. Finally we will present an example 
calculation for the spin-orbit split surface state on clean Au(111) which has been ex­
� 
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tensively investigated experimentally by angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy, 
and theoretically using slab and KKR calculations, and which therefore permits a 
detailed assessment of the accuracy of the relativistic embedding method and its 
implementation. 
6.1 The Surface Potential 
The non-relativistic embedding method has been applied extensively to surface elec­
tronic structure calculations [104], [105], [109], [89], [106], [107], [114], [111], [112], 
[115], [110], [143] and the extension to relativistic problems is, in general terms, 
straightforward. The procedure for generating the self-consistent surface poten­
tial begins with an initial input charge density, n0(r), typically chosen to consist 
of overlapping atomic densities, and its associated potential, V0(r). From this we 
ﬁnd the embedded Green’s function, G(r, r�; W ) for the surface region by inverting 
[WO − H + ΓL(W ) + ΓR(W )] where ΓL(W ) and ΓR(W ) are the bulk and vacuum 
embedding potentials. This Green’s function is then used to create a new charge 
density, n�(r), given by 
1 
n�(r) = − dW Im Tr G(r, r; W ) (6.1)
π 
where the integral is over occupied states from below the valence band up to the 
Fermi energy. The contribution from the core states is added to this charge density, 
which is calculated by explicit solution in the atomic spheres with the atomic poten­
tial. The new charge density is then checked against the initial charge density. If the 
new charge density diﬀers from the initial density then the two are mixed and the 
process begins again. When the two are equal we have reached self-consistency and 
the ﬁnal surface potential is determined from the ﬁnal charge density. A schematic 
view of this self-consistency procedure is shown in ﬁgure 6-1. In this section we will 
describe how this self-consistency cycle is implemented in the relativistic LAPW 
basis introduced in previous chapters. 
In the generation of the bulk embedding potential, we included buﬀer volumes 
ΔL and ΔR in the embedded region in order to simplify the matrix elements and 
expansion of the embedding potential by transferring the embedding surface to a 
plane. The bulk embedding potential was transferred from the curvy surface SL and 
expanded on the plane PL by the inclusion of ΔL and to compensate for this we 
must include ΔL in the surface calculation (see ﬁgure 6-2). The embedded region, 
region I, therefore extends from PL to the plane PR on which we apply the vacuum 
embedding potential. As in the bulk calculation, we deﬁne the LAPW wavevectors 
normal to the surface over the interval [0 : L] so that the basis functions do not 
satisfy any particular boundary conditions on PL and PR. When calculating the 
bulk embedding potential, suﬃcient kn were used in order to provide an accurate 
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INPUT INITIAL DENSITY n0(r) 
CALCULATE POTENTIAL 
V0(r) 
GREEN’S FUNCTION 
G(W ) = [W O − H + ΓL(W ) + ΓR(W )]−1 
CALCULATE NEW CHARGE DENSITY 
n�(r) = − 1 
π 
� 
dW Im Tr G(r, r; W ) 
SELF CONSISTENCY CHECK 
OUTPUT FINAL POTENTIAL 
V (r) 
MIX OLD AND NEW DENSITIES 
NO 
YES 
Figure 6-1: Self consistency cycle for generating the surface potential in an embed­
ding calculation. 
surface representation of the Green’s function used to construct the transfer matrix, 
corresponding to a cylindrical basis {|g| ≤ |Gmax||| : kn = 2πn/L, n ≤ nmax}. For 
the surface calculation, the spherical basis {|g|, kn ≤ |Gmax|}is usually found to be 
appropriate. 
� � 
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BULK Sv Pv VACUUM ← → 
ΔL 
0 PL SL PR L 
z 
Figure 6-2: Geometry for an embedded surface calculation containing a few surface 
layers. The bulk embedding potential is transferred from the curvy surface SL to 
the plane PL by including the buﬀer region ΔL from the bulk embedding potential 
calculation. The embedding potential on the vacuum side is expanded on the plane 
PR. LAPW basis functions are deﬁned over the interval [0 : L]. The plane Pv cuts 
through the atomic spheres and the ’bumpy’ surface Sv follows Pv in the interstitial 
and the caps of the atomic spheres cut by Pv which project on to the bulk side. 
These surfaces are used to calculate the Hartree potential. 
6.1.1 The Charge Density from the Green’s Function 
An important part of the surface potential calculation is the generation of the charge 
density which involves an energy integral of the Green’s function G(r, r; W ). We 
have frequently mentioned the inclusion of a small imaginary part to the energy 
W W + iη in order to displace the poles of the Green’s function from the real → 
energy axis and broaden the delta functions in the density of states at the band 
energies. this means that the energy integral in the charge density is around a semi­
circular contour, C, in the complex plane and we choose a set of complex energies, 
Wj along this contour. The contour extends from below the bottom of the valence 
bands up to the Fermi energy, Wf which is deﬁned by the bulk potential calculation 
and the integral is approximated as 
dW Im Tr G(r, r; W ) Im Tr ωj G(r, r; Wj ) (6.2)→ 
j 
where the Wj and weights ωj are generated via a modiﬁed Gauss-Chebyshev method 
[48]. The energies Wj in the Green’s function are independent of the pivot energies 
at which the LAPW basis functions are evaluated, but are identical to the energies 
of the embedding potentials, Γ(Wj ) and the same set of energies Wj must be used 
� � � �
� 
� 
� � � 
� 
� 
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in both calculations. 
In the LAPW basis, the Green’s function itself is calculated by inverting the 
matrix 
G(k ; Wj ) = Wj O(k ) − H(k ) + ΓL(k ; Wj ) + ΓR(k ; Wj ) −1 (6.3)� νν� � � � � νν� 
where the compound indices denote reciprocal lattice vector, normal wavevector 
and spin, ν = (g, kn,ms) for a given parallel wavevector in the 1
st two-dimensional 
Brillouin zone, k�. To construct the Green’s function for the whole embedded region 
we need to integrate over the Brillouin zone 
d2k
G(r, r; Wj ) = 
(2π)
� 
2 
G(r, r; k�,Wj ). (6.4) 
BZ 
which is again approximated by a summation 
G(r, r; Wj ) = miG(r, r; k�i ,Wj ) (6.5) 
i 
where the mi are a set of weights (unrelated to those in 6.2). Symmetry is exploited 
to reduce the number of sampling points required [177]. The Green’s function in 
(6.5) and the matrix elements (6.3) are related by 
G(r, r�; k�,W ) = G(k�i,Wj ) νν� 
ψν (r; k�i)ψν
†
� (r
�, k�i). (6.6) 
νν� 
The LAPW basis functions lead to diﬀerent expansions of the charge density in 
the interstitial region and atomic spheres. In the interstitial this takes the form 
n(r) = ng,ne 
ig·r� cos(knz) (6.7) 
g,n 
In the atomic spheres the charge density is expanded as a sum over lattice harmonics 
n(r) = niα(|r − Rα|)Kiα(r − Rα). (6.8) 
i 
To summarise, we ﬁrst generate and store a bulk embedding potential for an 
appropriate set of wavevectors and complex energies Wj . These are then used to 
calculate the Green’s function for the embedded region with embedding potentials 
on the bulk and vacuum sides which are those described in sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2. 
For each energy we perform the sum over k of the trace of the Green’s function �i 
using (6.5) for the interstitial region and atomic spheres. This is repeated for each 
energy in the summation approximation to the energy integral around the contour 
C. 
�

�

�
 �

����
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6.1.2 The Potential from the Charge Density 
The potential in the surface region is calculated from the charge density in exactly 
the same way as in non-relativistic embedding calculations. In this section we present 
the main results from the implementation of Ishida [110]. 
The embedded surface region has three-dimensional periodicity due to the trans­
lational symmetry of the lattice in the direction parallel to the surface and the 
’artiﬁcial’ lattice constant, 2L, in the z-direction normal to the surface. This means 
that the exchange correlation potential can be evaluated using the methods em­
ployed in standard bulk LAPW calculations [106], [110], [137]. Calculation of the 
Hartree potential is more subtle because of the buﬀer region, ΔL, used to transfer 
the boundary condition from the ’physical’ curvy surface SL to the unphysical plane 
PL on the bulk side. 
The charge density in the atomic spheres, consisting of the nuclear charge and 
the contribution from (6.8), can be replaced by a smooth pseudo charge density, 
n˜(r). This pseudocharge density coincides with the ’real’ charge density n(r) in the 
interstitial region and has the same multipole moments as n(r) in the atomic spheres 
so that it results in the same potential in the interstitial as that generated by the 
real charge density but allows an expansion in plane waves throughout the embedded 
region, as in (6.7) [178], [106], [110]. We can now solve the Poisson equation for the 
potential v˜(r) over the interval [PL : PR] 
�2v˜(r) = −4πn˜(r) (6.9) 
to obtain [110] ⎧ ⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
 n≥0 
4πn˜gn 
cos(knz) + VLe
−|g|(z−PL) + VRe−|g|(z−PR) g = 02kn 2 + |g|
�
v˜g(z) = (6.10)
, 
4π 
[n˜gn + cLnL(z) + cRnR(z)] cos(knz) g = 0 
k2 n 
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

n≥1 
where 
nL(z) = 
P
2 
L 
sin2 
P
πz 
L 
, nR(z) = 
L − 
2 
PR 
sin2 [π (PR − z) (L − PR)] . (6.11) 
The coeﬃcients CL and CR are chosen so that 
dv˜g=0(z) 
dz

= 0 (6.12)

PR 
� � 
� 
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i.e. is ﬂat as it connects with the vacuum potential at PR. VR is given by � 2πn˜gn kn 
n≥0 k
2 + |g|2 cos(knPR) − |g| sin(knPR) (6.13) n 
and VL is matched to the bulk potential on PL [109], [106]. 
The potential v˜ matches correctly at the vacuum but not on the bulk side, because 
we have included the buﬀer volume ΔL, and we must add a correction φ(r) which 
is a solution of 
�2φ(r) = 0 (6.14) 
so that 
V˜H (SP ) = φ(Sv) + v˜(Sv) (6.15) 
where V˜H (Sv) is the Hartree potential corresponding to the pseudo-charge density 
n˜(r) in the region between Sv and PR evaluated on Sv. This Hartree potential, V˜H 
coincides with the real Hartree potential, VH in the interstitial region. The surface 
Sv is formed by the plane Pv, which cuts through the atomic spheres, so that in the 
interstitial Sv is on Pv and when Pv cuts through a sphere, Sv follows the cap of the 
sphere on the same side of Sv as PL and is ’bumpy’ due to the atomic sphere caps 
(see ﬁgure 6-2). 
To deal with the bumpy shape of Sv we ﬁrst extend the bulk Hartree potential 
up to Sv through the interstitial region between Sv and PL and subtract oﬀ the 
’pseudo’ potential v˜,. We then use VH (Sv) − v˜(Sv) as the boundary condition for 
φ(Sv). For z ≥ Pv [110] we expand φ as 
φ(r) = φge
−|g|(z−Pv ) (6.16) 
g 
where φg is the g component of φ(r) on Pv. If r is outside the atomic spheres on 
Pv, i.e. in the interstitial region, then the value of φ(Pv) is such that it matches 
to VH − v˜ on Pv. Inside the spheres the value is unknown and we use an iterative 
method to ﬁnd it beginning with some input values of φg. In the α
th sphere, centred 
at Rα, we expand φ(r) in spherical harmonics 
� � �l 
φ(r) = φlml 
|r − Rα| 
Ylml (r − Rα) (6.17)Rα
lml 
Since we know φ(r) in the interstitial on the bulk side of Sv we can ﬁnd the values 
of φ(r) on Sv. To calculate φlml we use 6.16) to the right of Sv to get φg and thus 
determine φlml . Using (6.17) we ﬁnd φ(r) on the circular part of Pv which intersects 
the atomic spheres, and we now know φ(r) on the whole of Pv and have the values 
of φg. We then mix these new φg with the originals and use these as input for a 
second cycle, continuing until self-consistency. We then have the Hartree potential 
�
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V˜H = v˜ + φ corresponding to the pseudo charge density n˜(r) in the region between 
Sv and PR. This coincides with the real Hartree potential, VH in the interstitial 
region. The Hartree potential in the atomic spheres can be calculated by integrating 
the Poisson equation using the atomic potential so that it is continuous at the sphere 
boundary [137]. 
The matrix elements of the potential used for the surface calculation are slightly 
diﬀerent to those in the generation of the embedding potential. Instead of calculating 
the matrix elements in the spheres and over the whole of the interstitial region 
separately and then subtracting oﬀ corrections in the atomic spheres, the interstitial 
potential is tabulated on a real space grid and multiplied by a step function, Θ 
Θ =

⎧ ⎪⎨ ⎪⎩

1 r in the interstitial 
. (6.18) 
0 r in the atomic spheres 
The potential can then be expanded in plane waves using a Fast Fourier Transform 
and the matrix elements are easily evaluated [137]. 
The self consistency cycle for generating a surface potential can be summarised 
as follows. An input charge density is chosen, usually that of overlapping atomic 
charge densities, and from this an initial potential is constructed, which is used to 
calculate matrix elements of the Hamiltonian, overlap and embedding potentials at 
a complex energy point Wj and k-point k�i . These are then used to generate a 
Green’s function and the charge density is calculated by summing over the k and�i 
Wj with the appropriate weights ωj and wi. This charge density is then mixed with 
the input density to generate a new density from which a new potential is calculated 
over the region between bulk and vacuum embedding planes PL and PR. New matrix 
elements and a new Green’s function are calculated, giving a new charge density, and 
the cycle is repeated until the charge density is self-consistent. A ﬁnal potential can 
then be generated to give an output Green’s function, used to calculate the surface 
density of states. 
6.2 The Surface Density of States 
A key quantity used for investigating surface phenomena is the surface density of 
states. This is easily determined from the Green’s function and is helpful in in­
terpreting, for example, the results of Angle Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy 
(ARPES) or scanning tunnelling spectroscopy (STS) experiments. The density of 
states is obtained from the Green’s function for the embedded region as 
n(W, k�) = −π 
1 
V 
d3 Im Tr G(r, r; W, k�). (6.19) 
� � � 
� 
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or more generally can be decomposed into contributions from diﬀerent regions of 
space, such as diﬀerent atoms, or orbital symmetry. In the LAPW basis this becomes, 
at a single k�, 
1 � � � 
n(Wj , k�i) = −π Im G(k�i ,Wj ) νν� [O]ν�ν . (6.20) 
νν� 
Depending on the wavevectors or energies at which the density of states is required, 
it is necessary to pre-calculate an embedding potential at the same values in order 
to generate the Green’s function for the embedded region. 
6.2.1 The Spin Polarisation 
The spin polarisation can also be obtained from the Green’s function in a similar 
way to the density of states in the LAPW basis: 
1 �σ� = −
π 
Im G(k�i, Wj ) νν� 
[σ]ν�ν . (6.21) 
νν� 
where [σ]ν�ν are matrix elements of the 4 × 4 spin matrices. This has contributions 
from the atomic spheres given by 
Λν )
∗ Aατ 
�
[σ]νν� = 
� 
2 
��� 
(Aατ Λ�ν� 
�� 
0 
Sα 
d2ρ ρ2 gκτ (ρ)gκ�τ � (ρ)IΛΛ� 
α Λτ Λ�τ � 
� Sα	 � 
+	 d2ρ ρ2fκτ (ρ)fκ�τ � (ρ)IΛΛ� (6.22) 
0 
with Λ = (κ, µ), τ = 1, 2, 
g1κ(ρ) = gκ(ρ), g2κ(ρ) = g˙κ(ρ) etc..	 (6.23) 
and � 
IΛΛ� = d
2ρˆΩ† (ρ)σΩ† (ρ) (6.24)Λ Λ�
4π 
The spin angular functions can be written in terms of Clebsch-Gordan coeﬃ­
cients, spherical harmonics and two spinors as 
ΩΛ(ρˆ) = CΛms Yl
µ−ms (ρˆ)φms (6.25) 
ms 
� 
�

� 
�

� 
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and the required integrals become 
Ii ΛΛ� δµµ� σ
i 
2 
1 
2 
δµµ�+1σ
i 
1 
2
− 1 
2 
= δll� Cκµ 1 
2 
Cκ�µ� 1 
2 
+ Cκµ 1 
2 
Cκ�µ�− 1 
2 
1 
δµµ�−1σi − Cκ�µ�− 1 2 δµµ
� σi −+Cκµ− Cκ�µ� + Cκµ− (6.26)
1 2 1 2 1 2 11 22 1 2 1− 2 
I
Λ
i 
Λ
� = δ δµµ� σ
i 
2 
1 
2 
iδ σ�+1 1µµ
2
−C
 C
 + C
 C
1 1 2 1 1 2ll
� 1 1 
2
−κ�µ� −κ�µ�−−κµ −κµ
2 2 
1 
2 
δµµ�−1σi − 1 2 δµµ
� σi −+C
 C
 + C
 C
 (6.27)
1 111 1 
2
− 1−κ�µ� −κ�µ�−−κµ− −κµ−2 222 2 
with i = x, y, z. The Clebsch-Gordan coeﬃcients are 
1κ − µ + 2Cκµ 1 
2 
= −sgn(κ)
 (6.28)

2κ + 1

and � 
κ + µ + 2
1 
Cκµ− (6.29)
=
1 
2 
.

2κ + 1

The contribution from the interstitial region is

1

=[σ]νν� 2L
δ(g� − g) 
�� � � Z2 
k(+)σi k�(+)φm� dz e−i(kn−k
� )zφ† σi φm� + γkγk� φ† σ σ nms msm�s s ms msm�s s· · 
Z1 
� � � Z2 
k(+)σi dz e−i(kn+k
� )z− φ† σi φm� + γkγk� φ† σ · σ · k�(−)φm�
Z1 
n
ms msm�s s ms msm�s s 
� � � Z2 
k�(+)φm� i(kn−k
� )z− φ† σi φm� + γkγk� φ† σ · k(−)σi σ · 
Z1 
dz e nms msm�s s ms msm�s s 
� � � Z2 � 
ms msm�s φm�s + γkγk� φ
†
ms msm�s s 
i(kn−k� )z+ φ† σi σ k(−)σi σ k�(−)φm� dz e n ,· · 
Z1 
(6.30) 
� � 
� � 
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6.3 The Spin Orbit Interaction 
A signiﬁcant motivation for an embedding scheme based on the Dirac equation rather 
than the scalar relativistic Koelling-Harmon approximation is that it contains the 
additional relativistic corrections due to the spin orbit interaction. In investigating 
the consequences of the spin-orbit interaction it is useful to be able to examine the 
contributions from diﬀerent angular momentum channels or to switch it oﬀ entirely. 
In the absence of spin orbit eﬀects we would expect the Dirac and Koelling-Harmon 
approaches to give identical results. 
To be able to manipulate (computationally) the spin orbit eﬀects, we need to 
identify an eﬀective spin orbit term in the Dirac equation. We have already done 
this when we looked at the non-relativistic limit of the Dirac equation in section 
2.1.4. We found that for a spherical potential V (r), retaining terms to order 1/c2 
�2 2 p4 −
2m
� + V (r) − E φ(r) − 
8m3c
φ(r)
2 
�2 dV (r) dφ(r) �2 1 dV (r)− 
4m2c dr dr 
+
4m2c r dr 
σ · [r × p] φ(r) = 0, (6.31)
2 2 
where φ(r) is the large component of the wavefunction which becomes identical to 
the non-relativistic wavefunction as c →∞. If we ignore the momentum correction 
and the Darwin term we have 
�2 �2 1 dV (r)
φ(r) + 
2 
σ (6.32)−
2m
�2 + V (r) − E 
4m2c r dr 
· [r × p] φ(r) 
which is the Schro¨dinger equation with the spin-orbit term. Writing the large com­
ponent as 
φ(r) = gκ(r)ΩΛ(rˆ) (6.33) 
the spin-orbit term is seen to be 
�2 1 dV (r) 
4m2c2 r dr 
σ · [r × p] gκ(r)ΩΛ(rˆ). (6.34) 
where the part in square brackets is L, the angular momentum operator. Recall the 
K operator encountered in the radial Dirac equation (2.23) 
K = σ · L + � ⇒ σ · L = K − �. (6.35) 
The eigenfunctions of K are the spin angular functions ΩΛ(rˆ) and 
KΩΛ(rˆ) = −κΩΛ(rˆ). (6.36) 
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Therefore, for a spherically symmetric potential V (r), the eﬀective spin orbit term 
contained in the Dirac equation, to ﬁrst order in 1/c2 is 
HSO = −
4m
�
2
2 
c2 
1 
r 
dV 
dr 
(r)
(κ + �) gκ(r)ΩΛ(rˆ). (6.37) 
The dominant contributions to the spin-orbit interaction originate in the atomic 
cores, so that we can approximate the total spin orbit eﬀects by summing (6.37) over 
all atoms in the embedded region. We can also remove the spin orbit interaction 
from the Dirac equation by subtracting (6.37) and separate out contributions from 
various angular momentum channels by using the relationship between κ and l, 
l = κ	 κ > 0, l = −κ − 1 κ < 0. (6.38) 
In the LAPW basis, matrix elements of (6.37) are 
��	 � Sα 
Λν )
∗ Aατ
�
[HSO]νν� = − (Aατ Λν� (κ + �) drr 2 gκτ (r)gκτ � (r)ξ(r) (6.39) 
Λα ττ � 0 
where

�2 1 dV (r)
ξ(r) =	 (6.40)
4m2c2 r dr 
6.4	 Results: Spin Orbit Splitting of the Au(111) L-Gap 
Surface State 
In order to test the relativistic embedding method, we need to choose a system 
which demonstrates a clear dependence on relativistic eﬀects. An excellent example 
is the spin-orbit splitting of the L-gap Shockley surface state on clean, unrecon­
structed Au(111). We have already mentioned that the embedding method is ideal 
for the study of surface states because of the treatment of the substrate as a true 
semi-inﬁnite crystal, allowing an accurate representation of the complex band struc­
ture which contains information about the Bloch and evanescent states in the bulk. 
Furthermore, the embedding method means that surface calculations accurately re­
produce surface states without the need for a large number of atomic layers in the 
surface region. 
In section 1.1.2 we saw that the broken inversion symmetry at a surface and 
spin-orbit coupling can lead to surface states with a Rashba type dispersion 
�2 �2 
E(k) ≈ E0 + (k ± k0)2 , k0 = αR (6.41)
2m∗ m∗ 
where E0 is the binding energy, the energy at the Brillouin zone centre, k0 is related 
to the Rashba parameter αR which characterizes the magnitude of the splitting, 
and m∗ is an eﬀective mass. The dispersion of such states therefore consists of two 
| �| | �| 
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parabolic bands with a splitting linear in k. 
These states are of particular interest because of the strong dependence of spin-
orbit eﬀects and have applications in spintronics, for example as a means of ex­
tracting spin-polarised electrons from non-magnetic materials [179], [180], [181]. A 
surface state with exactly this characteristic dispersion lies in the energy gap in the 
bulk band structure at the L-point along Γ-L (in the 111 direction) of Gold. It is 
a Shockley type surface state arising from mixing (hybridisation) of the s, p and 
d atomic orbitals at the surface, [179]. Gold is especially interesting because of its 
widespread use as an electrical contact in nanoscale devices. 
6.4.1 Previous Investigations: Experiments and Calculations 
The ﬁrst experimental observation of this spin-orbit induced splitting was by Lashell 
et. al. who measured the dispersion of the Au(111) L-gap surface state using angle 
resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) [11]. They observed a splitting of 
110 meV at the Fermi energy, with a splitting in k of 2k0 = A
−10.023 ˚ and Fermi 
level crossings at kf = A
−1, and a dispersion characterised by an ±0.153, ±0.176 ˚
eﬀective mass of m∗ = 0.25, and a binding energy of −0.417 meV. The splitting 
was correctly identiﬁed as a result of spin-orbit coupling since a nearly free electron 
calculation predicts splittings of the order of 10−6 eV, yet this ignores the eﬀect of 
the spin-orbit interaction in the ion cores, where it is strongest. In addition, they 
considered that the Au(111) surface undergoes a signiﬁcant reconstruction, but the 
splitting in k is signiﬁcantly smaller than the dominant reconstruction reciprocal 
lattice vector at 0.11 ˚ .A−1 
Subsequent measurements have conﬁrmed these ﬁndings and investigations of 
the spin structure of the surface state have found that the spin-polarisation vector 
lies in the surface plane and each of the split bands is polarised so that the spins 
rotate in opposite directions [16], [17], [182], [15], [183]. This is in direct agreement 
with the spin-polarisation expected for a spin-orbit split surface state discussed in 
section 1.1.2, 
P±
x(k�) = � k
ky 
, P±
y (k�) = ± k
kx 
, P±
z (k�) = 0. (6.42) 
Results from an ARPES measurement of the surface state are shown in ﬁgure 6-3. 
Results from other calculations are shown in table 6.4.2 for comparison. 
Subsequent to the experimental investigation of this surface state, various the­
oretical calculations have also been performed. Fully relativistic layer KKR sim­
ulations in the atomic sphere approximation reveal a Rashba like dispersion with 
a binding energy of −0.5 eV, a Fermi level splitting of 0.023 ˚ and an eﬀec-A−1 
tive mass of 0.23 [184]. In these calculations the surface barrier was treated in 
the LDA approximation with an additional image potential contribution added and 
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Figure 6-3: Results of an ARPES measurement of the Au(111) surface state (re­
produced from [16]. The bottom panel shows the dispersion along kx in the surface 
Brillouin zone. The top panel shows the symmetry of the state in the surface Bril­
louin zone and the arrows show the spin polarisation. The central panel is the 
momentum distribution of the photo-emitted electrons at ky − 0. The results clearly 
show the energy splitting of the state. 
the bulk is treated as a true semi-inﬁnite crystal. Other semi-inﬁnite KKR simu­
lations, in the muﬃn tin approximation, give a Fermi level splitting of 0.023 A˚−1 
with kf = A
−1, a binding energy of −0.51 meV and eﬀective mass ±0.149, ±0.172 ˚
0.20 [185], [15]. These were performed with an exchange correlation potential in 
the LSDA approximation using the Perdew-Wang parameterization. It was found 
that the interlayer spacing of the surface region needed to be adjusted in order to 
compensate for the over-steep surface barrier from the LSDA approximation, and to 
give an accurate work function for the surface and an accurate binding energy for 
the surface state. 
In addition to the semi-inﬁnite substrate calculations, a number of investigations 
have been carried out using supercell or slab methods using FLAPW basis sets [16], 
[90], [103], or pseudopotentials [179], again using the LDA and GGA approximations 
to the exchange correlation potential. The main results from these calculations are 
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summarised in table 6.4.2 for comparison. A particular characteristic of the slab 
calculations is the large number of atomic layers employed, 23 or, in the case of [179], 
24. This is due to the fact that surface states formed on opposite sides of the slab 
can interact with each other and cause an energy splitting, even in the absence of the 
spin orbit interaction. As a result, in order for the ﬁctitious slab-induced splitting 
to be signiﬁcantly smaller in energy than the real spin-orbit splitting a large number 
of layers need to be included in the cell. Forster et. al. [90] found that the artiﬁcial 
splitting is ≈500 meV for 7 layers, ≈5 times the real spin-orbit splitting of 110 meV, 
and only reduces to ≈ 10 meV when 23 layers are included. 
A particularly interesting investigation of the contribution to the splitting from 
spin orbit eﬀects in diﬀerent layers was conducted by Bihlmayer et. al. [18]. By 
using the scalar relativistic approximation as a base and including the spin-orbit 
interaction only in small spheres around the atomic cores, where it is most signiﬁcant, 
they found that only around 58% of the splitting of the Au(111) surface state is due 
to the spin-orbit interaction in the surface layer, the remaining contributions of 25%, 
11% and 4% coming from successively deeper layers. this means that an accurate 
treatment of the relativistic eﬀects in subsurface layers are required to correctly 
reproduce the splitting of the surface state. 
6.4.2 Embedded Surface Calculations 
In this section we will present the results of fully relativistic FLAPW embedded 
surface calculations of the dispersion and spin polarisation of the L-gap surface state 
on clean, unreconstructed Au(111). To do this, a previous DFT, scalar relativistic, 
FLAPW surface embedding code, due to Ishida [110], has been extended to the full 
Dirac equation using the developments outlined in the preceding chapters of this 
thesis. 
The Density Functional part of the code has not been altered, so that the bulk 
potential part of the calculation is still performed scalar-relativistically. This poten­
tial is used to construct a fully relativistic embedding potential for the substrate. In 
the generation of the surface potential, relativistic LAPWs have been used to calcu­
late the matrix elements of the charge density and potential, but for the exchange 
correlation potential we have used the non-relativistic Perdew-Zunger parameteri­
zation [58]. 
In this section we will work in atomic units such that � = m = e = 1 and 
c = 137.03599. In these units, energies are measured in Hartrees, Ha, with 1 Ha = 
27.2116 eV and distances in Bohr radii, a0, 1 a0 = 0.52918 ˚ We use an experi-A. 
mental lattice parameter of 4.08 A˚ throughout the calculations. 
The bulk potential, consisting of the spherical and non-spherical parts of the 
potential within the atomic spheres, and the interstitial plane wave potential, is 
generated from a standard FLAPW calculation and from this calculation we also 
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determine the Fermi energy. We used a 10 × 10 × 10 Monkhorst-Pack mesh [186] in 
the irreducible part of the 3-d Brillouin zone with 770 k-points and a maximum |G|
of 18.1 a−0
1 . For both the embedding potential and surface part of the calculation 
we ﬁnd that an atomic sphere radius of 2.63 a0 is suﬃcient. 
The parameters for the bulk embedding potential used in generating the surface 
potential were L = 7.0 a0
−1 for the distance over which the kn are deﬁned, with 
embedding planes situated at PL = 0.7 a
−
0
1 and PR = 6.3 a
−
0
1, with the included 
atomic sphere centred at z = 3.5 a−0
1 . If the embedding planes are too close to 0 or 
L, then it is possible for the basis set to exhibit insuﬃcient freedom to accurately 
describe the variationally imposed boundary condition. In addition, the embedding 
planes must also not cut into the atomic spheres, while increasing the z values of 
the planes can lead to the need for L to increase, meaning a larger number of plane 
wave basis functions, which decreases the eﬃciency of the calculation. Within these 
limits, results for the calculations are independent of the positioning of PL and PR 
in the embedding potential part of the calculation, and PL in the surface part. The 
positioning of PR in the surface region needs to be chosen to accommodate enough 
space above the surface so that the vacuum level suﬃciently constant at PR. This 
was achieved if the vacuum was around 7 or 8 a0 beyond the outermost surface layer. 
Next we calculate the surface charge density and potential. Calculations were 
performed with 1, 2 or 3 atomic layers in the surface region given that the aim is to 
assess the ability of the embedding scheme to accurately predict surface properties 
using a relatively small number of surface layers. For each of these situations, we 
varied the number of k points in the two-dimensional surface Brillouin zone, the 
maximum g vector, the number of z-basis vectors, kn used in constructing the em­
bedding potential and the number of energy points in the energy integral for the 
charge density. We also investigated the distance above the surface at which the 
vacuum embedding potential was applied. The accuracy of the calculations was 
monitored by inspecting the work function, φ0 = V0 − Ef where V0 is the vacuum 
level and the Fermi energy, Ef , is carried over from the bulk potential calculation, 
and by calculating the dispersion of the surface state. The LDA approximation to the 
exchange correlation potential in the Perdew-Zunger parameterization was used in 
order to allow comparison with previous studies which have mostly been performed 
within LDA. Some previous calculations have used GGA approximations but these 
seem to agree less well with experiment than LDA (see table 6.4.2 for details). In 
the surface calculation, L took values 16.5 a−0
1 for 1 embedded layer, 21 rb
−1 for 2 
layers and 25 a−0
1 for 3 layers. Embedding planes were located at PL = 1.5 a
−
0
1 and 
PR = L − 1.5 a−1 for each calculation. 0 
We ﬁnd that the surface potential is well converged with an 8 × 8 mesh with 
51 special points, equivalent to 400 k points in the surface Brillouin zone. A set 
of 37 reciprocal lattice vectors up to a cut-oﬀ of 3.992 a−0
1 were found to be a 
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Figure 6-4: The work function of the Au(111) surface calculated with diﬀerent num­
bers of k points in the surface Brillouin zone. Results of 1, 2 and 3 layer embedded 
surface calculations are shown. 
suﬃcient basis set in the surface part of the calculation. In the embedding potential 
calculation, where we use the cylindrical basis, a set of kn with nmax = 30 was 
used. Much larger values of nmax can lead to over-completeness unless special steps 
are taken. For the atomic basis functions, we used a sphere radius of 2.65 0a
−1 
(≈ 1.4 ˚ = 9. For the energy integral, A−1) and an angular momentum cutoﬀ of lmax 
it was established that no more than 31 Gauss-Chebyshev points are needed. The 
work functions calculated for diﬀerent numbers of k-points are shown in ﬁgure 6-4. 
The ﬁnal values, achieved at 256 k points are φ0 = 5.505, 5.507 and 5.508 for 1, 
2 and 3 layers respectively, showing excellent consistency and good agreement with 
other reported values from theoretical studies of the Au(111) surface [179], [185]. 
Having obtained a self-consistent surface potential and charge density, this was 
then used to determine the dispersion of the surface state, which lies in the energy gap 
near the Fermi energy associated with the bulk L-point. A set of calculations over 
a range of energies and a set of wavevectors along Γ-M (kx) in the surface Brillouin 
zone with the density of states calculated from the embedded Green’s function for the 
surface region, using an imaginary part of 10−4 Hartrees (≈ 3×10−3 eV). Illustrative 
results are given in ﬁgure 6-5, which shows the density of states at kx = 0.085 a
−
0
1 , 
≈ 0.16 A˚−1, calculated with 3 atomic layers in the embedded region. The energy 
splitting of the surface state near −0.1 eV is clear, as is the bulk, and a slight 
asymmetry in the height of the peaks may be observed. This is due to ’leakage’ of 
the state into the substrate which is energy dependent and greatest when close to the 
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Figure 6-5: Density of states for Au(111) at kx = 0.085 a
−
0
1 in the surface Brillouin 
zone. The L-gap surface state splitting is clearly shown as are the bulk continuum 
states. 
band edge, which is seen at around −0.5 eV and below it is the bulk continuum. This 
plot is comparable with the energy distribution curve in a photoemission experiment, 
as shown in the right hand panel of ﬁgure 6-7. The fact that the bulk states are 
represented as a continuum, rather than a discrete spectrum demonstrates that the 
embedding method treats the substrate as a true semi-inﬁnite crystal. 
The full dispersion curve along kx, for a calculation which contains a single atomic 
layer, is shown in ﬁgure 6-6. Plots such as these are generated from several densities 
of states, each calculated at a diﬀerent kx. The dispersion shows the characteristic 
split parabola of Rashba-like systems and compares extremely well with results from 
ARPES measurements (see ﬁgures 6-3 and 6-7 and refs [16], [15], [183], [17]). The 
calculations give binding energies of -0.52 eV for both 1 and 3 surface layers, in 
good agreement with experiments and previous calculations as may be seen from 
the compilation of studies summarised in table 6.4.2. It can be seen that theoretical 
values of the binding energy are typically 20 or 30 meV lower than experimental 
values, which has previously been attributed to the fact that the LDA approxima­
tion does not reproduce the image potential at the surface and leads to a surface 
barrier which is too steep [185]. However, the one result obtained with the GGA 
approximation gives a binding energy which is considerably higher, and in much 
worse agreement with experiment. The eﬀective mass can be extracted from the 
dispersion curve and we obtain m∗ = 0.25, a value which agrees with the previous 
experimental and theoretical results in table 6.4.2. We ﬁnd that the dispersion curve 
is not exactly parabolic and the precise value of m∗ depends on the range over which 
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Figure 6-6: Dispersion curve for the Au(111) L-gap surface state from a fully rela­
tivistic FLAPW embedded surface calculation. The curve shown is for 1 surface layer 
and demonstrates the characteristics of a Rashba-split surface state. The shaded ar­
eas on either side are the bulk continuum states. 
it is calculated. 
To demonstrate that the energy splitting of the state is due to the spin orbit 
interaction, ﬁgure 6-8, compares the density of states at kx=0.095 a
−
0
1 A−1)(0.18 ˚
from a fully relativistic (bottom) and scalar relativistic (top) calculation. The scalar 
relativistic approximation contains all relativistic eﬀects except the spin orbit inter­
action and the absence of any splitting in this calculation clearly demonstrates that 
the splitting originates from the spin-orbit interaction. 
A further means of characterizing the surface state dispersion is by measuring 
where the surface bands cross the Fermi energy. This is determined by ﬁxing the 
energy at E = Ef and calculating the density of states for a range of kx. Figure 6-9 
shows results obtained with 1 or 3 atomic layers in the surface region and calculations 
such as these are directly comparable with momentum distribution curves from 
photoemission measurements such as that shown in the top panel of ﬁgure 6-7. Both 
1 and 3 layer calculations give Fermi level crossings at kf = ±0.155 and kf = ±0.184 
A˚−1 and a splitting of Δkf = 0.029 ˚ .A−1 These are again in excellent agreement with 
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Figure 6-7: Results of a photoemission experiment on the Au(111) surface state. 
Alongside the dispersion are two diﬀerent measurements. The top panel shows the 
momentum distribution of the emitted electrons at a ﬁxed energy, a horizontal slice 
through the dispersion curve, and the panel on the right hand side shows the energy 
distribution at a ﬁxed momentum, a vertical slice. Figure reproduced from [17]. 
previous investigations and follow the trend that theoretical Fermi level splittings 
are typically ≈ 10% larger than experimental values, which may also be due to the 
fact that the surface state binding energy is lower because of the steep LDA surface 
barrier. 
An important property of the Rashba-like states at surfaces is the fact that their 
spin-polarisation lies in the surface plane. This has been observed experimentally 
[185], [183], [15] and investigated theoretically [185], [184], [15]. We are able to 
perform a similar study of the spin-polarisation, by calculating the expectation of 
σ in the surface plane as described in section 6.2.1. Calculations show that σz = 0 
demonstrating that the spin polarisation does indeed lie in the surface plane. The 
results of a calculation of �σy� at E = Ef are presented in the topmost panel of 
ﬁgure 6-10 and show that the spin polarisation measured along kx lies in the ky 
direction. The inner state has a spin pointing along −ky and the outer along +ky 
as found previously. 
Further insight is gained using the methods outlined in section 6.3, in which 
the strength of the spin-orbit interaction in diﬀerent angular momentum channels 
is varied. There is no contribution of the spin-orbit interaction from the l = 0 s-
channel, but the p and d channels can be switched on or oﬀ separately. To perform 
such calculations we must calculate an embedding potential which has the relevant 
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Figure 6-8: Densities of states for Au(111) at kx = 0.18 A˚
−1 from a scalar relativistic 
(top) and fully relativistic 3 layer embedded calculation, showing the L-gap surface 
state. The fact that the experimentally observed energy splitting only appears in 
the fully relativistic calculation demonstrates that it originates from the spin-orbit 
interaction. 
channel switched oﬀ in the bulk since a large contribution to the spin splitting of 
the surface state comes from the subsurface layers. The results of these calculations 
are also shown in ﬁgure 6-10. The upper panel is �σy� with the full spin-orbit 
interaction, the middle panel has the spin-orbit eﬀects only in the d-channel (l = 2) 
and the lower has it only in the p-channel (l = 1). We ﬁnd essentially no contribution 
from channels with l > 2 (f and above). The larger contribution to the splitting 
from the d-channel relative to that from the p-channel is in conﬂict with the results 
of investigation of the strength of the spin-orbit eﬀect by Nagano et. al [103]. By 
studying the magnitude of the expectation value of the spin-orbit interaction in the 
atomic spheres and examining the asymmetry of the surface state wavefunction, they 
suggested that the contributions from the p-channel was ≈ 8 times larger than that 
from the d-channel. However, our results suggest that the opposite is true, the p 
channel contributes less to the overall splitting than the d-channel. From the results 
shown in ﬁgure 6-10, we ﬁnd that the total wavevector splitting at the Fermi energy 
is Δkf = A
−1, from the d-channel it is Δkf (d) 0.041 ˚ and from the 0.029 ˚ = A−1 
p-channel, Δkf (p) = A
−1 . We also ﬁnd that the polarisation of the spins is 0.012 ˚
reversed in the p-channel and note that Δkf (d) − Δkf (p) = 0.029 ˚ .A−1 
We can provide a qualitative interpretation of these results by considering the 
symmetries of the bands forming the top and bottom of the band gap at the L-
point in which the surface state exists. The band at the bottom of the gap has pz 
character while the band forming the top of the gap is formed by hybridisation of s 
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Figure 6-9: Density of states at the Fermi energy showing the wavevector splitting 
for 1 and 3 embedded surface layers. 
and dz2 orbitals and the surface state therefore is spd-derived. The reversal in spin 
polarisation may be explained by considering that the spin orbit interaction involves 
coupling of the pz band at the bottom of the gap with px and py states which are 
above the band gap and therefore higher in energy. The dz2 band, which forms 
the bottom of the gap, couples to d-states below the band gap which are lower in 
energy. From perturbation theory, the term describing the magnitude of the spin-
orbit coupling of state |n� to state |k� involves the energy diﬀerence between |n� 
and |k�, En − Ek, hence if En > Ek, it is positive and for En < Ek is negative, 
providing a possible explanation of the reversal of the spin-polarisation between d 
and p channels. An investigation of these eﬀects using k p perturbation theory may · 
provide a better understanding [188]. 
The fact that we have obtained various results which are in excellent agreement 
with previous studies demonstrates that the relativistic embedding method is suit­
able for investigation of the eﬀect of the spin orbit interaction at surfaces. By only 
including a single layer of surface atoms we can reproduce accurate binding energies 
and splittings, which shows that the embedding potential faithfully reproduces the 
properties of the extended bulk substrate. This is particularly true since we know 
that over 40% of the spin-orbit splitting of the Au(111) surface state comes from 
layers below the topmost surface layer [18] and the wavefunctions for the surface 
state extend deep within the substrate, hence the large number of layers required in 
slab calculations. This fact demonstrates that the embedding potential for the bulk 
is correctly communicating the spin-orbit eﬀects in the substrate since we achieve 
accurate results with only 1 layer in the surface region. In addition, the binding 
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A−1] A−1]E0 [eV] m∗/me kf [˚ Δkf [˚ notes 
THEORY

-0.39 0.025 23 layer slab, LDA, FLAPW. [16] 
-0.50 0.23 0.023 semi-inﬁnite crystal, LDA+image 
barrier, atomic sphere [184] 
-0.51 0.20 ± 0.149, 0.172 0.023 semi-inﬁnite crystal, LDA, 
muﬃn tin [185], [15] 
-0.484 0.22 0.031 23 layer slab, LDA, FLAPW. [90] 
-0.326 0.25 0.031 23 layer slab, GGA, FLAPW. [90] 
-0.52 0.24 ± 0.159, 0.191 0.032 24 layer slab, LDA, 
pseudopotential. [179] 
0.028 23 layer slab, FLAPW. [103] 
-0.52 
-0.52 
0.25 
0.25 
± 0.155, 0.184 
± 0.155, 0.184 
0.029 
0.029 
1 embedded layer, LDA, RLAPW. 
3 embedded layer, LDA, RLAPW. 
This work. 
EXPERIMENT

-0.417 0.25 ± 0.153, 0.176 0.023 [11] 
-0.487 0.255 ± 0.172, 0.197 0.025 [16] 
-0.487 0.255 ± 0.167, 0.192 0.025 [17] 
-0.439 0.254 ± 0.157, 0.184 0.026 Au(23,23,21). [187] 
-0.47 0.25 ± 0.160, 0.186 0.026 [15] 
-0.46 0.25 0.026 [183] 
-0.479 0.26 ± 0.172, 0.197 0.024 [90] 
Table 6.1: A summary of key parameters from various angle resolved photoemission 
experimental measurements and theoretical investigations of the Au(111) surface 
state. 
energy of the surface state and surface properties such as the work function demon­
strate that the surface potential and charge density can be calculated with suﬃcient 
accuracy with the relativistic embedding method. 
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Figure 6-10: Polarisation of the y-component of the spin for the Au(111) surface 
state at E = Ef , calculated from �σy� along kx with 1 surface layer. The top panel 
shows the full spin orbit interaction and the spin lies along ±ky. The middle panel 
shows the same with the spin-orbit interaction only in the d-channel and the lower 
only in the p-channel. 
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Chapter 7 
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 
This thesis has described the extension of the Green’s function embedding method of 
Inglesﬁeld to the Dirac equation, and how this fully relativistic embedding method 
can be implemented to perform calculations on realistic systems. This has been 
achieved by adapting an existing full-potential LAPW embedding code in the scalar-
relativistic approximation, without spin orbit eﬀects, to relativistic LAPWs based on 
the full 4-component Dirac equation. By applying this to a well studied problem, we 
have shown that it produces results which are in excellent agreement with existing 
experimental and theoretical investigations, along with new insights into underlying 
mechanisms. 
The transfer matrix is commonly used to generate the embedding potential for 
a semi-inﬁnite substrate in surface calculations and we have derived the relativistic 
equivalent of this. We have demonstrated that it has similar properties to the non­
relativistic transfer matrix and has the correct non-relativistic limit, but also includes 
contributions which have no non-relativistic analog and therefore are not adequately 
described by the scalar-relativistic approximation with a ﬁrst order correction to the 
spin-orbit interaction. The relativistic transfer matrix is able to provide the complex 
band structure of the bulk crystal and we have presented results for gold along the 
(001) and (111) directions alongside scalar relativistic calculations to demonstrate 
the signiﬁcance of relativistic corrections due to the spin-orbit interaction in heavy 
elements. 
Since the complex band structure is crucial to understanding electron transport 
in nanodevices, we have also used our transfer matrix to derive the fully relativis­
tic version of a well known expression for the conductance in these systems. This 
expression is formally very similar to the non-relativistic version but the fully rel­
ativistic treatment provides new insight into its physical interpretation. In inves­
tigating transport problems, we have also extended the idea of channel functions 
to the relativistic case. Non-relativistic channel functions are the eigenfunctions of 
the imaginary part of the embedding potential and provide an alternative to Bloch 
states for the study of transport across interfaces. They are better suited to this 
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because, unlike Bloch states, they are orthogonal over the surface. The relativistic 
channel functions have the similar properties to their non-relativistic counterparts 
and we have illustrated this by examining their eigenvalues and comparing with the 
results of scalar relativistic calculations. 
Although we have not described how the relativistic expression for the conduc­
tance can be implemented in practice, this has been done for a number of systems 
in the LAPW basis non-relativistically. Our expression for the conductance, along 
with the relativistic embedding code, provide an excellent starting point for the fully 
relativistic investigation of spin transport. In addition, the properties of the channel 
functions have not been exploited for non-relativistic calculations and since they 
also arise naturally in the relativistic case this is something which should surely be 
investigated further. 
The strength of non-relativistic embedding is in the calculation of surface elec­
tronic structure and we have therefore concentrated on this as the goal of the rela­
tivistic extension. We have described how to calculate the potential in the embedded 
surface region self-consistently using relativistic LAPWs by using scalar-relativistic 
DFT with the non-relativistic LDA approximation to the exchange correlation po­
tential. An obvious possible development of this is to use fully relativistic density 
functional methods to obtain this surface potential. Despite the non-relativistic 
approximation used in generating the surface potential, relativistic calculations of 
the spin orbit splitting of the dispersion of the Au(111) L-gap surface state yield 
results which are in excellent agreement with experimental measurements and both 
non-relativistic and fully relativistic calculations using a variety of methods. We 
recover comparable binding energies, eﬀective masses, Fermi level crossings, spin 
polarisations and wavevector splittings. Theoretical values for the binding energy 
and wavevector splitting at the Fermi energy are typically slightly larger in magni­
tude due to the LDA approximation which produces a surface barrier which is too 
steep as it does not correctly reproduce the image potential. A useful extension 
would be to include this explicitly and to extend the implementation to generalised 
gradient approximations to the exchange correlation potential. 
A further advantage of our implementation for relativistic surface calculations is 
the ability to calculate the spin-polarisation and decompose this into contributions 
from the spin-orbit interaction in diﬀerent angular momentum channels. In terms of 
the splitting we achieve results which are comparable with previous calculations but 
we have provided new results for the l-decomposed spin polarisation. These show 
that the total polarisation consists of contributions from the p and d channels which 
have opposite ordering of the spin. A provisional argument to explain this reversal 
of spin polarisation has been presented which presumes that it is due to spin orbit 
coupling of the components of the surface state in diﬀerent l channels to bands which 
are higher or lower in energy relative to the surface state. Quantitative evaluation 
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of this eﬀect could be achieved by a perturbation theory analysis, giving valuable 
insight into the mechanisms of spin-orbit splitting of surface states which could be 
employed in engineering materials for spintronic applications. 
Because of the potential applications of Rashba type surface states on non­
magnetic metallic surfaces, other systems which exhibit these eﬀects have been 
sought. Many of these consist of noble metal, simple metal and semi-metal overlayers 
on metallic or semiconductor substrates in order to enhance the splitting of surface 
states or manipulate the spin-polarisation [18], [25], [23], [26], [189], [190]. These 
would be ideal candidates for study with our fully relativistic full-potential LAPW 
implementation. A further way by which the embedding method is advantageous for 
systems of this type is that once an embedding potential for a given substrate has 
been calculated, it can be used again to investigate the eﬀect of adding overlayers on 
the surface electronic structure. Furthermore, our calculations have shown that only 
a few layers are needed in the surface region, even for surface states whose wavefunc­
tions extend deep into the crystal, since the embedding potential reproduces the full 
complex band structure which is crucial for the description of surface states. This 
is a considerable improvement over slab calculations where the number of layers can 
be large for such systems and even then they do not faithfully reproduce the bulk 
continuum states. In addition, the small number of surface layers needed to produce 
accurate results of the spin-orbit spitting of the surface state shows that the bulk 
embedding potential correctly reproduces spin-orbit eﬀects in the substrate. 
In principle, the relativistic embedding method can be used to study any system 
for which non-relativistic embedding is suitable. This means that it could be used 
to calculate Green’s functions for investigation of excited states at surfaces, which is 
particularly useful for their optical response since inclusion of relativistic eﬀects is 
necessary for a good description of the electron-photon interaction. This idea leads 
to consideration of an approximation we have used throughout our development of 
the relativistic embedding method; the absence of a vector potential. With this 
vector potential, magnetic systems could be studied although it is not immediately 
obvious how the general embedding method would be changed by this. Clearly, 
the bulk and surface potentials would need to be calculated in an appropriate DFT 
framework. 
In summary, we have developed a powerful method of determining surface elec­
tronic structure which provides a full description of all relativistic eﬀects, including 
the spin orbit interaction, which is particularly important in a wealth of problems 
which are currently under intensive study as they are particularly important for the 
development of a new generation of practical spintronic devices. 
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Appendix A 
MATRIX ELEMENTS 
A.1 Basis Functions 
The LAPW basis functions in the atomic spheres are 
� � � � �� 
ψµ(r) = 
� 
AΛ
α
ν	
gκ(ρ)ΩΛ(ρˆ) 
+ BΛ
α
ν 
g˙κ(ρ)ΩΛ(ρˆ) 
. (A.1)
ifκ(ρ)ΩΛ(ρˆ) if˙κ(ρ)ΩΛ(ρˆ)Λ 
where ρ = r − Rα, Rα is the centre of the αth sphere. The functions gκ(ρ) and 
fκ(ρ) are solutions of the Dirac equation with the spherically symmetric Coulomb 
potential at pivot energy wκ and g˙κ(ρ) and f˙κ(ρ) are their energy derivatives. 
In the interstitial region, the basis functions are plane waves � ��	 � � � � 
ψν (r) = 
1 2
ei(k�+g)·r� 
φms e iknz 
φms e−iknz . 
2(i) V γkσ k(+)φms 
± 
γkσ k
(−)φms·	 · 
(A.2) 
where V = AL is the volume of the unit cell with area A in the x − y plane and 
length L in the z-direction. The composite index ν = (k,ms) and the ± and the 
prefactor 1/2(i) determine whether the large component is cos-like or sin-like. The 
φms are Pauli 2-spinors, 
c�	 � 
γk = 2 , Wk = c
2�2k2 + m2c4 , (A.3)
Wk + mc
and the wavevector k = k� + g ± kn with kpl a wavevector in the ﬁrst 2-dimensional 
Brillouin zone, g is a 2-dimensional reciprocal lattice vector, The wavevector in the 
z-direction is 
2πn 
kn =	 (A.4)
L 
with n even for cos-like and odd for sin-like functions. The length, L, is chosen so 
that the plane waves do not satisfy particular boundary conditions at the boundaries 
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of the unit cell; L > L. 
A.2 Matching Coeﬃcients 
The LAPW coeﬃcients AΛµ and BΛµ are determined by matching the basis functions 
inside the αth atomic sphere at r = Rα to the plane waves at the sphere boundary 
ρ = Sα. To do this we must expand the plane waves in spherical waves. The 
large component can be expanded in relativistic spin angular functions ΩΛ(rˆ) and 
spherical Bessel functions jl(kr) by using the identity [10] 
ikφms e 
·r = 4π ilCΛms jl(kr) Yl
µ−ms (kˆ) 
∗ 
ΩΛ(rˆ) (A.5) 
Λ 
where CΛms are Clebsch-Gordan coeﬃcients and Yl
µ−ms are spherical harmonics. For 
the small component we use the relationship between large and small components 
c 
ψs(r) = σ pˆψl(r) (A.6)
W + mc2 
· 
and make use of [10] 
σ pˆjl(kr)ΩΛ(rˆ) = i�ksgn(κ)jl(kr)ΩΛ(rˆ) (A.7)· 
The plane wave expanded in spherical waves is therefore 
φms ik
� � �∗ jl(kr)ΩΛ(rˆ) 
γkσ kφms 
e ·r = 4π ilCΛms Yl
µ−ms (kˆ) 
iγkksgn(κ)j (kr)Ω (rˆ)· Λ l Λ
(A.8) 
where 
c� � 
γk = 2 , W = c
2�2k2 + m2c4 (A.9)
W + mc
as usual. 
The LAPW plane wave basis functions expanded in plane waves are given by 
� 
NαΛ 
jl(kρ)ΩΛ(ρˆ)
ψ(r) = (A.10)ν(±) 
iγkksgn(κ)jl(kρ)ΩΛ(ρˆ)Λ 
with � � � � � � 
Nν
α
(
Λ 
±) = 2π 
2
i(±)CΛms e
−ik(+)Rα Yl
µ−ms (kˆ(+)) 
∗ ± e−ik(−)Rα Ylµ−ms (kˆ(−)) 
∗
V
(A.11) 
where the phase factors come from the radial coordinate being referred to the centre 
� 
�	 � 
� �	 � � 
� 
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of the αth atomic sphere at Rα, ρ = r − Rα. The factor 
i(±) =
il for + (cos-like) 
(A.12)
il−1 for − (sin-like) 
We can now match the atomic solutions to the plane waves at the boundary Sα of 
the αth atomic sphere. There are two possible matching conditions 
A.2.1	 Amplitude and Radial Derivative of the Large Component 
Continuous 
This matching condition requires 
[Aα	 Nν
α
(
Λ 
±)Λν gκ(ρ) + BΛ
α
ν g˙κ(ρ)] ΩΛ(ρˆ) = jl(kρ)ΩΛ(ρˆ) 
Λ	 Λ 
Aα	 NαΛ Λν gκ
� (ρ) + BΛ
α
ν g˙κ
� (ρ) ΩΛ(ρˆ) = ν(±)jl
�(kρ)ΩΛ(ρˆ), (A.13) 
Λ	 Λ 
where 
gκ
� (ρ) = 
dgκ(ρ) 
(A.14)
dρ 
etc. Multiplying from the left by Ω† (ρˆ), integrating over ρˆ and using the orthonor­Λ� 
mality of the spin angular functions 
d2ρˆΩ† (ρˆ)ΩΛ(ρˆ) = δΛΛ�	 (A.15)Λ�
4π 
we have 
Aα Λν gκ(Sα) + BΛ
α
ν g˙κ(Sα) = Nν
α
(
Λ 
±)jl(kSα) 
Aα κ(Sα) + B
α gκ
� (Sα) = NαΛ jl
�(kSα), (A.16)Λν g
�
Λν ˙ ν(±)
with � 
gκ
� (Sα) = 
dgκ(Sα) ��� . (A.17)dρ Sα 
Rearranging gives expression for the LAPW coeﬃcients 
Aα = 
Nν
α
(
Λ 
±) � 
g˙κ
� (Sα)jl(kSα) − g˙κ(Sα)jl�(kSα) 
� 
Λν (1)
Δκαk 
NαΛ � � 
Bα = 
ν(±) 
gκ(Sα)jl
�(kSα) − gκ� (Sα)jl(kSα) (A.18)Λν 
Δ
(1) 
καk 
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where 
(1)
Δκαk = gκ(Sα)g˙κ
� (Sα) − g˙κ(Sα)gκ� (§α). (A.19) 
A.2.2 Amplitude of Large and Small Components Continuous 
Once again we multiply from the left by Ω† (ρˆ), integrating over ρˆ and use the Λ� 
orthonormality of the spin angular functions to get 
NαΛ � � 
Aα = 
ν(±) 
f˙κ(Sα)jl(kSα) − γkksgn(κ)g˙κ(Sα)j (kSα)Λν (2) l
Δκαk 
Nν
α
(
Λ 
±) � � 
BΛ
α
ν = (2) γkksgn(κ)gκ(Sα)jl(kSα) − fκ(Sα)jl(kSα) (A.20) 
Δκαk 
where 
Δ
(2) 
= gκ(Sα)f˙κ(Sα) − g˙κ(Sα)fκ(§α). (A.21)καk 
A.3 The Overlap Matrix 
The overlap matrix is � 
[O]νν� = 
V 
d3 r ψ†ν (r)ψν� (r) (A.22) 
where V is the unit cell volume 
V = AL (A.23) 
with A the area of the 2-dimensional cell and L the length in the z-direction, from 
z = Z1 to z = Z2. 
Calculation of the overlap matrix is divided into three parts; the overlap over 
the whole cell, V using the interstitial basis functions, the overlap in the atomic 
spheres using the atomic basis functions and ﬁnally a correction where we subtract 
the interstitial overlap from the spheres 
[O]νν� = [Oint]νν� + [Osph]νν� − [Ocorr]νν� (A.24) 
� 
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A.3.1 Overlap in the Interstitial Region 
In the interstitial we evaluate the overlap integral with the plane wave basis func­
tions. 
i(g�−g) r[Oint]νν� = 2
1 
V A 
d2 r� e · � 
� Z2 �� � � � �φms iknz φms e−ik� z † n× 
Z1 
dz
γkσ k
(+)φms 
e ± 
γk
�σ k�(−)φms· · 
�� � � � � 
φms ik� φmsz z e n e−ik
�
,× 
γkσ k
�(+)φms 
± 
γk
�σ k�(−)φms
n
· · 
(A.25) 
which reduces to 
1 
[Oint]νν� = δ(g
� − g)
2L
�� � � Z2 
nδmsm� + γkγk� φ
† σ k(+)σ k�(+)φm� dz e−i(kn−k
� )z 
s ms s· · 
Z1 
� � � Z2 
n− δmsm�s + γkγk� φm† s σ · k(+)σ · k�(−)φms�
Z1 
dz e−i(kn+k
� )z 
� � � Z2 
n− δmsm� + γkγk� φ† σ · k(−)σ · k�(+)φm� dz ei(kn−k
� )z 
s ms s 
Z1 
� � � Z2 � 
i(kn−k� )z+ δmsm� + γkγk� φ
† σ k(−)σ k�(−)φm� dz e n ,s ms s· · 
Z1 
(A.26) 
where 
σ k(±)σ k�(±) = · · 
⎛ ⎞ 
(±)kn(±)kn� + (kx − iky)(kx� + iky� ) (±)kn(kx� − iky� ) − (kx − iky)(±)kn ⎜ ⎟ ⎝ ⎠ 
(±)kn(kx� + iky� ) − (kx + iky)(±)kn (±)kn(±)kn� + (kx − iky)(kx� + iky� ) 
(A.27) 
� 
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and the z-integrals are ⎧ � � ⎪⎪⎪ 1 e±i(kn±k� )Z2 − e±i(kn±k� )Z1n n = 0� Z2 ⎨ ±i(kn ± k� ) kn ± kn� �
dz e±i(kn±k
� )z nn = ⎪Z1 ⎪⎪⎩ Z2 − Z1 kn ± kn� = 0 
(A.28) 
A.3.2 Overlap in the Atomic Spheres 
In the spheres, the overlap is 
��� Sα � 
[Osph]νν� = dρ ρ
2 d2ρˆ
α ΛΛ� 0 4π 
� � � � ��
gκ(ρ)ΩΛ(ρˆ) g˙κ(ρ)ΩΛ(ρˆ) 
† 
Λν Λν× Aα 
ifκ(ρ)ΩΛ(ρˆ) 
+ Bα 
if˙κ(ρ)ΩΛ(ρˆ) 
� � � � �� 
× AΛα �ν� 
gκ� (ρ)ΩΛ� (ρˆ) 
+ BΛ
α �ν� 
g˙κ� (ρ)ΩΛ� (ρˆ) 
. 
ifκ� (ρ)ΩΛ� (ρˆ) if˙
 
κ� (ρ)ΩΛ� (ρˆ) 
(A.29) 
The integral over solid angles makes use of the orthogonality of the spin angular 
functions � 
d2ρˆΩ† (ρˆ)ΩΛ� (ρˆ) = δΛΛ� (A.30)Λ
4π 
and a further simpliﬁcation is made if the radial functions are normalised so that � Sα � � 
dρ ρ2 gκ
2(ρ) + fκ 
2(ρ) = 1 (A.31) 
0 
and � Sα � Sα 
dρ ρ2 g˙κ(ρ)gκ(ρ) = dρ ρ
2f˙κ(ρ)fκ(ρ) = 0. (A.32) 
0 0 
With this normalisation, the overlap in the spheres is 
[Osph]νν� = {Aα Λ ∗ ν Aα Λν� + FκαBΛ αν ∗BΛαν� } (A.33) 
α 
where � Sα � � 
Fκα = dρ ρ
2 g˙κ
2(ρ) + f˙κ 
2(ρ) . (A.34) 
0 
� � � � 
� � � � 
� � � 
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A.3.3 Interstitial Correction in the Atomic Spheres 
We need to subtract the interstitial overlap from the atomic spheres. We do this by 
using the spherical wave expansion of the plane wave basis functions. In this case 
the overlap correction is 
��� Sα � 
[Ocorr]νν� = dρ ρ
2 d2ρˆNν
α
(
Λ
±
∗ 
) Nν
α
�
Λ
(±
� 
) 
α ΛΛ� 0 4π 
jl(kρ)ΩΛ(ρˆ) 
† 
jl� (k
�ρ)ΩΛ� (ρˆ) × 
iγkksgn(κ)jl(kρ)ΩΛ(ρˆ) iγk� k
�sgn(κ�)j
l
� (k�ρ)Ω
Λ
� (ρˆ) 
(A.35) 
We can use the orthogonality of the spin angular functions again and the correction 
reduces to 
� � Sα � � 
[Ocorr]νν� = Nν
α
(
Λ
±
∗ 
) Nν
α
�
Λ
(±) dρ ρ
2 jl(kρ)jl(k
�ρ) + γkγk� kk�jl(kρ)jl(k
�ρ) 
α 0 
(A.36) 
A.4 Hamiltonian Matrix Elements 
A.4.1 Kinetic Energy Matrix Elements in the Interstitial Region 
The general expression for matrix elements of the embedded Hamiltonian in the 
interstitial can be separated into contributions from the kinetic energy and potential 
[Hint]νν� = [T ]νν� + [V ]νν� (A.37) 
The kinetic energy is 
[T ]νν� = d
3 rψν
†(r) ψν� (r) + ic� d2 rS · ψ† (rS )σψs ν� (rS ),−ic�α · � + βmc2 l ν 
V S 
(A.38) 
where the surface integral comes from the discontinuity of the small component of 
the wavefunction on S. 
We can simplify the calculation of these matrix elements as follows. The term 
in βmc2 is 
d3 rψν
†(r)βmc2ψν� (r) = mc 2 [O]νν
ll 
� − [O]ss (A.39)νν�
V 
where [O]ll νν� are the large-large and small-small components of the overlap νν� and [O]
ss 
matrix. The term in α·� can be expanded in large and small components in a similar 
� � � 
� � � � 
� � � 
� 
� 
� 
� � 
� � � � 
� � 
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way 
−ic� d3 rψν†(r)α·�ψν� (r) = −ic� d3 rψ† (r)σ·�ψs ν� (r)−ic� d3 rψ†l ν s ν (r)σ·�ψl ν� (r) 
V V V 
(A.40) 
From the divergence theorem, for two functions φ(r) and χ(r), 
d3 r � φ†(r)σχ(r) = d2 rS · φ†(rS )σχ(rS ), (A.41) 
V S 
therefore 
d3 rφ†(r)σ · �χ(r) = d2 rS · φ†(rS )σχ(rS ) − d3 r {�φ(r)}† · σχ(rS ), (A.42) 
V S V 
hence 
l ν [−ic�α · �]νν� = −ic� 
S 
d2 rS ψ
† (rS)σψs ν� (rS ) 
+ d3 r {−ic�σ · �ψl ν (r)}† ψs ν� (r) 
V 
+ d3 rψ† (A.43)s ν (r) {−ic�σ · �ψl ν� (r)} . 
V 
For plane waves � �� � � � 
mc2 ψl ν (r) ψl ν (r)−ic�α · � 
= Wν (A.44) −ic�α · � −mc2 ψs ν (r) ψs ν (r) 
where � 
Wν = c2�2 |k�|2 + |g|2 + kn 2 + (mc2)2 . (A.45) 
We can therefore put 
−ic�α · �ψs ν (r) = Wν + mc 2 ψl ν (r), −ic�α · �ψl ν (r) = Wν − mc 2 ψs ν (r). 
(A.46) 
Substituting this into (A.43) and adding (A.39), we have 
[T ]νν� = (Wν + Wν� ) [O]
ss
νν� + mc 
2 [O]νν
ll 
� + [O]
ss (A.47)νν� 
which is clearly Hermitian, and includes the surface contribution due to the discon­
tinuity in the small component. 
There is an important advantage in being able to express the interstitial Hamilto­
nian in terms of the overlap matrix. We do not have to calculate extra, complicated 
matrix elements in order to subtract the interstitial Hamiltonian from the atomic 
� 
� � 
� 
� 
� 
� � 
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spheres, we can just use the correction terms from the overlap matrix and substitute 
them into (A.47). 
A.4.2 The Potential in the Interstitial 
The interstitial potential is expanded in plane waves 
rVint(r) = Vint(g, n)e
ig· � cos(knz) (A.48) 
g n 
and the matrix elements with the plane wave basis functions are 
� � 2 ��

Vint νν� = Vint(g
��, n��)δ(g�� − g + g�)
L 
g�� n�� 
z2

× δmsm�s dz cos(kn�� z) sin(knz) sin(kn� z)

z1

+
1 
γkγk� φ
† σ k(+)σ k
�(+)φms 
z2 
dz cos(kn�� z)e
−i(kn−kn� )z 
4 m
�
s 
· · 
z1 
k(+)σ− 
4
1 
γkγkφ
† σ · · k�(−)φm�
z2 
dz cos(kn�� z)e
−i(kn+kn� )z 
ms s 
z1 
1 z2 − 
4 
γkγk� φ
† σ · k(−)σ · k�(+)φm� dz cos(kn�� z)ei(kn+kn� )z ms s 
z1 
+
1
4 
γkγk� φm
†
s 
σ · k(−)σ · k�(−)φm�
z2 
dz cos(kn�� z)e
i(kn−kn� )z (A.49)
s 
z1 
In the surface part of the calculation, the interstitial potential is multiplied by 
a step function which is equal to 1 in the interstitial region and zero in the atomic 
spheres, as in standard LAPW calculations [137]. To do this, two expansions of 
the potential are made in the bulk LAPW calculation. The ﬁrst is an expansion 
in plane waves throughout the whole interstitial region. The second is a spherical 
wave expansion in the atomic spheres. In the embedding potential calculation, the 
two separate expansions are used and the contribution from the spheres must be 
subtracted from the interstitial region. 
� � � � 
� 
� � 
� 
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A.4.3 The Spherical Part of the Hamiltonian in the Atomic Spheres 
If we write the atomic solutions and their energy derivatives as 
gκ(r)ΩΛ(rˆ) g˙κ(r)ΩΛ(rˆ) � 
χΛ(r) = 
ifκ(r)Ω (rˆ) 
, χ˙Λ(r) = 
if˙κ(r)Ω (rˆ) 
, ψν (r) = {Aα Λν χΛ(r) + BΛαν χ˙Λ}
Λ Λ Λα 
(A.50) 
we can use the fact that 
�χΛ|H|χΛ� � = Wκ� �χΛ|χΛ� � + ic� 
S 
d2 rS · χl†Λ(rS )σχs Λ� (rS ) (A.51) 
where Wκ is the pivot energy at which the atomic basis functions are calculated 
and H includes the spherical part of the atomic potential. The integral is over the 
surface of the atomic sphere and comes from the fact that the small component can 
be discontinuous at S. We can then write 
1 1 
H H = 
2 
�χΛ| |χΛ� � + �χΛ� | |χΛ�† 
2
(Wκ + Wκ� ) �χΛ|χΛ� � 
ic� 
� � � 
+
2 S 
d2 rS χ
†
l Λ(rS)σχs Λ� (rS) − χ† s Λ� (rS )σχl Λ(rS ) 
(A.52) 
and also note that 
H|χ˙Λ� = Wκ|χ˙Λ� + |χΛ�. (A.53) 
Making use of these we have the matrix elements of the spherical part of the 
Hamiltonian in the atomic spheres: 
[ Hsph ] {[Aα Λ�ν� J + [Aα Λ�ν� K + [Bα Λ�ν� K + [Bα Λ�ν� L} ,= Λν ]∗ Aα Λν ]∗ Bα Λν ]∗ Aα Λν ]∗ Bα νν�

α

(A.54) 
�	 � 
� � 
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where � Sα � � J = Wκ 
0 
drr 2 gκ
2(r) + fκ 
2(r) + c�Sα2 gκ(Sα)fκ(Sα) 
� Sα � � 
K = Wκ drr 2 gκ(r)g˙κ(r) + fκ(r)f˙κ(r) 
0 
+ c�Sα 2 g˙κ(Sα)fκ(Sα) + gκ(Sα)f˙κ(Sα) 
� Sα � � 
+	 drr 2 gκ
2(r) + fκ 
2(r) 
0 
� Sα � � 
L = Wκ drr 2 g˙κ2(r) + f˙κ 2(r) + c�Sα 2 g˙κ(Sα)f˙κ(Sα) 
0 
� Sα �	 � 
+ drr 2 gκ(r)g˙κ(r) + fκ(r)f˙κ(r)	 (A.55) 
0 
A.4.4 The Non-Spherical Potential in the Atomic Spheres 
The non-spherical part of the potential in the αth atomic sphere, Δ(r) is expanded 
in spherical harmonics 
Δ(r) = Δλ
α(r) Zα (rˆ)	 (A.56)λpYlλmλp 
λ p 
The matrix elements are ��� ��	 � 
α Δακκ
�λDαλ Δακκ
�λDαλ[Δ]νν� = Aα Λ ∗ ντ A ττ � ΛΛ� + ˜ ττ � (A.57)Λ�ν�τ � ΛΛ� 
α ΛΛ� ττ � λ 
Where we have put � 
Aα Λντ = 
Aα Λντ 
Bα Λντ 
τ = 1 
τ = 2 
. (A.58) 
The coeﬃcients � Sα 
Δακκ
�λ 
τ τ � = drr 
2 gκτ (r)Δ
α 
λ (r)gκτ � (r) (A.59) 
0 
and � Sα 
Δ˜ακκ
�λ 
τ τ � = drr 
2fκτ (r)Δ
α 
λ (r)fκτ � (r) (A.60) 
0 
� � 
� � 
� 
� � 
� µµ� �
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where 
gκ(r) τ = 1 fκ(r) τ = 1 
gκτ (r) = , fκτ (r) = (A.61) 
g˙κ(r) τ = 2 f˙κ(r) τ = 2 
The second set of coeﬃcients are 
Dαλ = Zα lµ−ms , Dαλ = C C Zα lµ−ms Λ�Λ CΛms CΛ�ms λpCl�µ�−mslλmλp Λ�Λ Λms Λ�ms λpCl�µ�−mslλmλp 
msp msp 
(A.62) 
where CΛσ are Clebsch–Gordan coeﬃcients and the Gaunt coeﬃcients are given by 
lµ−msCl�µ�−mslλmλp = d
2rˆ Ylµ
∗
−ms (rˆ)Ylλmλp (rˆ)Yl�µ�−ms (rˆ). (A.63) 
4π 
A.5 Matrix Elements of the Embedding Potential 
The embedding plane is chosen to be a plane so that the matrix elements are partic­
ularly easy to calculate, especially since the embedding potential is a 2 × 2 quantity, 
meaning that we only need to use the large component of the plane wave basis 
functions. In the relativistic LAPW basis they are given by 
� � 2 � � 
Γ(W, k ) = φ† Γ(W, k ) φm� sin(knZ) sin(k� Z) (A.64)� νν� V ms � µµ� s n
where Γ(W, k ) is the matrix representation of Γ(rS , r
�
S ; W, k ) indexed by µ = 
(g,ms), expanded on the plane at z = Z, given by (5.59). The sin dependence is 
replaced by cos for the cosine-like choice of plane waves. 
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